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ABSTRACT: TEXT-LINGUISTICS AND BIBLICAL HEBREW: AN EXAMINATION OF
METHODOLOGIES
This dissertation focusses on the theoretical base, and accompanying methodologies,
required for text-linguistic analysis of Biblical Hebrew texts, and the degree of clarity
required for communication of the results. After a brief theoretical introduction, and
explanation of a few common terms, two chapters are devoted to interacting with five works
which concern themselves to some degree with this issue (works by Niccacci, Eskhult,
Andersen, Khan, and Longacre).
In particular, Longacre's Joseph: a story of divine providence: a text theoretical and
text-linguistic analysis of Genesis 37 and 39-48 is used to introduce the reader to the
"Tagmemic" school of text-linguistics (or "discourse analysis"). The central purpose of this
volume is to contribute explanations in plain English of some fundamental concepts of this
model, in order that hebraists may make more use of its considerable benefits and insights.
In particular, Longacre's indentification of several possible text-types (which free us from
trying to describe Reported Speech as a single text-type with extremely flexible rules), and of
the correlation of a ranked scale of foregrounded to backgrounded clause-types for each
significant text-type, is highlighted. These promise to streamline significantly the description
of Hebrew syntax.
The next two chapters apply these concepts to biblical texts taken from Judges,
Leviticus, Exodus and Ruth. In these chapters, several text-types are confirmed, and their
verb ranking identified. Reported Speech tends to modify slightly the expected clause
distribution of these text-types, but it is suggested that this is due to internal cohesion with
the speech formula clause into which it is embedded (the Reported Speech material is
syntactically marked as functioning as the direct object of the speech formula verb, contra
Niccacci).
This is followed by a concluding chapter, two appendices (Judges 2, sections of
Exodus, and the entire book of Ruth, in formats which have been found useful for identifying
certain text-level features), a bibliography, and two colour-coded charts (sections from the
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION, AND EXAMINATION OF SEVERAL RECENT
PUBLICATIONS
LI. Introduction to the Content and Goals of this Volume.
In this work, I will examine several currently available works on Classical Hebrew,1
explain a particular theory of linguistics, and its derived approach to the data, examine a series
of texts, and draw conclusions from all the above. The lynch-pin holding all this together is
the question of the role(s) of different types of clauses in different types of texts.2
Our goal is to measure some of the current work on this question against two basic
criteria: 1) integrity of description; and 2) effectiveness of communication. In a very real
sense, the author of a study offers himself (or rather, his work) as a bridge between the topic
studied and the reader; if the connection between himself/his work and either the topic or the
reader is inadequate in some way, then his purpose in connecting the two will not be
accomplished in a satisfactory way. So, if a researcher approaches his data with a faulty
theoretical base, or faulty methodological procedures, that end of the bridge is insecure;
likewise, if his communication of truly valid insights about the data is imprecise, or
impenetrable (perhaps due to use of unfamiliar and poorly defined vocabulary), then the other
end of the bridge is insecure. Both must be in place if the work is to move the study of the
language forward. We will survey five works with these two concerns in mind, then will turn
our attention to the data itself.
1 I use this term to refer to Hebrew of the biblical period (extending to roughly 200 B.C.E.); it
is more or less synonymous with the term Biblical Hebrew, but allows for the inclusion of
non-biblical materials in the corpus; although these are not relevant for the present study,
I adopt the term on principle: we are dealing with a language (full stop), not simply a set
of features of some strictly limited corpus of data.
2 Jones, in "A Synopsis of Tagmemics," commenting on Longacre's contribution of this type of
enquiry, has written: "Longacre has studied the effect of discourse types on units both
large and small in texts. 'In effect once a discourse type is chosen, many decisions as to
structure of very small parts of it are already made [1972, p. 133]'" [p. 94]; this is, in brief
the justification for our interest in this approach: we seek to describe the motivating
factors at the macro-syntactic level for the employment of micro-syntactic features.
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Before much can be said about the data, however, our own approach to it — theory,
methodology, and working hypotheses — will require elucidation. In Chapter Three, therefore,
I will present definitions, relate concepts, and justify procedures, which will come into play in
our examination of the data. This will be followed by examination of six extended sections of
text from the Hebrew Bible,3 culminating in an integrated reading of the book of Ruth, where
we examine the text in light of hypotheses developed out of the previous examinations of data.
The final chapter will summarize the material contain in the previous six, and will look ahead
toward further application of the results of this research. Thus, the layout is as follows:
Ch 1 Introduction and objectives; examination of the first three
works (Niccacci, Eskhult, and Andersen)
Ch 2 Examination of the remaining authors (Khan and Longacre)
Ch 3 Presentation of Theory and Methodology
Ch 4 Presentation of worked material from Judges 2, Leviticus
14, and 6-7, and the Tabernacle texts (Ex 25ff.)
Ch 5 Presentation of material from Judges (10.6-12.7), and an
integral text (Ruth), examined with special attention to
the hypotheses formulated during previous looks at
the data
Ch 6 Summary, practical applications, and review of objectives
Chapter One introduces the present research project, and will provide a summary of
some of the major recent contributions in the field of Hebrew text-linguistics: a brief
introduction to the principal theoretical questions involved in this study will be followed by an
3 Judges 2; Leviticus 14.1-32; Leviticus 6.1[Heb]-7.38; sections of Exodus 25-40 [these four
data-samples are dealt with in Chapter Four]; Judges 10.6-12.7; and the whole of the book
of Ruth [these are found in Chapter Five].
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in-depth analysis of one of the currently most influential works,4 and of two other significant
works.5
The principal theoretical elements which I will explain in this chapter are:
- the necessity of theoretical and methodological integrity and clarity;
- the primacy of the data;
- language universals, and their significance for Hebrew studies;
- text-level structures as describable features of language;
- "bag-of-tricks" languages, and, with such a language, the necessity of studying all
possible features which perform the same function, in order to describe
accurately the function of any one of these features;
- 'text', providing a basic definition for this term as I use it, and 'discourse' —
alluding to the variety of definitions which can be given to it, and the reasons
why I chose to avoid using it;
- text-type, and its influence on the distribution of clause-types;
- and, the inter-relationship between micro-syntactic and macro-syntactic levels of
language.
This theoretical section is followed by presentation of three works (details given in
text, below) of Niccacci, Eskhult, and Andersen.
Two quotations from David Crystal's Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 2nd ed.,
will get us underway:
One sign of immaturity [in a science] is the endless flow of terminology. The
critical reader begins to wonder if some strange naming taboo attaches itself to
the terms that a linguist uses, whereby, when he dies they must be buried with
4 Alviero Niccacci's Syntax of the Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose (tr. by W.
G. E. Watson) JSOTS 86 Sheffield: JSOT Press 1990.
5 Eskhult, Mats Studies in Verbal Aspect and Narrative Technique in
Biblical Hebrew Prose (Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis: Studia Semitica
Upsaliensia 12) Uppsala: Uppsala University 1990; and Andersen,
Francis I. The Sentence in Biblical Hebrew den Hague/Paris: Mouton
1974.
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him.6
DISCOURSE A term used in linguistics to refer to a continuous stretch of
(especially spoken) language larger than a sentence — but, within this broad
notion, several different applications may be found. At its most general, a
discourse is a behavioural unit which has a pre-theoretical status in linguistics:
it is a set of utterances which constitute any recognizable speech event (no
reference being made to its linguistic structuring, if any), e.g. a conversation, a
joke, a sermon, an interview. A classification of discourse functions, with
particular reference to type of subject-matter, the situation, and the behaviour
of the speaker, is often carried out in sociolinguistic studies (of primitive
societies, in particular), e.g. distinguishing dialogues v. monologues, or (more
specifically) oratory, ritual, insults, narrative, and so on. In recent years,
several linguists have attempted to discover linguistic regularities in discourses
(discourse analysis or DA), using grammatical, phonological and semantic
criteria (e.g. cohesion, anaphora, inter-sentence connectivity). It is now plain
that there exist important linguistic dependencies between sentences, but it is
less clear how far these dependencies are sufficiently systematic to enable
linguistic units higher than the sentence to be established.7 The methodology
and theoretical orientation of discourse analysis (with its emphasis on
well-formedness and rules governing the sequence of permissible units, in both
spoken and written texts) are often contrasted with those of conversation
analysis. Some linguists adopt a broader, psycholinguistic perspective in
studying discourse, which they view as a dynamic process of expression and
conmprehension governing the performance of people during linguistic
interaction. Some adopt a sociolinguistic perspective, in which the purpose or
function of the discourse is emphasised. These emphases distance the subject
from 'text linguistics', when this is seen as the formal account of the linguistic
principles governing the structure of texts. But there is considerable overlap
between the domains of discourse analysis and text linguistics (for example, the
notion of cohesion is prominent in both), and any attempt at a principled
distinction would be premature.8
(We can read these quotes with some amusement, for the first draws into focus a
problem that affects the term 'discourse' in particular, with acerbic clarity, as can be seen by
6 Dwight Bolinger, Aspects of Language, p. 554; quoted in David Crystal, Dictionary, p. v.
7 It is these "linguistic dependencies" which are the focus of "text-linguistic" analyses; that
these are "sufficiently systematic to enable linguistic units higher than the sentence to be
established," is indeed a matter for some debate, yet is also one of the presuppositions
which undergirds the text-linguistic undertaking as a whole — and it is one which is
being amply substantiated by data from the widest possible array of the world's languages,
both living and dead.
8 Crystal, p. 96.
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the definitional which Crystal offers. When we get into the realm of linguistics — and in
particular, text-linguistics — the humour of these statements begins to darken, for linguistics
generates new terminology at a mind-boggling rate.9)
There are at least three things to which a reader should find access — in addition to
the results of the work undertaken — in a research publication: the author's presuppositions,
his theoretical perspective, and his methodology. This is because the only means a reader has
of assessing the trustworthiness of a researcher's conclusions is by evaluating them through that
researcher's approach to the data. The problem, however, is that many researchers either have
not learned the technique of self-analysis with regard to these concerns, or consider them of
too little importance to be included in published results.
Presuppositions must be uncovered, examined, and put to the most difficult challenges
throughout a researcher's approach to the data, for these, if left unchallenged, can govern one's
work to the point that it produces nothing of value. They must either be 1) recognized as
false, and rejected, 2) acknowledged as unproven, hypothetical, and therefore remaining
suspect, or 3) proved to be true, at which point they cease to be presuppositions, and become
definitions, and part of the researcher's theoretical base.
That theoretical base (which is, in effect, a summary of, and generalizations from,
data already processed) in turn gives the researcher meaningful ways of interacting with the
data; that is, the theoretical base suggests a methodology. This methodology — or the
procedures which one will implement in analysing the data — will in its turn assist in
organizing the data in a way that leads to solid scientific conclusions (even where these
conclusions be that the processing of data according to one's methodology has led to no solid
conclusions).
These conclusions are then fed back into the researcher's (internal) data bank and are
compared with the theory's projections. Where the two are in accord, the theory is
strengthened; where they are not, both must be re-examined in order that fault be found either
9 It is certainly not alone in this, however; various areas of biblical studies are not far behind!
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in the methodology or its application, or in the theoretical base — and to determine whether
the inadequate factor should be altered to make room for the new results, or should be
jettisoned altogether in favour of another, more workable one. Any less rigorous approach to
these concerns is the less objective and the less trustworthy.
In the long run, all but the data must be considered suspect.10 This is true
particularly when dealing with a restricted corpus of language material, as there are insufficient
data to substantiate hypotheses fully. Only where the data appear to be in contradiction with
all possible theoretical explanations, can it be permitted that the data-base itself be called into
question. It is rare, however, that scholars go to these lengths, and many settle for "improving"
the text as a path of lesser resistance; with regard to this tendency, Niccacci writes:
It is, in any case, a duty to presume that even the various kinds of 'glosses' or
inserts also follow the rules of grammar and syntax. I think it injudicious to
adopt the principle which unfortunately so many scholars follow that so-called
'difficulties' or 'mistakes' of grammar and syntax are indications of later
reworking. In effect this would mean that the writers of such glosses either
did not know the language or at the least were inept. I wish to reiterate here
a caution against the danger of making syntax as arbitrary as literary criticism
.... 1 prefer to follow this method closely rather than 'correct' the texts using
'rules' even if difficult cases remain which require further study . . . .n
1 present here, in this chapter and in the following, several relatively recent works,
which have to do with the assessment of syntactic features in prose. I will sketch more fully
my own theoretical and methodological bases in Chapter Three — for the moment, however,
the following will serve to introduce these features of my work sufficiently to provide the
10 I acknowledge that our corpus may contain errors of transmission, and that this places the
analyst in a different situation from one working in a living language, where the data can
be reconfirmed when doubt exists about their accuracy. This possibility is not open to
those working on Classical Hebrew, for example. However, cautious textual criticism and
emendation is not what is at stake in the above statement — rather, it is that too many
people engaged in analysis of this language, come to it with inflexible theories and/or
ideologies, which they are unwilling to re-examine in light of the data. Radical
re-structuring of the text is, for some, only a starting point in their protection of theory or
ideology.
11 p. 13.
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reader with a starting point for understanding my assessment of these authors' works.
It will be clear from the comments above, and to follow, that I consider the data to
be the only unquestionable "given" of my research. But, as there is a rather small amount of
data available to us in this language (according to contemporary linguistic standards), we are
somewhat at a disadvantage. Modern descriptive linguistics,12 however, has discovered that,
despite the great number of different languages in the world (over 5,000 at latest count), and
despite the enormous diversity exhibited among these languages, there is a remarkable degree
of consistency in language features; that is to say, the world's languages demonstrate a limited
number of possible variants.
Taking a rather simplistic example, with the three main constituents13 of a transitive
clause (Subject, Object, and Verb), we should be able to find the following combinations:
S-V-O, S-O-V, V-S-O, V-O-S, O-S-V, and O-V-S. In fact, only the first three combinations
occur with any frequency as the standard word order for transitive clauses; the latter three are
extremely uncommon, the last being virtually unheard of.14 Thus when we look at a new
language, we can begin with a certain confidence that O-S-V is not a strong option for the
normative word order of a transitive clause, and that any occurrences of the O-S-V clause-type
should be examined closely, as they are highly unusual. This particular example is not of a
great significance for the present topic, but a more relevant one is at hand.
One of the "discoveries" — rather I should say "new emphases" — of contemporary
linguistics has been the analysis of large structures in texts. So, just as one can describe the
constituent structure of a transitive clause as S-V-O, one can also describe a story as a
12 Please note that I make no attempt at precision in the use of this term; it has been used in
the past as a label for certain brands of "structural" linguistic theories, which is not my
intent here. Here, I merely mean linguistics which has as its principal concern the
[empirical] analysis and description of the features of the data as it stands. For further
definition of this term, see Chapter Three.
13 "CONSTITUENT (CONSTITUENCY) A basic term in grammatical analysis for a linguistic
unit which is a component of a larger construction" [Crystal, Dictionary, p. 68]; we will
return to this topic in Chapter Three.
14 On this topic, see, for example, Khan, p. 225, and his notes.
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sequence of constituent units,15 each with its proper place, and each section filled with its
proper sort of "filler". This has allowed scholars to observe that certain features occur
regularly in the world's languages at these "larger" levels; it is common, for example, if not
universal, for languages to mark the most significant event or events in a story, so that this
material stands out from the rest of the story. Likewise, distinctions are normally made
between background information and foreground information (regardless of the basic text-type
in question), and so on.
"Language universals," as these general tendencies of human language have been
dubbed,16 give language workers the "basic starting point" kind of information which a traveller
would hope to find in a good guide-book — not the sort of thing like, 'This statue was
constructed in 1793, and erected on this spot in . . . ," but rather, information like "Shops close,
by law, at 18:00; if, however, you need a pharmacist in the middle of the night, try phoning
or , if neither of these is successful, phone the Police ( ), who will be able to
advise you." Now, the material we are dealing with, of course, does not usually generate the
kind of urgency exhibited in my analogy, but the researcher will find that a list of "most likely
language features" derived from language studies around the world will be of some
considerable help in trying to answer questions about Classical Hebrew. Longacre writes:
15 These are discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three.
16 "In their broadest sense, then, LANGUAGE UNIVERSALS are equivalent
to the general design features of human language .... FORMAL
UNIVERSALS are the necessary conditions which have to be imposed on
the construction of grammars in order for them to be able to operate.
They include such notions as the number of components, types of rules,
ordering conventions (e.g. cycles), types of transformations, and so on.
SUBSTANTIVE UNIVERSALS, on the other hand, are the primitive
elements in a grammar, required for the analysis of linguistic data, e.g.
NP, VP, [+ grave], [+ abstract] .... Some of these categories may
actually be found in every language, but it is not crucial to the notion of
substantive universal that they should be. All that is required is that they
be constructs which need to be defined by linguistic theory to enable
cross-language generalisations to be made, i.e. they are not terms
established for the analysis of just one language, but are capable of
general application .... ABSOLUTE UNIVERSALS are properties
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The linguistic specialist who takes out even a minimum of his time to read the
writings of his colleagues who work in other fields of specialization, is often
pleasantly surprised to find that the exercise is relevant and helpful. For one
thing, languages around the world involve not only particulars but universals.
The universals are partially masked by the particulars. Consequently, one
often finds in comparing two languages (typically of two different language
areas), a feature which is somewhat latent and covert in language B is marked
and overt in language A. The student of language A, having learned of the
presence of this feature in language B, returns to his own speciality with his
attention now directed to a feature which had not formerly received sufficient
attention from him.17
Another language universal is that a language will employ one of two basic
techniques for marking peak situations, and other such "text-level" features: some languages
will have one — and only one — marker for a specific function; others chose from a variety
of possibilities (Longacre calls languages of this latter type "bag-of-tricks" languages — for
obvious reasons), the choice of which item is very often a "stylistic"18 one.19
(A language with only one way to mark a peak event in no way exhibits an impaired
stylistic realm, it must be said; those nuances which indicate the "style" of a text are simply
apportioned to other facets of the language.)
The role of language universals in the present study is all the greater, in that the
limited scope of our data is rendered, by language universal sign-posts, not as significant a
hindrance as we might otherwise have been forced to conclude; for, just as comparison of
which all languages share; there are no exceptions. RELATIVE UNIVERSALS are
general tendencies in language; there may be principled exceptions." [Crystal, Dictionary,
pp. 321; italics my own],
17 Longacre, Theory and Application, p. v.
18 I won't attempt to define this term closely — I tend to use it to describe the situation
where a language user is faced with more than one option to perform a function, but
where the differences between the options are not great; in such a case, the language user
makes his choice on the basis of any number of factors, which are generally too subtle to
be understood well by the non-native user, for example.
19 In English, for example, we can connect two paragraphs by the words "thus," "therefore,"
"and so," etc. without any great change in meaning or macro-syntactic significance —
though the choice may still be rather rigidly controlled by other factors, such as the
socio-linguistic setting.
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Hebrew with Ugaritic and Arabic can help us elucidate lexical and other difficulties, these
language universals can indicate to us certain features to watch out for, or they may indicate to
us possible solutions for difficult syntactic problems. One may approach the language with a
sense that one does not need to carry out an analysis with no clues whatsoever, as if
performing an autopsy on an extra-terrestrial. Rather, the language lies before us (to mix
metaphors) as if a country-side already vaguely familiar. In the same way that, in such a
country-side, we would suspect that abundant vegetation in the cleft between two hills may
indicate a water-source, we can construct initial hypotheses about our data, based on language
universals, where otherwise we might not notice enough of the signs in our language to make
any such observations.
Languages all over the world — and from every age from which we have language
data — have, to a great extent, had to perform the same kinds of tasks; this is confirmed both
by the very existence of language universals, as well as by the evidence they present to us.
This is to be expected: all humans have the same size neurological language centres, and social
interchange tends to demand certain general things20 of the speaker, which individual languages
must accomodate. Psycho- and neuro-linguists will affirm a certain consistency of
psychological and neurological language patterning, which does not vary greatly from culture to
culture, etc.21
At the structural level, then, all language systems tend to have a concept of syllable
structure, of intonation patterns, of hypothesis/conclusion sentence structure. This should not
raise a sceptical response from the reader. It may, however, be less evident that languages
have a strong tendency to structure larger units as well — that is, systems exist within all
20 Can the reader imagine a language with nc. facility at all for discussing "time," "movement,"
"food," or "relatives"?
21 The question of whether we can apply such up-to-date research results to languages from
millennia past, is one which we cannot ever fully answer; studies in early language data
(as early as we have it, that is) confirm, however, that "language" as a human tool has not
altered so significantly in the time elapsed that today's knowledge could not elucidate
yesterday's data.
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languages so far studied, which serve to indicate to a reader or hearer22 that a speech has
ended, or that a new scene in the story has begun, or that the key point in an exhortation has
been made. These structures are sometimes subtle,23 and will often occur in overlapping
fashion to give a cumulative effect, but they exist nonetheless, and can be catalogued and
codified in the same way that "hypothetical sentence" structures (English "if X, then Y.") can be
catalogued and codified.
"Universal syntactic structures" — those found in the vast majority of languages —
usually include, from smallest building block to largest unit: MORPHEME - WORD -
PHRASE - CLAUSE - SENTENCE - PARAGRAPH - TEXT.24 We are accustomed to
analysing phrase-, clause-, and to some extent sentence-structure, but paragraph- and
text-structure are relatively new to us.
I have avoided using the term "discourse" here; my term "text" is very nearly
equivalent to the former, as it is used in Longacre's brand of Tagmemic' linguistics25 — that
is, a text (or 'discourse') is a unit of speech, whose constituents are paragraphs, and other,
shorter, units; texts exhibit consistent tendencies in internal development, which features can be
described linguistically. This definition, though inadequate, will suffice for the time being. It
can be seen from the dictionary entry quoted at the outset of this chapter, that the term
"discourse" has a variety of uses; in the following material, I will identify each author's own use
of the term, and will be specific with regard to the meaning I intend, if my own use of the
term might lead to confusion. In the long run, however, I try to stay away from 'discourse' as
a technical term — too many people have used it for too many applications for it to be free
22 In this work, reference, by one of these two terms, to the transmission of language
material, will not exclude the other — for our purposes, the same language processes are
going on whether the communication is oral or written.
23 For example, falling intonation, may indicate the end of a speech.
24 The definition of those terms needing definition will be given, either where first required,
or in Chapter Three.
25 A working introduction to this theory will be presented in Chapter Three.
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enough of unwanted connotations to serve my purposes.25
In addition to those universal tendencies mentioned above, it can be said that all
languages need, for example, to be able to relate sequences of historical events; likewise, all
need to be able to give lists of instructions; all need to be able to predict, exhort, describe —
and all languages need to be able to distinguish these text-types one from another. The
theoretical system presented in the following chapters is a most helpful tool for looking at this
facet of language; it provides a framework for analysing and codifying the features seen at the
"text" level of language.
Words are usually the building blocks of phrases, phrases the building blocks of
clauses, and so on. Texts rely on the content of their constituents in order to convey their own
content; it is to be expected, then, that text-type distinctions depend heavily on the type of
information encoded by verbal aspects, time-frames, etc., to expound the text-type being
worked with. Thus, micro-syntax and macro-syntax work hand in hand: proposing that a
certain feature has macro-syntactic significance in no way deprives it of its micro-syntactic
value.
In addition, there are a limited number of grammatical and syntactic options in the
verb system, and, therefore, these options will sometimes be called upon to perform more than
one function (e.g. a clause-type which serves as the foreground form in one test-type may be
the furthest from the foreground in a different text-type). Nevertheless, it is important — if
not essential — that the researcher acknowledge these text-type distinctions and their related
verb usages in order to make sense of the data; without such distinctions, no patterns will
surface to aid the researcher to understand the features being examined.
The essential theoretical elements which inform my methodology are:
26 This, too, is a fairly standard language trait: development of new applications for a term
is often followed by abandonment of it in other circles — cf. the same process with the
word "gay," whose more general definition as "light-hearted" has been more or less
completely abandoned by much of the English-speaking populace, due to its more recently
developed application as a term describing a sexual orientation.
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1) that identifiable structures exist at the paragraph- and text-levels, and that these can
be described;
2) that 'text-type' is one of the strongest motivating factors at macro-syntactic levels in
the deployment of micro-syntactic constructions;
3) that the positing of macro-syntactic roles for certain constructions in no way lessens
their micro-syntactic identities, but that both layers work hand in hand to convey a wide
variety of necessary information.
These basic elements — like the dry bones in the valley — will be knit together
with sinews and flesh in Chapter Three. The basic features which I have described above will
be sufficient for the reader to make sense of the comments which follow, on the five works
to be examined. They will serve to create a reasonable context within which we can operate
until such a time as a further definition of theory and methodology becomes more appropriate.
The works I will be examining in detail in this chapter and the next are:
Andersen, Francis I. The Sentence in Biblical Hebrew The Hague/Paris:
Mouton 1974
Eskhult, Mats Studies in Verbal Aspect and Narrative Technique in Biblical
Hebrew Prose Uppsala: Uppsala University 1990
Longacre, Robert E. Joseph: A Story of Divine Providence : a text
theoretical and textlinguistic analysis of Genesis 37 and 39-48 Winona
Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns 1989
Khan, Geoffrey Studies in Semitic Syntax Oxford: Oxford University Press
1988
Niccacci, Alviero (tr. W G E Watson) The Syntax of the Verb in Classical
Hebrew Prose (JSOT Suppl. 86) Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press
1990
Each of these books contributes to a greater understanding of the text-level features
of Classical Hebrew, and I will be evaluating them on the basis of the significance of their
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contribution to that work (in particular, with reference to the specific concerns of our topic27).
It is only fair to acknowledge that these books may not have intended to contribute to an
enquiry of exactly this sort, and I acknowledge at the outset that, in some ways, I will not be
"giving them a fair reading." Yet, these provide an excellent working collection for assessing
the kinds of presuppositions, theoretical bases, etc. which one finds in that contemporary
literature which has a bearing on the description of the text-level features of this language.
I will examine these books in two stages: the first group includes Niccacci,
Eskhult, and Andersen — these approach their topic with macro-syntactic considerations in
mind; two books in this group (Niccacci and Eskhult) are concerned broadly with description
of the verb in Hebrew; Andersen, on the other hand, focuses on particular syntactic features
and presents a fuller description of their variants and functions.
The second stage28 will consist of an examination Khan's Studies, and of Longacre's
recent work, Joseph.29 Khan and Longacre have more in common than their particular
theoretical background (which is shared by Andersen) — they each offer something unique in
their work: in Khan's case it is clarity of presentation, matched by solidity of theoretical
grounding; in Longacre's, it is his astute insight into the macro-system of language as a
whole, and of Classical Hebrew in particular. As we shall see, these works also have their
weak points, which are likewise instructive.
The purpose in looking at these books will be to examine the variety of theories
and methodologies current in the academic world of the hebraist, with regard to analyzing
larger bodies of Hebrew text.
27 Which, as we mentioned above, are 1) the interrelationship between clause-types and
text-types in Classical Hebrew, and 2) the question of integrity of theory and
methodology in enquiries of this sort.
28 Chapter Two.
29 Longacre's approach to language has informed my own to a great degree, and his
principles, for the most part, are my own. This work is dealt with in Chapter Two.
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Excursus on Bruce K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax.
Most works produced at present tend to steer rather wide of the kind of work we
are engaged in in this study; those which do address the issue often do so with a wariness of
the intellectual "investment and returns" involved. Those which do attempt this work are
often marred by an inadequate grounding in empirical theory, or never break out of the
world of "linguists communicating with linguists."30 One book which adopts the first approach
is Waltke and O'Connor's Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax.
I have a mixed response to this impressive "Syntax" — it is a remarkable work,
and welcome; yet it is also seriously disappointing on several levels: In the first place, the
authors spend a vast amount of time on semantic evaluation of forms (which is grammar, not
syntax), and, in all honesty, very little time on syntax itself; though they do occasionally
discuss word order, etc., in clauses containing various forms of the verb, they spend far more
time on discussing the meaning of forms (e.g. "A non-perfective of instruction expresses the
speaker's will in a context of legislation or teaching,").31 I have yet to find, for example, a
discussion of what elements may be found, and in what order and with what significance, in a
participial, or an infinitive, phrase. All this underlines a certain confusion about what
constitutes grammar, and what constitutes syntax — by far, most of what purports to be
syntactic description is little more than grammar where the nuance of the form in question is
fine-tuned by a look at the context. This is not to say that I denigrate Waltke and
O'Connor's volume — it is a treasury of information; my complaint on this score is solely
that they don't end up doing as much syntax as one is led to believe.
In the second place, Waltke and O'Connor blow hot and cold on "discourse analysis
or text linguistics" [§3.3.4b, pp. 53f. — the entirety of the section], opting for "the more
traditional path" of old-style phrase and clause analysis (and this they do not do very
systematically at the syntactic level). They write:
30 As we will reiterate below, in our examination of the various works in this and the next
chapters.
31 §31.5c, p. 510.
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We have resisted the strong claims of discourse grammarians in part for the
theoretical and practical reasons mentioned earlier: most syntax can be and
has been described on the basis of the phrase, clause, and sentence [italics
my own]. Further, it is evident that the grammatical analysis of Hebrew
discourse is in its infancy. As an infant, it offers little help for the many
problems of grammar which have not been well understood. Most
translators, we think it fair to say, fly by the seat of their pants in
interpreting the Hebrew conjugations. Hebrew grammarians have only
recently come to appreciate morphemes as diverse as the "object marker"
nN and the enclitic mem. No modern grammar, further, has begun to gather
together the wealth of individual studies that have been carried out in a
more traditional framework; thus it is not surprising that some students know
little about the case functions and some commentators make egregious errors
in their interpretations of prepositions. For our purposes, therefore, we are
content to stay with more traditional bases than those of discourse grammar.32
And yet they also write:
If we seek to systematize our understanding of textual organization, we need
to introduce the notion of different levels and types of organization. Not
every verse, for example, works in the same way in itself and in relation to
the verses around it. We may recognize a class of major textual markers or
macrosyntactic signs, by which we mean conjunctions and other expressions
that bind together the sentences constituting a larger span of text. [Here
follows a quote from W. Schneider, Grammatik des biblischen Hebraisch
(Munich: Claudius, 1974), p. 261, pointing out that certain "signs" have
macrosyntactic significance. Waltke and O'Connor follow this with a very
lucid summary, then a disclaimer . . .] Like the Masoretic accent system, this
method of analyzing textual organization requires independent study (cf. 3.3.4)
A simpler approach may be offered. . . ,33
But, in fact, their "simpler approach" is not simpler, but muddier, and the simpler
approach is the one they have forsaken.34
They detail in their book what has been written about Hebrew; at times this
appears to exclude the idea of actually describing the language itself. For example, it is
32 §3.3.4e, p. 55.
33 §38.1e, p. 634.
34 §38.1f, pp. 634ff.
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nearly universally accepted, nowadays, that "narrative" is a category with particular features
in Biblical Hebrew; Waltke and O'Connor accept it as such, without ever examining what that
acceptance implies for language in general, nor for their description of Biblical Hebrew, as
the subject of their work.35 They have taken it on board because it is a matter of general
acceptance. And yet, although there is likewise a consensus of opinion which acknowledges
7H to be an intriguing and significant feature of the language, the index directs the reader
to only three locations — of these, two are tangential mentions in the context of a brief
reference to someone else's work, and the third is to tell the reader that one should translate
the clause DtTI YH into English as One day, it is accompanied by one example. This
glossing over of such a fascinating, and textually significant, feature of the language is not
helpful; they choose to do so, I believe (given their own statements in their introductory
sections), because if they were to engage in a fuller treatment of the issues involved, it would
take them out of their realm, and into areas they have chosen, for personal, rather than
academic reasons, to avoid.
It would be irresponsible of me to give a purely negative review of this book;36 but
to be honest there is something in the underlying principle of the work to which I take
serious exception: this is a Textus Receptus approach to describing the language; it has
chosen to include only what has been accepted previously, and to break no new ground —
nor even to summarize current developments in a way which encourages the reader to look
forward to progress and development. It is not likely that another work of a similar nature
and scope will receive, for a long time to come, the support and prominence which this has
received; therefore, this book will be one of the standards for this generation, and possibly
more, of Hebrew students;37 it has had an opportunity to bring the fascinating array of
35 See, for example, §39.1a, p. 647.
36 The introductory overviews are exceptional, for example, despite the restrictions of space
which must curtail most of these discussions; and, for the most part, what they have
covered engenders little disagreement, but rather, what they have omitted.
37 Re-editing of some of the older standard grammars and syntaxes, with a view to bringing
in modern linguistic insights, is presently underway, and promises to combine the best of
both worlds — how much more, then, should we be able to find this in a work like
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advances in description of the language to the broadest possible readership, in a way which
could have moved the study of this language forward exponentially, yet it has chosen a safer,
simpler (for the authors, but not for the student) approach. In my opinion, had the authors
taken the task "more seriously,"38 and had done the four, or seven, or ten, more years' work,
which would have enabled them really to write a "Syntax" based on all the work available,
the book would have been shorter — not because less would be said, but rather because
more would have been said, with greater clarity, elegance, and simplicity.
2. Niccacci, The Syntax of the Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose.
Niccacci's Syntax is an attempt to describe the variety of uses of the Hebrew verb
from a text-linguistic perspective. In several ways it is a strong beginning, but also exhibits
several flaws.
The greatest strength of this book is that it eschews older styles of Hebrew
grammatical/syntactic description,39 in favour of an approach drawn from modern linguistics.
Niccacci points out the weak points of these grammars on occasion, as much in hopes of
converting the reader to this new "text linguistic" approach to language analysis, as providing
justification for his own approach:
While it is true that Hebrew had only a limited number of verb forms at its
disposal, it still seemed odd that, for example, WAYYIQTOL could be
translated by virtually all the finite tenses of modern languages, as would
appear from classical grammars. Nor is it easy to accept the view that
QATAL, which was supposed to be the form for beginning narrative in
Hebrew, could have been replaced so often in that position by the
Waltke and O'Connor!
38 This turn of phrase is a grievous one, and I extend my apologies for the
offense it may create; I can think of no more considerate way to
express my thoughts on the matter. I recognize that this excursus may
sound rather shrill, yet I believe these complaints are inherent
weaknesses in the work, and yet are often overlooked due to the
impressive nature of the volume.
39 Derived originally from grammars of Latin, hence references to 'genitive
constructions', etc., which are utterly out of place for a language with
no case system.
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WAYYIQTOL by customary misuse. It was obvious to me that the lengthy
catalogues of special cases and exceptional uses listed in the grammars only
show how difficult the problem is.
In turn, translators select the equivalent tenses of modern languages
somewhat at random, applying their own interpretation and sensitivity.40
and,
It is clear, then, that text linguistic analysis enables us to formulate a set of
rules concerning the use of WAYYIQTOL and so considerably lessen the
frustrating impression gained from leafing through traditional grammars:
that almost any tense of modern languages can be used to translate it.41
His general statements with regard to language principles are often excellent:
From the aspect of text linguistics every construction which breaks the
narrative chain belongs to the background.42
and,
As in pure narrative the chain of WAYYIQTOLs is not interrupted without a
reason.43
and,
It is clear, then, that the tense of an individual form and construction and
therefore the most suitable tense for translation into modern languages is not
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In addition, we find in this book some remarkably succint statements about the
syntax or functions of particular features. For example,
In respect of linguistic attitude, WAYYIQTOL is the tense for narrative
(s.81); in respect of emphasis it denotes the foreground (s.86); in respect of
linguistic aspect it denotes degree zero (s.88).45
Niccacci's basic starting point, and conclusion as well, is that there are two basic
factors which, when examined together, provide the key to understanding the syntax of the
Hebrew verb (in prose, as his title indicates); these features are 1) a three-fold set of
mutually exclusive categories:
Linguistic attitude NARRATIVE/COMMENTARY (or DISCOURSE)
Emphasis/Highlighting FOREGROUND/BACKGROUND
Linguistic Perspective RETRIEVED INFORMATION/DEGREE
ZERO/ANTICIPATED INFORMATION
and 2) word order within the clause (he will usually refer to this as "position in the sentence",
but for the most part, he is dealing with clause-level syntax rather than sentence-level syntax
— or higher46). These two sets of criteria are his analytical parameters.
After laying out his basic theoretical ideas in chapters 1, 2 and 3, Niccacci looks at
the two "tenses" WAYYIQTOL and QATAL in chapter 4.47
45 p. 175
46 See pp. 20ff„ 23, 173, et freq.
47 I take exception to the continual use in this book of the term "tense" — though I
acknowledge that some of the problem may have been engendered by the difficulties of
translation. 'Tense," according to David Crystal's Dictionary, is "a category used in the
grammatical description of verbs (along with aspect and mood), referring primarily to
the way the grammar marks the time at which the action denoted by the verb took
place" [p. 306, a fairly standard contemporary understanding of the term]. It is more or
less universally agreed that Classical Hebrew does not have "tense"-based conjugations.
Niccacci himself points out on several occasions that Classical Hebrew does not exhibit
tense-like features [see, for example, the above-quoted material from pp. 9 and 177],
and yet he chooses this term to describe the Hebrew "conjugations" — which term seems
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In chapter 4, then, Niccacci looks at the distribution of these two conjugations, in
narrative, and in 'discourse'. I will reserve my comments on Niccacci's category of "discourse"
until further on.
Perhaps Niccacci's strongest moment is in chapter 5, where he looks at Hebrew
Narrative, and where he truly begins to engage in text-linguistic analysis, yet this is also one
of his more dangerous points as well, for he is not thorough, and draws conclusions which do
not accurately describe the data.
He attempts a similar "text-type-distribution" analysis in chapter 6, with reference
to "discourse," but I find his conclusions unsatisfactory, due to his definition of this category.
Chapter 7 deals with 'Tense Shift," in which he looks at the motivation for moving
away from the standard tense for the text-type being examined; this again is a strong point,
in particular where he refers to narrative material; however, I take exception to some of his
findings — once again with reference to "discourse," but here with reference to other
conclusions as well.
Chapter 8 deals with what he terms the "two element syntactic construction." In my
opinion, though, this whole concept is based on some of his weakest prior conclusions, and
therefore does not exhibit a great deal of internal strength and consistency.
Chapter 9 is Niccacci's summary of findings. He is definitely at his best when
summarizing, and where his findings are solid, his summary statements are brilliant. Where
he is on less solid ground it is often difficult to make sense of his statements, particularly in
comparison to alternative explanations of the data.
Niccacci's most striking contribution to the study of Hebrew syntax is, in my
opinion, his assessment of the foreground/background opposition as indicated by shifts from
to me better suited to his needs; failing that he could always choose the option of such
phrases like "QATAL-forms". This inconsistency in adherence to the principles of
modern linguistic description (which prefers labels which describes the form, rather than
the function, when the form is the distinguishing feature) is only one of several minor
difficulties which can be found in this work. (I am presuming that this is not simply a
matter of oversight in translation, though this, too, is a possibility.)
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one verb-form or construction to another. And he is very much on the right track with his
distinction between "narrative" and "discourse", but his handling of "discourse" is considerably
muddied by his definition of this category. And again, his handling of the three-way
distinction between "recovered information", "degree zero" and "anticipated information" is
going in the right direction, but is weakened by certain inadequacies related to other
linguistic questions.
The major flaws which I find in Niccacci's work are as follows:
1) he has lumped all conversational material (reported speech) into one category
called "discourse" — regardless of differences of text-type — and expects this
category to show internal consistency and predictability, in spite of the fact that he
does not provide parameters for distinguishing, say, between exhortations and
reported history;
2) although he opts for a text-linguistic analysis of the verb system of Classical
Hebrew, he almost never gets beyond the clause level;
and 3) he is not rigorously thorough in his application of linguistic principles, and
permits himself both short-cuts and inconsistencies.
The first "flaw" is at the theoretical level; the second two are methodological.
With reference to my first objection: we require that our language give us many
clues as to the type of material we are hearing or reading, and these clues must be more or
less instantly recognizable. So, for example, we need to be able to differentiate the following
phrases, to know what sort of social interaction is involved and expected:
He went to the store, and he bought bread.
Let him go to the store, and let him buy bread.
The clause types used in the two sentences immediately indicate to us the text-type
we are dealing with in each case (the first is historical narration, the second is exhortation).
However, if both the above sentences occurred in Reported Speech, nothing in Niccacci's
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description would distinguish it from the second.48 This is inadequate.
Niccacci recognizes the principle that each type of speech (narrative, exhortation,
exposition/explanation, etc.) must use a different verb-form or construction as its main-line
form. One can hardly expect the main form for story-telling to be an imperative; and, in the
same way, exhortation does not rely on historical past as its main verb form; yet both occur
with regularity in "conversational" material/reported speech — Niccacci's "discourse" category
is incapable of accounting for this.49
Were he to have described these syntactic structures in terms of their text-type, his
analysis of "discourse" would have greater simplicity and clarity. As it is, his analysis is
over-complicated and sometimes more than a bit confusing. He concedes, however, that this
category requires further work:
The forms of discourse [conversation] still require study, though, in particular
the indirect volitional forms.50
With reference to the second so-called "flaw:" Niccacci only once presents a longish
section of Hebrew text for analysis, and this is with reference to narrative material embedded
within "discourse" (Judges 11.12-28, pp. 102ff.); his analysis of this section of text is intended
to discover whether or not embedded narrative (his "discourse narrative") follows the same
pattern as narrative which is not related in Reported Speech. And yet, although he insists
that units exist beyond the sentence level, and hints that these units also have identifiable
structures [see his chapter 5], he never looks at a complete text in an attempt to isolate such
structures before trying to identify similarity or dissimilarity to a normative pattern. This
prevents him from seeing that a variety of features may, for example, serve to introduce a
narrative unit, which discovery would in turn inform and streamline some of his other
48 See his Table 2, pp. 168f.
49 Where no fewer than fourteen possible syntactic constructions — more than half those he
lists — are given as possible foreground "discourse" clause-types, with no real indication
of under what conditions they perform this function.
50 p. 13.
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research attempts.
The third difficulty with Niccacci is a certain tendency toward overstatement of
"rules" of syntax, some of which are occasioned by the theoretical and procedural difficulties
mentioned above — and, as a result, occasionally contradicts himself. For example, Niccacci
says of the 'report QATAL' that it "never heads a sentence" as well as that it "is a form with
first position in the clause" [p. 43]. These two statements cannot be reconciled with each
other, and do not describe the data. And again, he writes, "a very important fact concerning
the use of QATAL in discourse is that it always comes first in the sentence; this never occurs
in narrative" [p. 411 This statement is in fact wrong on both counts: clear exceptions to both
facets of this rule occur in Ruth, for example.51
I do not often find myself in agreement with Niccacci's rules, particularly with
regard to distribution of specific syntactic constructions. The non-linguistic reader of
Niccacci's work may be tempted to think that the difficulties in understanding this work stem
from his own (i.e., the reader's) lack of sophistication in this discipline; Niccacci, however,
must share the responsibility for the difficulties encountered, as his work exhibits a certain
internal inconsistency.
I hasten to add, however, that Niccacci is not so much "wrong" in his conclusions,
as he is "only partly right" — theoretical factors which he has overlooked provide contextual
clues which clarify the distribution of these syntactic elements, and permit a more restrained
and "more elegant" formulation of "rules." Niccacci appears to be in search of the system
which governs the deployment the verb in different clause-types in Classical Hebrew; and he
is correct, both in supposing that it is there to be discovered, and in seeking many of the
clues to it at the macro-syntactic levels; the difficulties encountered here arise out of a
51 Cf. Ruth 3.17.2 , . . . '3 ^ 1HJ OHPtfrrW, contrary to his first assertion, and
Ruth 4.7.2-3 .... VtJH1? // I1??!! contrary to his second assertion —
this latter I would not call 'Narrative' and therefore the second assertion might be valid
according to my. criteria, but it is not true according to Niccacci's, for he would not
distinguish this material as being of a separate text-type (see chapters Three, Four, and
Five, for the theory and examples which relate to this issue).
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partially insufficient theoretical base and a few procedural short-cuts, with the result that the
conclusions he comes to are less elegant than they could be, and do not fully match the data.
There are several other comments I wish to make with regard to Niccacci's analysis. First, he
recognizes and focuses on macro-syntactic markers (for example, PUT and nnj?); this is a
strong move forward — here again, however, he will benefit from isolating distribution
within each text-type.
Second, he examines forms of iTPl as a possible macro-syntactic markers, and
makes some cogent observations. This is a significant improvement over the likes of Waltke
and O'Connor, and the traditional grammarians, who limit themselves to only the
briefestallusions to this feature's (and others') macro-syntactic significance.
On the other hand, while he acknowledges that semantics must play a role even in
macro-syntactic description,52 he restricts his semantic analysis to grammatical forms. He
overlooks the fact that, for example, HYI never represents a "full" event, by virtue of its
inherent meaning, and thus can never be a foregrounded narrative verb. His explanation of
the distribution of this verb is fairly convoluted, and could have been simplified with
recognition of the semantic observation noted above.53
One of the difficulties he runs into here is due to his apparently not having
examined larger units for structural similarities. This sort of investigation would have shown
that "interruptions" to the main narrative are marked as more or less significant on the basis
52 "We have already stated that semantics is of importance, even if only secondary, in
determining the function of a verb form or grammatical construction" [p. 165].
53 I am aware that a case can be made for a dual semantic nature of iTTl, with the "be" and
the "become" meanings isolated one from another — this factor may have significance
for the proposed macro-syntactic functions of the word, with the "be" occurrences having
a stronger macro-syntactic effect in narrative, for example, than the "become"
occurrences. I do not see the need for this, at this point, as neither of them appear ever
to be main-line verbs in the data I have examined (definitions, and further discussion of
the issue, will follow). In addition, I am sceptical of this distinction at another level: is
this not simply a matter of difficulties in translation? What evidence do we have that
this was a significant distinction for native users of the language? Until I have seen
empirical evidence that the "be" sense and the "become" sense of this verb are
semantically distinct in the text itself, I see no need to treat them separately.
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of 1) how far removed the interruption is from the normal semantic, temporal, and aspectual
(etc.), qualities of the main-line of the text,54 and 2) how many non-main-line clause-types
occur in tandem. This second factor is significant for evaluation of PIT! forms — if Niccacci
were to have worked from the assumption that Classical Hebrew is a "bag-of-tricks"
language, the idea that VH clauses are among the possible options in the bag of tricks
available for a specific task, and he would not have to claim a distinction between VH as a
"'full' form of the verb" and VH as a macro-syntactic marker, since 'ITT as a "full form"
could still function as a macro-syntactic marker. Comparison of several large units of text
would lead as well to the realization that narrative units can be broken down into smaller
units without endangering the integrity of the whole, and he would not need to insist that
VH is always a marker of continuity. (In my reading of the data, VH seems almost without
exception to function as a paragraph-break marker, and as such is often a marker of
discontinuity.)
Third, had Niccacci analysed the structure of larger narrative units more carefully,
and had he acknowledged the integrity of other text-types, he would not need to posit a
difference between narrative embedded in discourse, and "narrative proper" [p. 102],
When analyzing the Judges 11 text as an example of narrative within "discourse,"
Niccacci makes several surprising statements:
I use the term 'narrative discourse' for this type of narrative in which the
events are not reported in a detached way, as in a historian's account, but
from the speaker's point of view. Naturally, verbal forms in the first and
second person predominate.55
The claim that "verbal forms in the first and second person predominate" is odd,
particularly in light of the fact that, in the example Niccacci himself gives, in the narrative in
54 We will return to rework this concept more deeply in Chapter Three.
55 p. 102.
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question,56 all narrative clauses are in 3rd_ person; two cohortative clauses do occur, which
record the messages sent to the two kings — these are not narrative, but exhortation: "Let us
pass through your land" (in vv. 17 and 19).
In addition to this, Niccacci claims that "narrative discourse" and "discourse proper"
obey different rules, and that:
The text of Judges 11 just examined shows that QATAL is the verb form for
beginning 'narrative discourse' .... Now here a basic fact must be
emphasized. No 'narrative discourse' begins with a WAYYIQTOL; the
WAYYIQTOL is always the continuation form of an initial construction
typical of discourse (cf. s.24) .... This fact reveals the fundamental
difference between the WAYYIQTOL of narrative — which is either initial
or the continuation of another initial WAYYIQTOL — and the
WAYYIQTOL of discourse which is never initial but always the continuation
of a non-narrative initial construction, different, that is, from
WAYYIQTOL.57
Niccacci is quite comfortable with the idea that a non-conversational narrative unit
can (or perhaps, "must") be preceded by an 'antecedent construction' section — that is, a
section which provides background information such as location, time reference, and so on.58
Why is it, then, that he discounts this explanation of the opening temporal clause of the
Judges narrative on the grounds that it occurs in recorded speech? This explanation actually
fits the data, and eliminates the need for multiplex descriptions of this verb-form and
text-type.59
In my opinion, Niccacci considerably overworks the "linguistic perspective (retrieved
information/degree zero/anticipated information)" factor. This is in compensation for the too
broadly defined "discourse" category; for, where he has failed to distinguish the integrity of
individual text-types and the consistency with which clause types function within them, he has
56 Judges 11.16-22, twenty-some clauses in all.
57 p.l06f.
58 Cf. his §16, pp. 36f., and §27, p. 48.
59 It is my intention to tackle this problem again in Chapter Five, after we have examined
some data, for I have another explanation to offer for this alleged phenomenon.
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been forced to attempt another explanation for the bewildering remainder of material left
unexplained by his other two categories (linguistic attitude : narrative/discourse; and
prominence : foreground/background) — both of which categories are quite solid, apart from
the ineffectively broad "discourse" category.
This "linguistic perspective" category likewise has promise, but does not rise to the
occasion to explain all the occurrences it is purported to do; this factor does not appear to
play a major role in verb and clause usage in Classical Hebrew, and Niccacci does not seem
to be on the right track in assuming it as a motivating factor for a wide array of features;
other motivating factors can be demonstrated to have a far greater influence over the choice
of clause type, and therefore permit a much clearer presentation of the micro- and
macro-syntax of this language.
My last objection to Niccacci's description is again one questioning the degree of
influence of a certain factor, in this case word order within the clause. Now, here, I am
largely in favour of Niccacci's conclusion — that the emphasis of the clause is determined by
what has first position in it (excluding conjunctions such as -1 and "3) — however, I feel he
takes this too far.
Permit me to quote at length:
At this point we can state our opinion concerning the traditional definition
which runs as follows: a clause is verbal when the predicate is a finite verb
and nominal when the predicate is a noun. For this definition to be valid it
should also be specified that in Hebrew a finite verbal form is predicate
when it comes first in the clause. When, instead, it is preceded by an
element of any kind (other than WAW) the verbal form is not the predicate
and therefore the clause is nominal (CNC) ....
By definition, the 'subject' is the topic spoken about (usually a person or
animate being) and the 'predicate' is what is said about the subject. . . . Now
the subject is a noun or noun equivalent ('noun-phrase') while the predicate is
a verb ('verb-phrase'). According to modern linguists the 'noun-phrase' has
first position in the sentence. It should be noted, however, that this
statement does not suit Hebrew, for two reasons. First, in Hebrew the first
position in the sentence is filled by the predicate, not by the subject.
Second, when a Hebrew sentence begins with a noun or an adverb the
predicate is not identical with the verb but in actual fact with that noun or
adverb. Accordingly, what is normally the 'subject becomes the 'predicate'
and vice versa.
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This transformation is not exclusive to Hebrew as it occurs in other
languages, ancient and modern. It is effected by nominalisation of the verbal
form. To this type belong the first two constructions in Hebrew, listed
above:
(1) x-participle with article
(2) x-'asher + QATAL
Typically, in Hebrew there is a way to effect the change from 'subject' to
'predicate' without nominalisation of the verb. Instead, the noun is simply




This opposition of subject and predicate seems overstated; in fact, all the information
in a "sentence" — and not just the predicate — is vital to the meaning of the sentence, and
though one element may have greater importance, this is only on a sliding scale; to label one
element 'subject' and another 'predicate' in this fashion is to put into black and white that
which should be described in terms of greys. Rather, is this not a case, not of the
transformation of subject to predicate and vice versa, but more simply of the de-emphasizing
of the predicate and the emphasizing of the subject, without the categories themselves being
reversed? Niccacci's approach oversimpifies the phenomenon, while creating a new range of
concepts and definitions for terms which served adequately in their old guise. I feel that
nothing is gained in calling a noun which precedes the verb 'the predicate', rather than
'sentence-' or 'clause-initial'; such a redefinition is extraneous — one accomplishes the same
thing by giving the label "subject-initial" clause, or some other similar [and more empirically
descriptive] label; this 'transformation' of subject and predicate is not necessary, and
complicates description of the language.
He is also, incidentally, not accurate in his assessment of "modern linguists"; it is
incorrect to say that they believe the noun phrase to be "first in the sentence." Perhaps this is
60 pp. 28f.
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true of those who do not engage in linguistics as a description of data (though I cannot imagine
what other sort of linguistics would exhibit any integrity); it is certainly not true of linguists
whose goal is to describe "what is there." The syntax of Classical Hebrew must be described in
such a way that all syntactic options are accounted for; this is easiest if one specifies as
accurately as possible what sorts of clauses (for example) have what sort of construction — for
Classical Hebrew, for example, one might say that main-line narrative transitive clauses are
normally V-S-O, while background narrative transitive clauses are S-V-0 and, rarely, O-S-V.61
Niccacci suggests that this transformation from subject to predicate and vice versa is
found in modern languages, and cites the French "c'est moi qui . . . " as an example (p. 29, note
18). This in fact is simply a stative identificational clause (identical to the likes of "c'est un
homme," "il est professeur," "he's my friend," and so on) which follows its standard rule for
stative identificational clauses in French:
S + stative-Verb [= etre] + Noun Phr. or equiv.
In this case the predicated Noun Phrase is a personal pronoun, which is modified by
a relative clause (which is left incomplete in our example, but which will follow its own rules
of constituent structure). There is no need to propose a shift of predicate to subject and vice
versa: properly written rules forestall the need to redefine basic terms.
I do not share Niccacci's confidence in the finality of his results, as evidenced by his
statement, "scrutiny of a wider selection of text might contribute further refinements but I do
61 This is, of course, a vastly oversimplified "rule," taking no account of sentences with
conjunctions, temporal phrases, adverbs, etc., each of which can be described accurately,
without requiring a redefinition of terms, and without becoming too cumbersome — but
this illustrates well enough the benefits of describing a feature by its own features:
"S-V-O" is a much more 'accurate' description than "nominal clause" as opposed to "verbal
clause." These other labels may have some value in other facets of language description,
but at the level at which Niccacci, Eskhult, myself, and others, are working, it is by far
clearer to employ the former option.
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not envisage major modifications."62 I believe he is well on the right track,63 yet I do envisage
modifications, some of which will indeed be major.
3. Eskhult, Studies in Verbal Aspect and Narrative Technique in Biblical Hebrew Prose.
Eskhult's book has a narrow focus — he looks principally at a single clause-type
— but he attempts a great deal within these narrow confines; he writes:
The aim of this study is to shed light on the system of aspectual contrasts in
Biblical Hebrew, and more particularly how aspectual contrasts are used as a
device in narrative technique.64
His basic approach is solid; he looks to the world of theoretical linguistics for direction in
resolving the opacities of Hebrew syntax. Though his is essentially a micro-syntactic enquiry,
with a shy courtship of macro-syntax (he does not really step outside of micro-syntax even to
examine macro-syntactic function), he asserts the easily overlooked fact that
there are factors on the clause, sentence and episode level that bear on the
verbal aspect.65
and, further, that
it is decisive for the interpretation of classical Hebrew prose, that one is
clear about which clauses carry on a narrative, and which depict a
background state of affairs. In narrative discourse the
skeleton is made up of sequential wayyiqtol-clauses, while the subj -
qtl clause almost exclusively furnishes some background information.66
62 p. 10.
63 This may sound condescending; I must acknowledge my debt to Niccacci for several
insights and characteristics, not the least of which is his encouragement in challenging
outmoded ways of thinking.
64 §1.1, p. 9.
65 §6, p. 121.
66 §2.7, p. 43.
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These are insightful observations, solidly rooted in good theory, and they lead him
to posit the (we)subj - qtl clause as a feature which separates sections of main-line narrative
clauses, providing a structuring mechanism for narrative texts.67
Eskhult is hoping to contribute to solutions in the realm of Hebrew macro-syntax;
his approach is to perform a "cross-over" attempt, whereby he looks to micro-syntax for help
in determining function and distribution of macro-syntactic features. He focuses strongly on
the aspectual nature of the verbal clauses under consideration.
The first of three major difficulties which I perceive in this work, however, is that
Eskhult attempts much in too little space, and would leave the sceptical reader largely
unconvinced.68 Ther^no doubt that micro-syntax and macro-syntax interpenetrate, and he is
right in assuming that the aspectual nature of these clauses is what enables them to perform
their macro-syntactic functions, but the connections which Eskhult proposes are not so
apparent that his substantiation of these claims is sufficient; his proposal requires a more
lucidly presented and much more thoroughly substantiated work than this, to change the
perception of his readers.
In addition, the extensive description at the micro-syntactic level of the aspectual
nature of a few clause-types (the scope of this work extends only to cover the (we)subj -
qatal clauses, with only the very briefest analysis of other clause types), with occasional
reference to possible functions at higher levels of text, does not really constitute a
macro-syntactic analysis, nor — due to the lack of thoroughly reasoned explanations for
connecting micro-syntax so closely to macro-syntax — does it impel us to follow his lead to
67 He suggests that this feature is particularly suited to a largely illiterate society, with its
emphasis on the oral, rather than written, use of narrative [in loc. cit.]; but this is
somewhat irrelevant, as literate societies, with their written narrative, have the same
tendency to use clause-types to encode episode margins, etc., as do illiterate ones [see the
example from Shelley, below]. I will risk suggesting that this is a fore-taste of a
theoretical weakness which will be betrayed more clearly by other difficulties; his
theoretical base is too far removed from "real language" analysis."
68 This need not be the case: compare the thoroughness of O'Connor's Hebrew Verse.
Structure (1980).
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do the more thorough work ourselves.
This emphasis on micro-syntax is not prerequisite to a description of
macro-syntactic functions (and Eskhult has left it unclear as to whether he sees himself as
doing clause-level analysis or "discourse"-level analysis [he uses "discourse" to refer to large
units of text]). For, once one accepts that the difference in meaning conveyed by the various
clause-types enables a hearer/reader to register its macro-syntactic significance, the aspectual
nature of specific clause-types ceases to be central to macro-syntactic analysis. That is to
say, a syntactic study needs to identify and describe the structures and functions of elements
at whatever syntactic level one is working at; it does not require us to do all other levels of
analysis at the same time.
This may seem at first blush either obvious, or irrelevant — or simply wrong —
but macro-syntactic description will benefit from the clarity gained by omitting secondarily
related material. The macro-syntactic function of a particular clause-type may, for example,
be more simply apprehended if we stay within the syntactic level where the feature is to be
found, rather than stopping frequently to assess its aspectual connotations (which are, by
nature, grammar or micro-syntax, rather than macro-syntax). We expect a book on Hebrew
syntax to forego in-depth presentation of grammatical constructions, except where they are
directly related to syntax; likewise we would find a lexicon "obsessive," that makes constant
and reference, on even the most minor points, to the phonological system of the language. In
each of these cases, we are accustomed to the fact that features which can be analyzed in
their own right, can become (more or less) unquestioned building blocks at levels further up
the hierarchy: if we do not take some things as tentative starting points, we never get off the
ground.
Eskhult is right in describing this feature (the (we)subj - qtl clause-type) both in
terms of its aspectual connections across syntactic levels, and in terms of its macro-syntactic
distribution and function; however, because he attempts to cover too much (objection no. 1),
and because he (like many others) is working with a theory which does not direct him to
focus on text-type as a conditioning factor in deployment of clause-types (objection no. 2) —
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and because he does not attempt to examine this clause-type as one of several possibilities for
this particular macro-syntactic function (objection no. 3) — he describes neither the aspectual
relationships, nor the macro-syntactic distribution and functions, very successfully.
Yet, it must be said that, like Niccacci, he makes some very astute and apropos
observations; some of his summary comments are direct and accurate, not to mention elegant:
Generally speaking, a clause expressing a completed action with reference to
the present is static, since it refers some state to a preceding situation.
Therefore, it seems natural that such a clause is construed as a descriptive,
not a narrative-sequential, clause.69
With regard to my second objection, it must be said that Eskhult, like Niccacci,
fails to take into account that different text-types will use verbs and clauses differently; their
attempts to generalize on the distribution of clause-types in Reported Speech material, are
confused and unsuccessful. Weeding out mutually exclusive occurrences, which are
predictable on the basis of different text-types, would enable them each to describe much
more clearly the harmony and symmetry of the Hebrew verb system.
Eskhult writes,
from a discourse perspective the contrast between 'state' and 'motion' is also
a contrast between 'background' and 'foreground', which means that aspectual
contrasts arc liable to be used by a narrator in order to facilitate the
apprehension of the structure of a story on the part of his audience. This is,
however, fully pertinent to narrative portions only, in dialogue this contrast
is less apparent.70
69 §2.5.3, p. 39; it should be noted, however, that such nuances of time reference are
decidedly difficult to pin down. This is a constant thorn in the flesh of this study —
trying to start from the point of aspectual contrasts (which tend to be too evasive of
secure identification and codification), enforces on this study a constant weakness.
70 p. 121; Eskhult's summary of the role of aspectual contrasts is very much on the mark; the
only shortcoming is that he doesn't examine other text-types, such as instruction, for
similar mechanisms. It is a feature of the general state of affairs in Classical Hebrew
text-linguistics (as I am at pains to point out in this chapter), that dialogue is evaluated
as a single, and unified, text-type — it is rare that hebraists interested in text-linguistics
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Such an important trouble-spot settles calmly into place with a proper appreciation
of text-type effects. This is a subject which will occupy our attention at considerable length
in Chapter Three.
Thirdly, Eskhult no more than cursorily evaluates the range of possible features
which could replace his chosen clause-type as an "Episode Marginal Circumstantial."71 This is
inadequate.
Saturation with a range of features is the proven tendency for marking the
macro-structure of a vast number of the world languages (in particular, those which fit into
the "bag-of-tricks" category).72 Therefore, any macro-syntactic markers in Classical Hebrew
look at Narrative in Reported Speech, in comparison with Predictive (i.e. prophecy),
with Exhortation, with Instruction, and so on, in order to identify features peculiar to
each. Another recent addition to the literature falls afoul of the same insufficiency: A.
F. den Exter Blokland's "Clause-Analysis in Biblical Hebrew Narrative — an
Explanation and a Manual for Compilation," Trinity Journal 11 (1990) 73-102, is a bit of
a rarity, in that its goal is to present a methodology to the reader, so that he can go
away and "do it" himself. This methodology, it must be said, is computer-based, and
requires materials prepared by J. H. Sailhamer of Trinity Evangelical Divinity School,
Deerfield, Illinois, which limits its applicability. At the outset, it can be seen, as well,
that it makes the same mistake of lumping all "discourse" material into a single category;
in the context of pointing the reader in the direction of language universals, den Exter
Blokland writes: "Linguistic research of the past thirty odd years has shown that texts
themselves show patterns in their composition that arise from the nature of the medium
language [here, I suspect his point would have been clearer were he to have enclosed in
quotation marks the word "language"] rather than from text-genre combined with the
author's literary freedom alone. A case in point is the fact that in many languages the
distribution of tenses differs according to whether the text-type is discourse or narrative.
There are rules of language that determine in what tense a sentence will be cast,
depending on whether the sentence forms part of a discourse or a narrative
text-segment, whether it is background or foreground, whether the statement is general
or specific" (p. 73). Here again, the only substantial weakness visible in this is the
definition of "discourse" as a text-type parallel to "narrative." The dismantling of this
presupposition is one of the main goals of the present volume.
71 p. 9, et passim.
72 There is no compendium of "text-level features in the worlds languages," and therefore
these statements which refer to "a vast number of the world's languages" may seem to
beg the question. It would be irresponsible of me, however, to leave these claims
unsupported, though I can direct the reader to no more than a token substantiation. In
Mandarin (Chinese), for example, peak events are marked by a single particle — this is
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(as a bag-of-tricks language) need to be examined in company with other options which can
perform the same function. Eskhult attempts to discern the macro-syntactic contribution of
the (we)subj - qtl clause on the basis of its aspectual identity, without doing a thorough
survey of its distribution in relation to other macro-syntactic features, and therefore has a
rather limited vision as to the role that this feature can play in conjunction with other
possible features from the bag of tricks.
In Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, to take an example at random, we find the
following clause distribution:
a long string of simple past tense clauses;
a string of 11 clauses built on the verb "to be";
a long series of clauses with past-perfect forms, with the occasional modal
clause ("that I should . . .") or stative clause;
then, another long string of simple past tense clauses;
This is the distribution of the clauses found at the end of Chapter Two and the beginning of
Chapter Three.73 The reader knows that he has come to a significant break in the action of
the story; he does not tend to register consciously the fact that these clauses provide stative
description, or that past-perfect clauses are requiring him to examine prior events. It is
possible that the same unconscious relationship to the syntax (macro-syntax) of this material is
not a "bag-of-tricks" language; in colloquial American English (I have noticed this
feature in Britain as well, though it seems less socially acceptable there), a story-teller,
may shift from simple past to present tense to highlight the peak episode; verb
saturation, staccato clause structure, and other such features may mark the peak episode,
but none of these is required as is the particle in Mandarin. These languages in which
one particle has one function, which none other can replace, are documented from
around the world, in linguistic journals, and grammatical descriptions. Beyond this very
short summary, I must refer the interested reader, first to Longacre's Grammar
Discovery Procedures, and Grammar of Discourse, then to the language-specific
literature listed in his, and others', bibliographies.
73 The chapter break is found after the 11 "to be" clauses; cf. pp. 41 f. in the Oxford
University Press's 'World's Classics' edition [19801.
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true of the author as well. An analysis of the aspectual values of these clauses is
illuminating, but it is not required in order to understand the macro-syntactic significance of
these features. It is clear, in addition, that a study of only the stative clauses, in this
example, will not lead us to a very well-rounded understanding of the macro-syntax of this
text — nor, for that matter, will it tell us all that much about the stative clauses, as we do
not gain an understanding of how they work with other clause-types to perform their own
macro-syntactic functions.
I hold to a basic assumption which informs and controls my own approach: when
assessing the use of a specific linguistic feature, it is important to seek first its strongest
motivating or conditioning factor; this will provide the observer with the clearest and most
uncomplicated data from which to describe the particular feature. It is possible that Eskhult
and Niccacci would affirm this as well, but their theoretical starting point does not appear to
be directing them to all the possible motivating factors.
A goal of any linguistic description is "elegance" — that is, a linguist seeks to
describe his data accurately, and fully, yet as economically as possible. An accurate, and
readable, analysis of three pages in length is considered more elegant than an equally
accurate, and equally readable, analysis of thirty pages in length. Likewise (to paraphrase
Ockham's "Razor"), there is no point in explaining a feature with two propositions, when it
can be done with one.
This goal of an elegant description reflects an underlying presupposition: that the
human brain requires organization in order to encode thoughts into language — we are not
capable of synthesizing vast quantities of unrelated data without some sort of organization
being applied to it — and, therefore, that each language can be reduced to its principles of
organizing raw data. Both Niccacci and Eskhult are shy of the mark with regard to this
elegance in that they have overlooked factors which would have streamlined their results.
Eskhult's work does contribute to our knowledge of the Hebrew verb; it does not,
however, greatly advance our understanding of Hebrew macro-syntax. Analyses such as this,
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which focus on the inherent meaning of a form74 are essential for an understanding of the
Hebrew verb. However, the inherent meaning of a form should in theory be described only
in conjunction with the contextual meaning and function. The inherent sense of the verbless
clause, for example, is exactly that which makes it the most appropriate form to use for
Expository texts,75 and the inherent sense of wayyiqtol forms make them the most appropriate
for narrative material.76 When a verbless clause is used in an expository text, it should rise
no eye-brows; it imports little or no added nuance to the text. However, if a verbless clause
occurs in a narrative text, this should incite comment, as it is very different from the
standard form, and thus is used to contribute something to the text, by virtue of its being
"unexpected." When a writer seeks to explain certain syntactic features, but does so only
from the perspective of the inherent meaning of that feature or form, regardless of its
function in the text, we do not get a true picture of things; it is certainly untrue that a
syntactic feature always imposes its inherent meaning upon a text (for the reasons stated
immediately above), and therefore an analysis from such a perspective is misleading in that
we are told that these nuances are present in all occurences of the feature or form being
examined.
4. Andersen, The Sentence in Biblical Hebrew.
What has been said in the introduction about Khan — regarding the narrowness of
his topic, and the thoroughness with which he describes it — can also be said of Andersen,
although I must open my remarks on this landmark in Biblical Hebrew studies with the
comment that the average hebraist will find this one of the most unreadable books available
to the Hebrew scholar.77
74 As opposed to its function in its context.
75 See Chapters Three, Four and Five, for a fuller discussion of this text-type.
76 Or it might be the evolved function which has given rise to the significance of a
particular form, though this is less likely ... yet another "chicken-or-egg" scenario.
77 One of the benefits of the "Tagmemic" school of linguistics — which has given us both
this book. Khan's, and Longacre's various works, among others — is that is empirically
rooted, and has provided a systematic theory which has opened the door to a great deal
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For example, where the author begins to explain "deep" grammar versus "surface"
grammar, the text reads as follows:
"Consider the phrases in English:
a man, whose name is/was Job
the king, whose name is David
Esau, whose name is Edom
you, whose name is Yahweh
These all have the structure:
NPh
This is an encoded way of saying: "This type of Noun Phrase is composed of an
antecedent — a definite or an indefinite article, etc. — which is optional, followed by the
"Head" of the phrase (that is, the core unit), which can be composed of a Noun or its
equivalent (a pronoun, personal name, etc.); this is followed by a modifier, which is composed
in this instance of a Relative Clause, and which is tied together with the Head section by
grammatical agreement." The reader might here be inclined toward wonder or exasperation,
of understanding of language; its theoretical underpinnings are sufficiently simplistic,
yet all-encompassing, to permit all facets of a language to be assessed in relation to all
other facets of that language [from extra-linguistic signals, such as gestures, to the
structures of the largest bodies of text, and again to the most minute details of
pronunciation]. The drawback is that such a hoard of interrelating information requires
to be put into print, and is often summarised in very dense jargon; linguists familiar with
this theoretical system tend to try to include as much of this related material as possible
in any given analysis, and [always trying to produce the most "elegant" solution possible]
they tend to try to present it in a minimum of space. This leads to a vast amount of
material being presented in a short-hand form resembling mathematical calculus — it is
not coincidence that Andersen's and Longacre's works are alike in this.
78 P. 29.
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yet this is actually a simplified form of the current theory. What is given above would be
called "two-cell tagmemics" (the colon separating the two cells of "Slot" — Modifier — and
"Filler" — Relative Clause); the standard brand of this theory is "four-cell tagmemics",
which in itself is a simplification of the original "nine-cell tagmemics" — which even
Kenneth L. Pike, the wizard behind this school of linguistic theories, found too ungainly.
While this approach provides the benefit of an enormous amount of linguistic analysis in a
nutshell, it is all but impenetrable to one who has not mastered all the theory with its
idiosyncratic short-hand.
This is a significant drawback, yet Andersen's book has nontheless had widespread
effect on Hebrew studies, and is cited in nearly every text dealing with the syntax of Biblical
Hebrew, since its publication. It is an example of the highest calibre of scholarship and of
scholastic integrity, informed by language universals, and thus enabled to describe in
penetrating detail a particular level of the Hebrew language. However, its transmission to the
average interested hebraist has not, altogether, been a success.
Andersen engages in both "from the bottom up" description, and "from the top
down" description, as well as description "in situ"; that is to say, he describes the Biblical
Hebrew sentence 1) in terms of what units make it up , 2) in terms of what other options
might replace it in the various slots which it can fill, and 3) what effect it has on its wider
context or contexts.
One of the great strengths of this book is that it does recognize the strong influence
of text-type on other levels of the language, for example the author frequently deals with
"precative discourse"79 and "predictive discourse" in separate sections, as to mix them together
would not allow certain patterns of usage to appear.80.
In addition, the reader will find practical justification for this kind of research in
79 "Precative" — having to do with desire or entreaty; "Discourse" — here, not
conversational material, but rather a longer stretch of text, with its own [predictable]
internal structure — this term is used by most tagmemic text-linguists, and is equivalent
to my term "text."
80 A quick scan of his Table of Contents confirms this
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statements like the following:
The connections secured by the hierarchical grammar of Hebrew discourse
are shown on p. 138. The example is instructive, because the results are
different in translation when these structural signals to the higher levels of
discourse structure are not heeded. RSV, to look at only one attempt, takes
considerable liberties with the conjunctions, thus throwing the paragraphs
into quite different arrangements, breaking some close linkages, and creating
others where there should be a break. It omits the conjunction at the
beginning of 8.18, making a break where there is sequence. It misses
completely the trio of clauses governed by pen, which as we have seen, are
unified by chiasmus. Instead, it adds a gratuitous beware lest to verse 17,
severing its sequential connection with verse 14b."81
Andersen writes:
Without explicit and methodologically rigorous definitions of basic units and
relationships the classification of a linguistic datum remains whimsical, and
the same clause will often be described differently by different writers, with
no discussion of the reason for doing so.82
And in his opening pages he provides a detailed introduction to his topic (the sentence),
giving definitions arising out of concerns raised by modern linguistics. So, rather than saying
that a sentence is "a complete thought expressed in words" (which definition is found wanting
on several counts by modern standards), he proceeds to clarify — as far as possible — what
exactly can and cannot be termed a sentence for purposes of linguistic assessment.83 This
section is not vastly easier to understand than the remainder of the book, but amply repays
careful study. Working through this material gives the reader great insight into the kind of
analysis of data, and of language description, which one must cultivate in order to do justice
to the task we undertake.
The main impediment with the book is that it is exceptionally difficult to make
81 From section 9.10, "CHIASMUS AS A HIGH-LEVEL NODE," p. 137.
82 p. 18.
83 Waltke and O'Connor borrow heavily from Andersen in their own discussion of the same
topic, though only tangentially crediting him [section 4.8.a, pp 77ff].
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sense of. One is faced constantly with the difficult task of trying to decipher tagmemic
calculus; and there are minor weaknesses where a particular remark is not clarified for the
uninitiated, for example, "such a participial phrase (incomplete clause) generally functions as a
NOUN EQUIVALENT (NEq); the participle is verbal within the phrase, nominal outside it";84
the reader is left to divine the sense of this pithy summary, and while the meaning is not too
evasive, it would be encouraging to be sure that one's interpretation is exactly what the
author had intended.
This book does not require further attention in this particular work, as the
shortcomings of the work are immediately apparent, and the assets of the work have long
been recognized; in addition, the principal relevance for the present study is in its theoretical
foundations, and these we will return to for a more penetrating discussion in Chapter Three.
5. Conclusions.
Earlier in the chapter we used the metaphor of a bridge to illustrate the two
elements of the communication process we would be evaluating in each of our authors. I
have found each of them wanting to some degree with regard to one or the other of these
two elements.
This, I want to underline here, does not mean I reject them; I have found each of
these books helpful, and many others as well whose weaknesses and failings have been far
more significant. The choice of these authors' works was not because they are particularly
glaring examples of these "weaknesses," but rather because they are so close to a proper
balance.
Permit me an illustration from a different realm altogether; a sporting competition,
where the performance is measured aesthetically. In a 10-metre diving competition, for
example, two divers might do an identical dive with exactly the same execution, both making
the same error (let's say, a large splash instead of a small one, on entering the water), but
84 p. 24.
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one is more graceful in the air than the other; the more graceful should in theory receive the
higher award. In fact, experience proves this not to be the case, and the less graceful one
receives the higher award. This is because the error is the more obvious in the dive which is
the closer to "perfection" — that is, the more perfect the "ensemble," the more glaringly
obvious the exceptions to that perfection.
This is the case here: the books examined in this chapter and the next are among
the best text-linguistic studies available to the hebraist. Their inadequacies are the more
obvious because they are seen against the background of their significant contributions to
Hebrew studies.
Niccacci's book has been welcomed as an excellent study on Hebrew macro-syntax.
Its major failing is its difficulty in handling "discourse" material — as the category is too
broadly defined, the patterns within it do not emerge, and false conclusions are drawn.
Eskhult shares the same weakness, but the final result is slightly different. Where
Niccacci concludes that "discourse" is a category with different rules, and much more nebulous
ones, Eskhult concludes that "aspect," rather than text-type, governs distribution of forms. He
misses out the principal conditioning factors, and focuses on secondary ones.
Andersen, on the other hand, does not fail so much at the theoretical level, but
rather in the communication of his results. His impressive work is all too readily shelved
without thorough study because it demands so much of the reader. Linguists with a rich
background in theory often forget that the average reader will not understand their jargon,
and will therefore not benefit from the exceptional terseness which is frequently the goal of
linguists. A treatise on putting on a pair of socks, or repairing a blocked drain, could be
written in such a scientific way as to be utterly incomprehensible to the layman — and, at
least in the case of the blocked drain, the layman would be the worse off. If research is
intended to make a contribution to the layman's world, it must be communicated to him in a
way which makes it accessible to him. Andersen certainly cannot be singled out as the worst
offender in this, but it is a mark against this book that it does not communicate readily to
those who would benefit most from its insights.
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CHAPTER TWO: EXAMINATION OF KHAN'S "STUDIES" AND LONGACRE'S "JOSEPH"
1. Introduction.
We move on now to two other recent works: Khan's Studies, and Longacre's
Joseph; I have mentioned above my reasons for examining them together.1 Khan's work will
not occupy our attention for any great length, as his topic does not feature highly in the data
which I myself examine; Longacre's will require the bulk of this chapter.
2. Khan, Studies in Semitic Syntax.
This study adopts a "comparative Semitic" approach, examining data from Arabic,
Biblical Hebrew, Biblical Aramaic, Syriac, Akkadian, and Amharic. The breadth of data
consulted is compensated for by the narrowness of topic: Khan treats only the subjects of
"extrapositional sentences (Ex)" and "pronominal agreement constructions with resumptive
pronouns (PAR)," which he defines as follows:
By the term 'extraposition' I understand the syntactic construction in which a
noun or nominal phrase stands isolated at the front of a clause without any
formal connection to the predication. The initial 'extraposed' nominal is not
adjoined to any relational particle such as a preposition or an object marker
and in those languages which have a case inflection it is generally in the
nominative. The grammatical relation of nominal in the predication is
usually indicated vicariously by means of a co-referential resumptive
pronoun ....
'Pronominal agreement' is a construction where a noun or nominal phrase
whose grammatical relation is indicated by its case inflection or by an
adjoining relational particle is accompanied in the same clause by a
co-referential pronoun agreeing with it in number, gender, person, and
grammatical relation.
Unlike extraposed nominals, nominals which are accompanied by such
'agreement pronouns' are not restricted to initial position but may occur
anywhere in the clause — the front, the interior, or the end ....
1 §1.1.; in brief, I consider these two be the best examples available to the hebraist, of
works with a positive view of text-linguistic research — Khan, for his clarity of
communication, and integrity of methodology; and Longacre, for the rich potential of his
theory, and the astute insights he offers into the text-level structures of Classical Hebrew.
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Pronominal agreement constructions in which the 'agreed with' nominal
occurs at the front of the clause are closely allied to extraposition.2
This book is well-organized, and likewise very well-written. The introductory
chapter opens with some general statements on language functions, then moves on to [fairly
lucid] definitions of terms, choice of languages (and sources from which data were taken), a
brief yet thorough examination of previous literature on these two constructions, and a section
on contemporary linguistic theory. Khan then outlines his own presuppositions and
methodology,3 with definitions given for more specific technical terms. The term "discourse"
is once again in prominence, and in this case is defined obliquely as a "certain stretch of text";4
and although Khan does not clarify this further, it is to be understood as a rather vague
category of a large body of text - his term 'span of discourse' seems more akin to Longacre's
'discourse'.5
One of the points made in Khan's section on methodology is that, with each
separate language, he divides his treatment of these constructions into two sections: the first
deals with the "taxonomy," or internal structure, of the constructions; the second, with their
functions within their wider context; each of the languages mentioned above is examined in
this manner, in chapters 1 through 5. This is one of the greatest strengths of this book; Khan
separates the "observable" from the "interpreted."
The book concludes with a chapter on Comparative Semitic Syntax, which examines
the principles and merits of this discipline. Khan writes:
Comparative Semitic syntax is not only of interest to the general language
typologisi but is also of direct relevance for the Semitist in so far as it helps
2 pp. xxvi-xxvii; Khan's n. 2 inserts here: 'Indeed in some cases the two
constructions are indistinguishable, cf. 108, 160.'
3 pp. xxxiii, ff.
4 p. xxxiii.
5 Or my 'text'; see below, this chapter, and the following.
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to clarify the understanding of features in the individual Semitic languages.6
Khan's work is restrained, and although he does not claim to be describing the
macro-syntax of any of the languages he works on, he describes very well the text-level
functions of these features. Had he chosen to work "from the top down,"7 he would have had
to consider many more syntactic features than he has done, describing each as an option
available for use at the higher levels; however, working "from the bottom up"8 allows him to
describe only these particular features; he need only describe the function of his chosen
constructions, noting their effect on — and their function in — higher-level units. One
might say that Niccacci, for example, is engaged in this same "from the bottom up" sort of
work; he, however, attempts to describe the macro-syntax of the language by describing the
micro-syntax, while Khan, on the other hand, describes a specific, limited, and closely related
pair of features in terms of both its structure (micro-syntactic components) and its function
(which includes its macro-syntactic significance).
Khan moves very well from micro-syntax to macro-syntax. The organisation and
lucid style of this work contribute a sense of "flow" from the level of internal structure to
that of contributions to macro-structure. Khan looks first at the bits and pieces making up
his two contructions, and then looks at how these two constructions become "bits and pieces"
which help to make up other, larger, constructions.9 One is instructed first in how a certain
drawer is made, and then how that drawer forms an integral part of the desk.
6 p. 233; I believe that the same is true of what we have been calling "language universals"
— for, the more we understand the working of the human mind with regard to its use of
language, the better we will understand the vagueries of Classical Hebrew.
7 That is, if he had chosen to start with a text or a text-type (both of which I am doing),
and describe the variety of macrosyntactic features found therein, then moving from this
level to the level below it (to paragraph), and to the one below that (to sentence), and so
on.
8 Starting, in this case, at the clause-level, and moving from there to sentence, and
paragraph, and beyond.
9 This is one of the basic concepts of "Tagmemic" linguistic theory, which will be unpacked
in Chapter Three.
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This is a model presentation of research; it demonstrates clearly the elegance of
description which is the ideal of a descriptive linguist. The clarity of this book, and the
thoroughness of its treatment of this topic, particularly with the comparative methodology, are
its principal strengths. If one must cite a draw-back, it would be that the topic is narrow,
and provides little general insight into the system as a whole of any particular language
examined; however, by contrast with Niccacci, for example, Khan does not attempt this goal.
Would that this were but a chapter in a much larger work detailing a far wider range of
syntactic and macro-syntactic features.
Ex and PAR are constructions which can be considered 'exceptional' clause-types in
the same sense that a Hebrew noun phrase which includes an attributive adjective or
participle can be considered exceptional; both are developments away from the simplest and
most common constructions of their type. As these constructions occur but rarely in the data
which I examine there is little overlap between Khan's work and my own.10
Khan notes that Ex and PAR "perform the same functions and are in most cases
interchangeable," and that "one of the most widespread functions of Ex and PAR clauses is to
mark the boundaries of spans of discourse. They coincide with either the onset or the
closure of a span."11 My own findings agree with these conclusions: exceptional clauses (of
which Ex and PAR clauses are examples) always mark in some way an interruption of the
continuity of the material being presented. The effect that these particular constructions
produce does not appear to be linked to the text-type in which they are used; this may be
due to the fact that they are exceptions more to micro-syntactic than to macro-syntactic (and,
therefore, text-type-based) standards.
Khan's Table of Contents is perhaps the best summary of his approach to this
10 Therefore my principal interest in this book, for this volume, is with reference to its
methodology and its presentation.
11 p. 78.
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material;12 his excellent organization allows the reader to see at a glance the way he works
through the functions of these two constructions in Biblical Hebrew, and his awareness of
other macro-syntactic structures:13
Khan adjoins an appendix to his chapter on Hebrew dealing with the special case of
the use of these constructions in "legal precepts," and writes,
Extraposition occurs particularly frequently in the structure of legal formulae
in the Old Testament. This is also the case with regard to post-Biblical law
corpora which were composed in Hebrew, e.g. the Qumran text serek
hayyahad (The Rule of the Community) and the halakic works of the
Tannaim. It is convenient, therefore, to devote a separate section to
extrapositional structures which are characteristic of this genre of text,
bringing together for the sake of completeness both Biblical and post-Biblical
law formulae.14
Khan has done well to separate out this particular context for special attention due
to the frequency of occurence in these texts. However, I am not convinced that this actually
forms an alien usage of this construction; rather it seems to me just another context in which
the construction performs the function of 'change of topic' — a function he has noted and
described on pp. 79ff. Due to the relatively "topic-intensive" nature of legal material,15 the
topics of legal regulation change from one to the next fairly rapidly; that Ex and PAR —
possible topic-changing mechanisms — are found in greater frequency in legal material than
in other text-types ls not enormously surprising.
Khan's work is a model of good scholarship and excellent presentation. I can find
no flaws in it which impede its usefulness. We can hope that such successful research and
12 In particular, pp. xv-xvi.
13 Cf. §1.3; I find his interest in comparing the features on which he chooses to focus, with
those which can perform the same function, a great strength of his approach. We will
look at this perspective in greater detail in the rest of this volume, in particular in
Chapter Three.
14 p. 98.
15 In the sense that it tends to incorporate a lot of information into as little space as
possible.
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communication becomes more and more common in our literature.
3. Longacre: Joseph: A Story of Divine Providence : a text theoretical and textlinguistic
analysis of Genesis 37 and 39-48.
3.1. General remarks and background.
This book represents the most significant advancement in Hebrew textlinguistics
seen to date; it contains much of near-revolutionary value to the student of Classical Hebrew
syntax. Several of Longacre's contributions are of the sort which are immediately accessible
to the readership, and which prepare the way for a much clearer (more "elegant") description
of the language. Others are more esoteric, but equally important.
On the other hand, this volume suffers from some of the same difficulties as does
Andersen's, in that it contains so much information that it becomes difficult to sort through.
Where Andersen's difficulty, however, was that of relying too heavily on jargon for the
average readership, Longacre's is more a matter of leap-frogging over too many steps in the
theoretical logic, thus leaving behind all but the most astute reader, and fellow linguists
(although even fellow linguists may not follow, if they are not familiar with the Tagmemic
approach to language).16
At the outset of this examination of Joseph, it will not be out of place to mention
one of the reasons why this work is particularly valuable — a reason which is not related to
the study of Hebrew in particular.
Much of the development of the Tagmemic school of linguistics has taken place "in
the field." Literally. The primary movers in this theoretical development have spent,
between them well over a century working among indigenous populations, and with previously
unanalysed language material — and following this, perhaps the double of that in prcessing
data from as wide a range of the world's languages as possible, for theoretical purposes.
16 Longacre does include a 3-page appendix on tagmemic theory (pp. 311-13), from which
we quote at length in the next chapter, but this is inadequate to the task of "educating"
the readership up to a standard where the book becomes easier to follow.
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Tagmemics, as an approach to the data, developed — from its "birth" in the fifties17 — out
of dissatisfaction with the fact that previously accepted theoretical models of language
analysis did not deal well enough with living language data. A new model, which had an
increased capacity to "learn from" discoveries in real language data, was developed, which
worked from simple basics, but which allowed for fine details of language use. This capacity
to "learn from" real language data has produced a theoretical model which finds the basic
patterns, and the permutations thereof, of any language studied; the results of these analyses
are particularly well-suited for comparative linguistic research. The end result is that
"language universals" are constantly compared with data from specific languages in a way
which advances the study of both. Longacre has long been at the forefront of this
development, and is without doubt the text-linguist with the greatest exposure to the breadth
of the world's language data, of anyone in print today.18
A sample of the kind of collation of language data resulting in an appreciation of
language universals is the following:
The successive events of a narrative paragraph may be given as a series of
what I call build-ups, each in a separate sentence, or the whole narrative
action may be expressed in one long run-on sentence with but one final verb
at its end, i.e. in a one-sentence paragraph. What is the rationale of thes
choice? Is this pure caprice?
At this point the study of whole discourses is helpful. In fact, a perusal of
the Wojokeso corpus of text material (Longacre 1972a, Text19) suggests a
17 Kenneth L. Pike's Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the
Structure of Human Behavior (first published in 3 vols., 1954-1960,
Summer Institute of Linguistics) is the seminal work of this approach.
18 This is not an idle claim: Longacre, after working for many years in the
field on the languages of indigenous people groups of Mexico, has gone
on to work with Pacific, North American, and African languages (in
each case, he has worked with not one, but scores, of languages from
these regions), in addition to the biblical languages; the bibliography in
Joseph lists twenty articles and books — only a fraction of his
publications.
19 I.e. Longacre's Hierarchy and Universality of Discourse Constituents in
New Guinea Languages. Two volumes: Disscussion, Texts Washington:
Georgetown University Press 1972.
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resolution of the problem. There is a narrative discourse which has narrative
paragraphs composed of fair-to-middling-length sentences until one reaches
what is really the denouement of the whole story. At this point, we find a
long run-on structure in which all the events are lumped together in one
paragraph-length sentence. Similarly, we have a procedural discourse on
housebuilding, in which likewise we find sentences of fair-to-middling length
until we reach the target procedure where the house is finished and the
couple move in to spend their first night in it. Here again we find a long
run-on one-sentence paragraph in which all the steps of the paragraph are in
one page-length sentence. Sentence is here being used in both narrative and
procedural discourse to mark the peak of the discourse in the surface
structure, which corresponds to either denouement in narrative discourse, or
to target procedure in procedural discourse.
Parallels are not lacking elsewhere. Thus, Charles Green has pointed out to
me that a not dissimilar phenomenon is found in Hemingway's story, "The
short happy life of Francis Macomber." Here, at the climax of the story
where the main character of the story is shot in the back of the head
(accidentally?) by his wife, we find a long run-on, rollicking sentence not
unlike in kind from what we have mentioned in the Wojokeso discourses.
Something similar is found in thext of the Greek New Testament. We find
in the account of the feeding of the five thousand (Matthew 14: 13-21) an
absolutely unparalleled string of participles in sentence-initial position
precisely at the denouement of the account (Matthew 14:19), where Jesus
takes the loaves, multiplies them, and feeds the people.20
This adulation may seem out of place; his credentials, however, are not likely to
have preceded him very far into this discipline — though not for want of influence —
Khan, for example, writes:
My methodology has been inspired mainly by the work of Joseph Grimes,
Robert Longacre, and Teun van Dijk. The value of their approach to the
analysis of discourse is that it is largely empirical. This applies especially to
the work of Grimes and Longacre, who have both carried out extensive field
work in a large number of language communities.21
20 Longacre, "Discourse," pp. 30f.
21 p. xxxiv; In a note on this section, Khan writes, "Andersen's study of the sentence in
Biblical Hebrew was in fact based mainly on the methodology which was developed by
Longacre"; he states later, in the text, "I have, however, rejected the more abstract
methods of discourse analysis, many of which are still embroiled in theoretical
preliminaries and show little concern for the direct analysis of texts" (in loc. cit.,
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Most of Longacre's writing has been for linguists — in particular, field linguists
— thus it is not surprising that few hebraists are aware of his work; that this book needs to
be given considerable attention, will not be immediately evident to the average biblical
scholar.22
3.2. Contents of the book-
Joseph is organised into four parts.23 Part One introduces the text-unit (Genesis 37
and 39-48), and gives the broader interpretive and text-linguistic features of the story; Part
Two looks at the unit in terms of textlinguistic observations (more specific to the language
features, such as "off-the-line" material; TH and its text-level functions, etc., than his
comments in Part One) and sociolinguistic observations (relating primarily to questions of
mitigation and deference in Hortatory portions of Reported Speech). Part Three focuses on
Participant Reference, and Dialogue. Part Four is a presentation of the entire text examined
in this study, presented in a typographical arrangement intended to high-light the
text-linguistic features noted in the preceding analysis (particularly those commented on in
Part Two). This is followed by a short appendix on Tagmemic linguistic theory.
22 In fact, only one of the entries under his name in the bibliography of Joseph was
published in the literature hebraists are most likely to consult — hence my rather
fulsome accounting of his background and achievements: although his is not a name on
the lips of most biblical scholars (as they will not have seen much of his published
material), he is one who has earned the right to speak with authority on the subject at
hand.
23 pp. 209-310; I will follow Longacre's convention of italicising the word Joseph, when it is
used to indicate "the Joseph story" — when he uses the word in single inverted commas
('Joseph'), he refers to the Hebrew word fpl\ and the word is unmarked when he refers
to the individual — I will underline the word where I intend reference to the volume
under discussion here.
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3.3. Specific comments on the contents.
3.3.1 Part One.
The broader movement of this book is discernible from the table of Contents, once
the intricacies of the individual chapters are understood. Longacre starts by setting the
broader context — the whole of the historical material, from Genesis 1 through to the end of
2 Kings — and presenting part of his methodology (Introduction), then moves to the
narrower context of the toledot of Jacob.24 Here he looks at the articulation of episodes in
the Joseph story, examining devices which signal boundaries of the major sections (Chapter
One). In Chapter Two he looks at "macro-structures" — by which he means "an overall
meaning and plan"25 So in Ch. 1, he has presented the surface structure organisation of the
story, and in Ch. 2 he looks at the underlying flow of issues, meaning and plan.
3.3.2. Part Two.
In Part Two, Longacre presents a more meticulous analysis of the surface structure
of the language, and it is here that we begin to see the revolutionary ideas he has to offer.
His summary of the assumptions and conclusions of this section is unusual, as it approaches
the grammar of this language in a manner significantly different from that seen in the
majority of current Hebrew language studies:
24 His understanding of the way Joseph fits into its nearer context leads
him to leap over the Judah and Tamar section (Gen. 38) — an
approach which will not appeal to all; in addition the explanatory
material concerning his decision is pared to a minimum, where it would
have contributed to the reader's understanding of how this author has
come to the conclusions he does.
25 p. 43; my own use of the term is to refer to the constituent structure of
the largest units of language, therefore referring to "episodes" of a
story, etc. — but in the sense of the surface structure itself (paragraphs,
etc.), rather than the "notional" or "deep" (cognitive) level. To refer to
what Longacre terms "macrostructure," I would probably borrow his
alternative expression: "overall meaning and plan." His term is derived
from van Dijk's work (see his "References" section, p. 316); my own is
less well-connected, but will suffice for its application for the present.
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Typically, within a grammar of a given language all the uses of each
tense/aspect or mode of a language are listed and described en bloque in the
same section of the grammar .... Part 2 of this volume is, among other
things, a challenge to this time-honored way of describing the functions of
the verb forms of a verb system within a language. Rather, I posit here that
(a) every language has a system of discourse types (e.g., narrative, predictive,
hortatory, precedural, expository, and others); ib) each discourse type has its
own characteristic constellation of verb forms that figure in that type; (c) the
uses of [a] given tense/aspect/mood form are most surely and concretely
described in relation to a given discourse type. These assumptions inform
chapters 3, 4, and 5 of this volume, where they are illustrated in regard to
narrative, predictive, expository, and hortatory discourse.
The constellation of verb forms that figure in a given discourse type are
structured so that one or more privileged forms constitute the mainline or
backbone of each type, while other forms can be shown to encode
progressive degrees of departure from the mainline. This is developed
empirically in chapter 3 in regard to narrative discourse and the verb forms
that characterize it. Here the ww-consecutive imperfect is seen to be
mainline in that it is punctiliar, and sequential in function; the perfect is
found to be (as a whole) a non-punctiliar and non-sequential kind of past
tense in narrative; the imperfect and the participles are, respectively,
implicitly and explicitly durative in the framework of the story; haya clauses
and verbless clauses represent stative elements toward the bottom of the
scheme; and negated clauses rank lowest.
In regard to these various matters, Biblical Hebrew can be shown more and
more to be a rather run-of-the-mill example of a language with a special
narrative or "consecutive" tense — a statement that can be easily documented
in regard to the narrative structures of a variety of African languages (cf.
Longacre, in press). Some of the latter have consecutive forms that
necessarily depend on a special initial form that must precede them; other
such languages simply have a special consecutive form that need not have a
special initial form to initiate the chain in narrative. Biblical Hebrew
belongs to the latter type of language, but traditionally has been described as
if it belongs to the former type. Thus the legend has grown up that a
wavv-consecutive perfect must similarly follow an imperfect (or some other
tense/aspect/mood form).26
Longacre's Chapter Three discusses the different kinds of clauses one can find in Narrative
26 pp. 59f.; it is strongly tempting to go on — the material which follows this is equally
significant — but we will return to discuss these elements in our Chapter Three.
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History,27 dividing them into "on-the-line" and "off-the-line" options. Longacre writes:
Discourse grammarians are coming to recognize more and more that in the
telling of a story, one particular tense is favored as the carrier of the
back-bone or storyline of the story while other tenses serve to present the
background, supportive, and depictive material in the story.28
and further:
I have assumed, then, that the storyline or the backbone of a discourse in
Biblical Hebrew is conveyed by the use of clauses that begin with a
wavv-consecutive verb — in the balance of this book simply called the
preterite.29
Included in this section is a reference to HT1, which is worth quoting in toto:
It is immediately necessary, however, to qualify the above hypothesis in one
important particular. The verb hdyd, 'be', even in its form wayhl, 'and it
happened', does not function on the storyline of a narrative. In this respect,
the behavior of Hebrew is similar to that of a great many contemporary
languages around the world. For example, English uses its past tense to
encode the storyline of a story, but the verb be (and some other stative
verbs) — even when in the past tense (for example, forms such as was,
were, — is typically descriptive and depictive and does not figure on the
backbone of a story. This is simple [simply] a peculiarity of the verb be, in
many languages past and present.30
Longacre adds to these insights discussions of permutations of the mainline
27 Longacre's term is simply "narrative" — I will use my own terms for text-types
throughout this examination of Joseph: they will be explained more fully in my own
Chapter Three.
28 p. 64; this comment develops from an allusion to GKC's recognition "that the so-called
wavv-consecutive is a special narrative tense" [in loc. cit.].
29 p. 65; Longacre chooses the term "preterite" in order to disassociate this conjugation from
the "prefixal" conjugation, on the basis that the two are apparently historically unrelated.
30 p. 66.
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clause-type, then looks at off-the-line material, giving a description of the potential offline
clause-types for Narrative History.31
In sub-section 3. of Chapter 3, we come upon "a verbal rank scheme" for Narrative
History;32 this is one of the most immediately accessible — and one of the most revolutionary
— contributions of the book. Longacre here presents, on half a page, a summary of the way
clause-types function in Narrative History, in the form of a "cline"33 (see next page).
In the next two chapters, Longacre posits verb rank clines for Predictive and
Hortatory text-types, and describes verb ranking for Expository, as well, though he "declines"
to posit a cline for the last, citing the need for more analysis of Expository material in the
Hebrew Bible, as the reason for his hesitation.34
(I am neither fully confident, nor strongly sceptical, with regard to these charts.
Can we really understand this language so well as to say that there are eleven functionally
discernible layers of clause-types in Narrative History? I incline toward confidence, but am
still somewhat doubtful. On the one hand, our data are rather limited — but on the other
hand, Longacre has analysed such a vast array of language data that this small corpus does
not hinder his analyses the way it would tend to do the analyses of others; he has, in other
publications, exhibited restraint in what he claims to find in the data, and his expertise in
language analysis is ample recommendation for hearing him out on this question.
Nevertheless, Longacre claims an accuracy for the chart, and its detailed set of "subrankings,"
about which I am less than 100% convinced.)
31 The table of sub-sections, above, lists each of these "permutations" and off-line
clause-types.
32 Longacre, by contrast with Niccacci, writes: "I do not find per se that the grand
dichotomy verb clause versus noun clause is useful. Rather I absorb it into a rank
scheme that can be thought of as the verbal spectrum for narrative .... In this scheme
I assume a cline, a structural slope from clauses that are relatively dynamic to clauses
that are relatively static ... [p. 81; cf. Niccacci, §6, pp. 23ff.].
33 Which he defines as "a scheme symbolising degrees of departure from the storyline" [p.
82, n. 61
34 p. 107, for Predictive; p. 121, for Hortatory; and pp. lllf., for Expository. I will not
include these charts here, as they will be reproduced in the following chapter.
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NARRATIVE DISCOURSE VERB-RANK CLINE35
Band 1: 1. Preterite
Storyline
Band 2: 2.1. Perfect
Backgrounded 2.2. Noun + perfect (with noun in focus)
Actions
Band 3: 3.1. hinneh + participle
Backgrounded 3.2. Participle
Activities 3.3. Noun + participle
Band 4: 4.1. Preterite of haya, "be"
Setting 4.2. Perfect of haya, "be"
4.3. Nominal clause (verbless)
4.4. Existential clause with yes
Band 5: 5. Negation of verb clause: irrealis
(any band) — "momentous negation"36
promotes 5. to 2.1./2.2.
We now have the mixed pleasure of seeing this model become even more complex,
in that we can look not only at "discourse" identities, but also at paragraph identities.
Longacre has differentiated certain language universals concerning the nature and functions of
paragraphs (cf. his "An Apparatus for the Identification of Paragraph Types," 1980), based on
their structures and functions, and describes nine types of paragraphs (sequence, simple,
reason, result, comment, amplification, paraphrase, coordinate, and antithetical),37 each of
which may be encoded differently according to the text-type in which they occur - i.e., a
narrative reason paragraph will not be encoded in exactly the same manner as an expository
35 p. 81.
36 "Momentous negation" describes the situation where the absence of a certain event carries
the narrative line forward (Longacre gives the example of the failure of the dove to
return to the ark in the Flood Story, p. 82).
37 See Joseph, p. 85ff.
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reason paragraph.
Longacre's definitions of paragraph, and especially of sentence, are distinctive
enough to warrant mention at this point. Paragraphs are identified as such by their internal
structure: "any group of sentences that go together by virtue of cohesion and/or coherence
can be shown to have the structure of an (embedded) paragraph of a recognizable type."38
"Sentences" are "the basic building blocks of the paragraph"; and "a sentence in Hebrew is
considered to be basically a unit with a main clause (and a main verb), to which may be
attached such subordinate clauses as adverbial clauses and relative clauses."39
In the remainder of Part 2, Longacre offers examples of the paragraph types he has
found in Joseph. This goes at a stunning pace, and if one is not already familiar with
Longacre's approach to paragraph analysis and identification, he will be hard pressed to make
sense of it.40 In the long run, the section on paragraphs yields little readily accessible
material; and comprehension of this material is rendered the more difficult due to lack of
thorough explanation of how paragraphs enter into the interworkings of clauses and texts,
which we see so succintly and lucidly displayed in his "clines."
3.3.3. Part Three.
These verb-clines are a radical innovation in the desciption of the Hebrew
verb-system; Longacre, however, goes beyond the verbs to other elements of Biblical Hebrew.
With reference to "discourse-level" analysis, he describes the verb-system as one string in a
"double-helix"41 — the other being composed of participant reference and speech interaction.
38 p. 62.
39 p. 84.
40 This is more evidence that the book was written with a strong bias toward communicating
with linguists, rather than hebraists — another detail which points in this direction is
that all the Hebrew is transliterated, and this is certainly not due to publishing
difficulties as was the case with Andersen's Sentence [see his note on p. 161. But then,
Longacre's goal here is to give us the benefit of his finest thinking onthe subject — he
can hardly be expected to give a full introductory course in general and text-linguistics
at the same time.
41 p. 140
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Part One of his book dealt with macrostructures and the larger context of the Joseph story;
Part Two analyzed the verbs42 according to discourse and paragraph types. Part Three
addresses the question of these latter elements.
The third section is structured as follows: Chapter Six looks at participant
reference (nouns, pronouns and verb affixes), Chapter Seven at variants in speech-introduction
formulae, and Chapter Eight at the role of dialogue in the narrative. One might say that
clause-types, paragraph-types, and text-types, are the bones of the text; participant reference,
speech formulae, and dialogue, are the soft-tissue of the text.43
The reader will do well to keep a finger at pages 141-43 while working through
Ch. 6, for, while the theoretical base of this section is more accessible than that of the section
on paragraphs, Dr Longacre tends to refer to it in rather abbreviated (if not jargonal) terms.
In addition, everything in this chapter refers to the "level" of participant reference; and yet
— by oversight, apparently — these levels are never identified as such: three lists are
given; none of these refers, in their titles, in their contents, nor in the notes following, to
"levels" of any sort; the reader eventually discerns that it is the first list which supplies us
with the appropriate key, but such opacities as these are not required in an already difficult
book.
The analysis is rather unremarkable except for one thing; the author writes:
One cannot read Joseph carefully without being puzzled by the alternation
between references on level 4 (pronouns) and on level 5 (verb affixes) in
relation to expressing the object (which is almost entirely a matter of the
third person object since Joseph is a narrative told in third person). I
propose here the view that resort to level 5 (the object suffix) rather than to
level 4 (sign of accusative 'et + pronoun) has to do not with thematicity as
such but rather with dominance patterns .... Succinctly, level 5 is used
rather than level 4 to express a dominance pattern in which the participant(s)
42 It is worth mentioning, in passing, that what Longacre has looked at in
Part Two is noi verbs, but rather clause-types — although he
himself,on most occasions, speaks of them as verbs.
43 Implying no particular qualities to any of the categories, merely
underlining their integration and mutuality.
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referred to by the object suffix is under the dominance of someone else.44
After reaffirming his belief that this does indeed accurately reflect the data in the
Joseph story, he goes on to state:
Further research is needed to see whether this claim can be extended to
Biblical Hebrew as a whole. Whatever the outcome of this question, it seems
clear that this claim cannot be made in regard to certain non-narrative
discourses, e.g., the poetry of the Psalms.45
Chapter Six is 16 pages long; its contents are condensed from what might have been
40 pages were it written in "plain English." This section is meant to prepare us to make use
of the participant reference interplay, along with the paragraph structures, the
"discourse-level" peaks and boundaries, and so on, of Part Four. It seems to me an
inadequate preparation for one not already schooled in tracing participant reference, and in
interpreting it along with other clues from the "discourse-" or text-level.46
Next, after leading the reader through some more rather "jargon-ish" analysis in Ch.
7,47 the author gives a concise summary of his findings about speech-introduction formulae,
which findings are derived not only from the Joseph story, but also from other material in the
Hebrew Bible; this summary, once the jargon has been sifted through contains material which
could easily inspire hebraists to further examination of data — in short, it indicates the
significance for the narration, of speech formula variants.48
Chapter Eight is perhaps not as revolutionary for Hebrew linguistics as is the
earlier material on verb ranks, but is in its own way significant. The chapter opens with
44 p. 155.
45 p. 157, n2.
46 Although, as we have said, the author was surely not trying to write an introductory
textbook on analysis procedures, it nevertheless behooves a writer to convey sufficient
introductory material to allow interested readers to follow the development of ideas.
47 Where, once again, the crucial information about the "calculus" employed is difficult to
locate; in this instance it is hid at the end of the paragraph §1.2., on p. 162.
48 p. 183f.
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It is obvious, even on cursory examination, that much of the narrative we
have been examining is carried forward via sections of dialogue. A story
moves along not only by virtue of what people are reported to do, but also
by what they say. Saying is indeed a special kind of doing for which we
reserve the special name speech act.49
Longacre has two foci here: 1) he examines each dialogue for its internal nuances;
and 2) he examines this material to see how it fits into the overall structure and flow of the
narrative. The significance of this is that we must look at speech material as a narrative
device for the advancement of the story-line, in addition to considering it as a stylistic
technique or simply as a reflection of speech patterns of daily life - conversations are
narrative units in the same way that simple narrative statements are narrative units.
The conclusion to this chapter serves, in a way, as a conclusion to the whole book,
for what follows. Part Four ('A Constituent Display of Joseph), and an appendix on
Tagmemic linguistic theory, are somewhat loosely tied to the rest of the work. Longacre
writes:
In backing away a bit from the mass of detail presented in this chapter and
in considering again the constituent structure of the story as a whole, I note
that the narrative sequence paragraph and the simpler sort of dialogue
paragraph carry in a somewhat routine way the burden of propelling the
story forward. Most other paragraph types (excluding probably the narrative
amplification paragraph) have other more specialized uses. Among the
paragraphs that picture interaction patterns, the complex dialogue, the
execution, and the stimulus-response paragraphs especially serve to
underscore the more dramatic parts of the story. These paragraph types
have, therefore been analyzed with special attention to details of their
structure; they are too important to the structure of the whole to be passed
over lightly and summarily.50
3.3.4. Part Four.
Part Four is Longacre's presentation of a formatted text of Joseph, with its
49 p. 185.
50 p. 205
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translation. If one has internalised the system and the calculus of Longacre's approach to the
text — neither of which have been presented here for the first-time reader — there is much
to be gained from studying this section. If one is not familiar with his approach, this section
is at best, fascinating, and at worst, thoroughly off-putting. In the main, Part Four is a
graphic presentation of the text according to the analyses sampled in the preceding pages; it
lays out the text in a fashion which allows the reader (if he has digested the formatting code51
) to see, at a glance, the text in terms of its structure and sub-structures, as they have
surfaced through Longacre's analysis. This is a very useful tool to have at hand, but — as is
an inherent danger with all reductions from verbal explanation to graphic representation — it
is difficult to make use of unless one has mastered theory in excess of what Longacre
presents in this book.
3.4. Conclusions.
Much of what Longacre has presented us with is new, or rather, it has not been
seen before in publications intended for hebraists' eyes — this sort of thing has been
circulating in the linguistic circles long enough that the word "new" it not entirely appropriate.
What we have seen here — the concept of text-types, each with their own deployment of
clause-types; the necessity of describing a form in terms of its role in specific text-types; the
concept of mainline versus offline material, with the identification of the "preterite" as the
mainline form in Narrative history, excepting such forms of nTI — these, as well as
participant reference tracking, speech formula variations, hortatory variants, and other
features as well, arc relatively uncharted territory for the hebraist. And, apart from a few
shortcuts in explanations, and a few oversights in formatting, the presentation is not
exceptionally difficult to get through, provided the reader takes the time to internalise the
hoard of new concepts. There is an enormous amount of material to get to grips with,
however, and it is difficult 1) to make sense of it as a whole, and 2) to know what to do
51 which must have given the typesetters nightmares!
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with it afterward.
A part of me feels that the only response one can offer is applause: it's been a
jolly good performance, and I shall remember it fondly, but I couldn't hope to do any of it
myself. And that, in fact, is one of the things I am not entirely happy about, with regard to
this book. It is so far beyond the level of language work done by most Hebrew scholars that
its effect may be minimalised as a result. But, then, this is not a manual for analysis; it is a
book about a text. Longacre writes — I think we can say — enough introductory material
about his approach to the text, to enable the reader to gain at least cursory benefit from his
reading.
This point is, of course, debatable; but it is disappointing that there is nothing
available to hebraists, which equips them as Hebraists — rather than forcing them far outside
their field — to do the kinds of research that hebraists are beginning to find intriguing.
That is to say, there is no doubt that linguistics is a science, and that thoroughly trained
linguists will inevitably produce more incisive works than the marginally trained linguistic
dabbler could hope to do; nonetheless, however, there is ample room for linguistic research
among people whose training is primarily as hebraists.52
It is time for an intermediate literature, neither "quantum" linguistics treatises
which are only understood by other "quantum" linguists, nor unscientific, non-linguistic
treatises which serve only to drive the study of Hebrew further away from empirical
approaches to the language — but rather a literature which is intended to provide theory
and methods which the hebraist is not overwhelmed by, a literature which is not afraid to
proceed slowly enough that the reader can actually become familiar with the procedures, and
return with them to the data to do his own testing of hypotheses.
Khan's Studies, by contrast with Longacre's Joseph, is well explained, and doesn't
overwhelm the reader with its contents, in part because it doesn't launch the reader into a
new world quite so thoroughly as does Longacre's.
52 In fact, it is these who often have the deeper, intuitive, grasp of the sense of the text.
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Because I find Longacre's approach to the text so valuable, and relatively
accessible, at a logical level — and yet more or less intimidating in the guise of Joseph —
the remaining three chapters of this volume will be given over to an explanation of this
approach, and an application of some of its more basic principles to Hebrew text samples.
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CHAPTER THREE: AN INTRODUCTION TO ONE MODEL OF TEXT ANALYSIS, AND
A METHODOLOGY DERIVED FROM IT
1. The Purpose of this Chapter, and its Relation to the Rest of this Volume.
I have cited the topic of this study as "the role(s) of different types of clauses in
different types of texts";1 and if the goal of the first two chapters has been to measure the
success of those who have entered the field, by examining their "integrity of description" and
the "effectiveness of their communication,"2 then the goal of the two chapters which follow
this one is to outline for the reader some of the first steps in producing an analysis which will
pass both examinations. It is necessary, in that case, to set out some definitions, to tie
together some concepts, and to detail the procedures to be used, in such a way that the reader
is not left behind in the analyses which follow.
2, An Introduction to "Tagmemic" Theory.
In this section, we will look at several of the essential elements of the Tagmemic
school of linguistics. But why should we do this? What is to be gained by focusing on this
particular approach?
According to Longacre,
Broadly conceived, tagmemics is discourse about linguistics patterns. It is not
interested merely in setting up abstract strings of symbols which will get us
to terminal strings in the most economical way. To tagmemicists such
preoccupation misses the point. Rather we want to posit in each language a
system of labelled patterns that will at least to some degree parallel the
system of intuitively felt patterns used by speaker and hearer. The patterns
and parts of patterns that we posit must be labelled for the simple reason
that we want to discourse about them. We want to be able to show the
1 Chapter One, §1.1.
2 Ibid.
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system of patterns and to contrast one pattern with another.3
and Jones writes:
Linguistic tagmemics is concerned with discovering the patterns and
regularities of language, and with stating these as consistently, systematically,
and elegantly as possible.4
and
Of particular significance [in terms of contributions of the tagmemic
approach to language analysis], I think, has been the focus by various
tagmemicists on the discourse FUNCTIONS of various units and
constructions. Longacre and his colleagues have found discourse functions
for many particles and affixes that had previously been little understood or
else simply glossed as "emphasis."5 I (1977)6 have suggested discourse
functions for clefts, pseudo-clefts, and various other constructions in English.
Larry Jones and I (1979)7 have suggested that tense/aspect/mood, many
particles, affixes, and some special constructions function in a number of
languages to mark different levels of significant information in texts (e.g., to
distinguish peak, pivotal events, ordinary events, significant background, and
ordinary background). In discourse analysis, as well as other areas just
mentioned, tagmemics offers a significant theory of linguistics.8
Longacre's comment about "setting up abstract strings of symbols which will get us
to terminal strings in the most economical way" is intended to contrast tagmemics with the
majority of other approaches to language description. He substantiates this contrast with a
comparison of two different descriptions of Turkish verbs; the first is from Gleason, and Lees
3 'Tagmemics," pp. 137f.
4 "Synopsis," p.86.
5 Here we might refer to T. Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew
(Jerusalem/Leiden: E J Brill 1985), which has examined a variety of morphemes and
structures under the banner of "emphasis," some of which certainly have macro-syntactic
significance, but which receive no consideration as macro-syntactic features.
6 L. K. Jones, Theme in English Expository Discourse. Lake Bluff, Illinois: Jupiter Press
1977.
7 L. B. Jones and L. K. Jones, "Multiple Levels of Information in Discourse," in L. K. Jones,
ed., Discourse Studies in Mesoamerican Languages (Dallas: Summer Institute of
Linguistics and University of Texas at Arlington 1979), pp. 3-27.
8 Ibid., pp. 94f.
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("the usual Americanist way of plotting relative orders of affixes within a verb structure"9);
the second is his own, tagmemically based, description. These two show the efficacy of the
tagmemic approach in describing systems, rather than just sequences.10
This focus on systems, relative "user-friendliness," and "intuitively felt patterns" has
encouraged the development in tagmemic circles of new ideas about the description of
text-level features, and some of these are particularly helpful for the kind of work we are
undertaking in this study.
The second reason for turning to tagmemics at this stage is that which is reflected
in Longacre's comments about "intuitively felt patterns." We acknowledge immediately that we
tell stories mostly in past tense, we give predictions mostly in future, etc. — tagmemics has
provided a means of analyzing and describing that feature of language, in a simple and
straight-forward manner. The fact that these and other features which we will address in this
study are readily verifiable at the 'common sense' level means that we will not need, on the
one hand, a lengthy and heavy introduction in all the details of the theory used, in order to
see the validity of the results, nor, on the other hand, the encumberence of a "write-up" filled
with jargon and convoluted explanation. Tagmemics — for our purposes — gives us simple
tools to work with, and then turns us loose to get to work. Our results will not look
particularly tied to any one theory, and that is intentional; the things we want to describe in
this study are readily accessible to a common sense approach to the language, once the




11 Of course, our write-up will bear the imprint of our theoretical base, but this, it is
hoped, will be relatively transparent. Likewise, it is obvious that in certain applications,
the tagmemic approach will result in highly tagmemic-specific analytical write-ups
(theoretical questions tend to require more jargon, and more short-hand type graphic
representations than others, for example); nevertheless, in the case of a rather elementary
description of the language features we are here examining, uncomplicated laymen's
language will suffice for the presentation of results.
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Jones remarks on the practical applications of tagmemics:
A primary task of a linguistics theory is to account for the empirical data.
As an important corollary, the theory ought ot have practical uses in dealing
with language. There haev been numerous practical applications of tagmemic
theory, and I believe that the great applicability of tagmemics is a significant
strength in its favor. One application has been as a heuristic for helping
students to understand the nature of language. But this is not all. There
have been numerous successful applications of the theory to translation,
language learning, literacy, and linguistic analysis — particularly in the
srudy of unwritten and "exotic" languages. In addition, there have been
many applications in other disciplines, including most notably, anthropology
(since tagmemics is a theory not only of language, but also of human
behavior).12
For the analysis of unwritten languages, discovery procedures have evolved,
perhaps better called ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES. These do NOT,
however, constitute a mechanical algorithm that automatically outputs an
analysis. Practical goals of a theory hold pure theory-building in check,
since "fruitful theory must to some extent be limited by analytical techniques
for processing or evaluating data. Tagmemics has oscillation between theory
and method rather than a one-way priority. [Pike, 1967, p. 50913]."14
2.1. Foundations.
Our enquiry has to do with texts, and text-level features; and in this chapter we
will be working through sufficient text-linguistic theory to approach the data in an informed
manner. Yet many in the Tagmemic School of linguistics have eschewed text-linguistics in the
same way as have classical hebraists: much of the material published by tagmemic linguists
stays within the traditional bounds of clause-level analysis; this limits, from one direction, the
amount of published material which can be drawn into this discussion of Classical Hebrew
text-linguistics from a tagmemic viewpoint. The second limiting factor is that a great deal of
12 One might add here that one of the more unexpected applications of this theory has been
in the field of music, or more specifically, ethnomusicology, and has resulted in a variety
of analytical apparatuses with a very profitable degree of flexibility — an essential
feature when dealing with non-western music systems.
13 His Language in Relation to a Unified Theory . . . .
14 Pp. 86f.
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tagmemic publication takes the form of language "write-ups" — reports on features of a
specific language, or grammars of specific languages: the majority of tagmemic publications
are examples of language analysis, rather than explanations of it.15 These are occasioned
largely by the work of Wycliffe Bible Translators/Summer Institute of Linguistics workers,
whose bible translation responsibilities require the parallel production of language
descriptions. As this group of linguists comprises the greatest number of users of this
linguistic school, so this format has become the standard one for publication of new results.
Those trained in this school of linguistics are accustomed to looking for new ideas in reports
on Bolivian ritual poetry, to help them solve difficult problems in the Narrative History of a
Philippine language, for example, and are able to sort through such reports in a way that
others do not attempt.16 It is regrettable that there is little attempt at collation of this
material for more ready use by other language students.17
Tagmemics has nonetheless produced one of the most functional and profitable
text-linguistic theories available to those who take up an interest in the issue.18 Here, we will
15 For example, the list of references in Longacre's "Discourse" (in Brend and Pike,
Tagmemics. pp. 1-44) include 65 articles or books on tagmemic analysis; 39 of these
(60%) are reports on specific languages (Western Bukidnon Manobo, Kaiwa Guarani,
Daga, Isthmus Zapotec, and so on), and many address only specific features of these
languages (e.g. Harold Popovich, "Large Grammatical Units and Space-Time Setting in
Maxakali"); see his pp. 41ff.
16 These factors account for the relative paucity of references in my own bibliography and
notes to tagmemic works; there is little point in extending the material to include such
works as Harold Popovich's (cited in the previous footnote), as these do not bear to any
great degree on those things which we must discuss here. I have included in this
bibliography those works which are the most directly relevent to this work, and while I
have not avoided language-specific materials (cf. David Payne's "Activity as the
Encoding of Foreground in Narrative: A Case Study of an Asheninca Legend"), the
actual number of books and articles on tagmemics is rather smaller than one might
expect.
17 Longacre's "Discourse" is a rare example of a tagmemic article which is a collation and
synopsis of language features rather than a description of language specific features.
18 For a closer look at the origins and development of this school of language analysis, I
refer the reader to Viola G. Waterhouse's The History and Development of Tagmemics.
1974, to Linda K. Jones' "Synopsis of Tagmemics," and to Longacre's "Dicourse" (in
Brend and Pike), and 'Tagmemics" (1985). The former two are partial to Kenneth Pike's
approach, while I follow more closely Longacre's; those interested in comparing the two
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look at some broader concepts which undergird the remainder of the material which follows;
this will be divided into two sections. We will first deal with several basic principles; we
will not interact to any significant degree with these broader concepts once they have been
explained, but they are requisite elements of the endeavour. We will follow this with other
features of the model which either are particularly important to the theoretical base (e.g.
"Syntagmeme"), or will be referred to with some frequency in the analyses which follow (e.g.
"Exponence").
2.1.1. Two significant concepts.
Before turning to these elements of the theory, however, I would like to single out
two concepts which are particularly fundamental: The first is "Empirical Analysis."
It is important to let the data define the questions asked of it, rather than a
theoretical model. It has been found that the Tagmemic model is sufficiently "alive" to the
features of "real language" that it does not need to impose structure on the language being
analysed; rather, the structure which surfaces as one works with language inevitably fits
within the range of possibilities anticipated by the theory. The fact that the theory concerns
itself with "deep" (cognitive) structure(s) as well as with surface structures, means that there is
no preconceived idea of how a deep structure "notion" 'must' be encoded at the surface
structure level. Yet this interest in deep structure also informs the linguist of the things which
will need to be expressed, as a general rule, in any language. The wide-ranging research
which has been conducted in real language, also informs the linguist about the possibilities for
encoding these "notions." In the long run, language data is considered the unchangeable truth;
it is what exists as language — even were it found to be an ungrammatical sample, for
example, tagmemic theory enables the researcher to propose (if he so choose) explanations as
would do to start with Longacre's "Tagmemics," followed by his Grammar of Discourse.
and Pike & Pike's Grammatical Analysis. The main differences are in Pike's use of a
'four-cell tagmeme' where Longacre employs a 'two-cell tagmeme', with the remaining
material from Pike's other two cells dealt with as 'Deep-' or 'Notional Structure' (see
below, this chapter).
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to "why" that particular ungrammatical construction was elicited. For the most part,
tagmemicists process vast amounts of data in their analyses, in order to "discover" the systems
inherent in the language, and to secure their descriptions thereof. This is the only way to
work with real language data, it is presumed, because an alleged pattern seen in four texts
may no longer hold true after fifteen have been examined — if it doesn't, some other pattern
will surface with the greater amount of data; if it does hold true, then the data substantiate
the hypothesis. The data are the only unquestionable 'fact' of the language.
The second of these two concepts is "Language as a part of human behaviour." No
one would deny that language is a feature of human behaviour; and none would deny that
language is expressed within a context. Tagmemics takes these two facts strongly into
consideration in its analysis. A political speech makes sense within its political and social
context, for example. A series of instructions is elucidated by the details of its setting. These
are for the most part self-evident. Tagmemics, however, makes more consistent reference to
them as explanatory contexts than other approaches tend to do. Often, it will be setting and
context which help sift out patterns in difficult data. This is not to say that every bit of data
must be explained exhaustively according to its context; this would be an overstatement.
Features can be examined apart from their context, of course, but a full explanation will
include reference to setting, appropriate sociolinguistic usage, etc. The Gettysburg Address,
for example, can be examined as a unit — to discover its internal structure, its lexical
cohesion, and so on — and a great deal can be learnt of its use of language; but no one
would suggest that an understanding of the context in which it was composed and first
delivered brings no greater understanding to the meaning of the text. This context concerns
form the center of attention in such disciplines as psycho-linguistics and socio-linguistics, yet
never should they be relegated entirely to these disciplines. Just how much of this needs to
enter the level of grammatical and syntactic description is a matter for debate, but the
principle stands: Language exists as a part of a wider context of human behaviour, and this
context bears on the use of language features.
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2.1.2. "Sub-basic" concepts.
The concepts dealt with above are likewise "sub-basic" in that they are fundamental
to everything in this model; those which follow are no less fundamental, but they will not
require further attention once their place in the theory is seen. We cannot really "deal with
them briefly, then forget them" — but, in fact, once we have examined them, they will not
command our attention again except as undergirding for other features, and at these points
we will mention them only obliquely.
2.1.2.1. "Patterning."
The concept of "Patterning" is basic to all theories of description. That a piece of
data can be compared to other pieces of data, and that knowledge can be gained from doing
so, presupposes that a unifying pattern can be sought and described. Longacre writes:
Central to human behavior is PATTERNING. A noted encephalographist has
written astutely about patterning. 'The first significant attribute of a pattern
is that you can remember it and compare it with another pattern. This is
what distinguishes it from random events or chaos. For the notion of
random . . . implies that disorder is beyond comparison; you cannot
remember chaos or compare one chaos with another chaos; there is no plural
of the word. Pattern is a quality of familiar things and familiar things are
comparable. It is much nearer the truth to say that man abhors chaos than to
say that nature abhors a vacuum .... Broadly speaking one may say that
the sciences derive from pattern-seeking, the arts from pattern-making,
though there is a much more intimate relation between the seeking and
making of patterns than this would suggest."19
Granted the centrality of patterning in human behavior it follows that we
should require that a linguistic theory give centrality to linguistic patterns.
In measuring the fit of a theory with the empirical facts of individual
languages we should require that a theory lead to a description in which
patterns are thrown into bold relief. Or, in terms of evaluating two
grammars of the same language, one important criterion of evaluation is that
we recognize as superior the grammar which sets forth the patterns of a
19 Quoted by Longacre from W. Grey Walker, The Living Brain, p. 69
(New York, 1953).
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language in the more straightforward and direct manner.20
So what we are about as text-linguistic grammarians is the clear description of the
patterns that occur at the "text" level. Some language scholars may be sceptical about such a
level; the next section will address some of the elements which help identify its existence.
2,1.2.2. "Closure" and "Choice."
I will borrow wholesale, here, from Longacre:
Aside from this general argument in favor of linguistic patterns, we argue
that CLOSURE and CHOICE, observed in people's use of language, also
point to the reality of linguistic patterning. The speaker acts as if he were
using units which start and stop. He backtracks and corrects himself if
proper closure is not given. He hesitates at certain points as if he were
confronted with a choice of item or construction. After partially or wholly
articulating one item or construction he may backtrack and correct himself
by choosing another item or construction. The hearer likewise demands
closure of units and has opinions about choices — as is often evident by his
responses. Speaker and hearer alike seem to be doing something more direct
than applying a complicated series of rules to speech; rather they seem to be
referring to an inventory of patterns.21
In other words, there are such things as linguistic units, which have beginnings and
ends. Texts, for example, begin and end; this justifies our examining them as units. If
patterns surface, their existence as functional units is confirmed.
That a speaker may backtrack to correct something, suggests that it is possible to
say something in more than one way, hence the question is not only one of "grammaticality"
vs. "ungrammaticaiity," 11 is also one of appropriateness.
The concept of "choice" — where the speaker, for example, searches among
20 Grammar Discovery Procedures, pp. 13f.; this last "criterion of evaluation" is termed
"elegance" (see below).
21 Grammar Discovery Procedures, pp. 14f.; see also his "Tagmemics" (Word, 1985, pp.
137-177), esp. p. 137.
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alternatives for the best way of saying something — implies that there are points where the
language speaker may choose between permissible options, which in turn implies "sub-units."
If one may hesitate over the choice of whether to employ a pronominal substitute, or the full
noun phrase, this indicates, on the one hand, that both options are permissible (though
contextual, or perhaps "stylistic," factors may exert considerable pressure on the choice to be
made), and on the other hand, that the point of hesitation marks a functional point of
articulation — the material preceding it does not unerringly determine what follows it. That
written language is generally edited before transmission to its intended receptor in no way
challenges this description of language processes; the writer, just as much as the speaker, goes
through the same backtracking and choosing processes. These processes, whether written or
spoken, underline the "articulated" nature of language.22 We will return to this concept of
"options" shortly.
22 "Articulated," that is, as in "lorry." It is worth noting another point here, as well: In this
age of printed text, it is often overlooked that such conventions as spacing between
printed words, punctuation to indicate phrase, clause, and sentence divisions, paragraph
indentation, and such things as chapter headings, are artificial; yet they represent
linguistic realities. These distinctions exist at the spoken level as well, yet are often
rendered into spoken language by such "supra-segmental" features as intonation patterns,
hesitations, and the like. No one would deny the functional reality of the "word level,"
but this, in some languages is not easily pinned down in definition (are the Hebrew
elements -3, -1?, and the like, to be considered words? and what about nx, which is
sometimes independent, sometimes a bound form?) — in the same way, text, paragraph,
and sentence units are difficult to pin down. It is my contention that the major reason
these are viewed more sceptically by the traditional syntactician is that there is no
inherited concept which has been handed on into the standard grammars, etc., in the
same way as were the concepts of syllable, word, phrase, and clause. Yet if we were to
carry out linguistic analysis of the Ionic Greek dialect before the period of word
separation, would we have the same confidence in word separation as we now claim to
have? Language scholars have long been guilty of a certain kind of imperialism which
receives warmly that which it has been taught, but rejects as sub-standard that which
others have been taught, or have discovered.
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2.1.2.3. "Notional" or "Deep" Structure, versus "Surface" Structure.
The level of "Patterns" is found not exclusively in the outward structure of each
individual language, but rather firstly in the language centre of the human brain. There are
discoverable tendencies at this level, which begin the process of language structuring. This is
called "Notional Structure," by Longacre, et al., and "Deep Structure" by others; my tendency
is to use the two terms interchangeably, with a slight preference for the latter.23 People who
speak several languages sometimes find themselves unable, in trying to express a thought, to
find words and structures all of which belong to the same language; they know what they
want to say, but are unable to get it out.24 They are sure of what they want to say (the deep
structure level provides no difficulties), but the framing of their thought in real speech doesn't
come together properly (the surface structure poses problems — in this case, the competing
systems of different languages intermingle and become confused). Crystal gives an example
which helps to clarify this concept:
This level [i.e. the 'deep structure' level] provides information which enables
us to distinguish between the alternative interpretations of sentences which
have the same surface form (i.e. they are ambiguous), e.g. flying planes can
be dangerous, where flying planes can be related to two underlying
sentences, Planes which fly .. . and To fly planes .... It is also a way of
relating sentences which have different surface forms but the same
underlying meaning, as in the relationship between active and passive
structures, e.g. The panda chased the man as opposed to The man was
chased by the panda.25
Longacre, in a recommendation of the strengths of tagmemic language analysis,
writes:
It is precisely because tagmemics, however, much as it may be become
interested in deep structure, continues to be very interested in surface
structures that the previous sections of this article, although referring to
23 No ideological or theoretical significance need be attributed to this, other
than my own preference for more self-explanatory labels.
24 This difficulty is not limited to multi-lingual people ....
25 Dictionary, p. 85.
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studies completed some time ago, are valid today. Devices for investigating
and describing surgace structures in the world's languages (as given above)
rest on a considerable backlog of experience in languages around the world
and apparently do not need much immediate modification. As the schools of
grammar — noticeably stratificational, transformational-generative, and
tagmemic — draw together in a common focus on meaning, it will still
remain that, of these various schools, the school which is most interested in
surface structure is the tagmemic school. Tagmemicists should continue to
unapologetically be interested in the way in which a language of necessity
must express itself and encode the deep structures that people use as the
natural apparatus of human thought.
Tagmemics offers more than a quick-and-convenient approach to language
analysis. It opens up vistas of research — some of which are still relatively
unexplored — and a program for linguistic activity for many years to come.26
2.1.2.4. "Particle." "Wave," and "Field."
Of these, Crystal writes:
PARTICLE ... (2) A term used in tagmemic analysis to refer to a linguistic
unit seen as a discrete entity, definable in terms of features. It is contrasted
with "wave" (where the unit's contextual variability is analysed) and "field"
(where its distribution is described).27
Jones describes this set of concepts in terms of "Perspective:"
Tagmcmic theory formally recognizes a varying observer PERSPECTIVE. At
26 "Tagmcmics," pp. 174f.; the directions for new "vistas of research" which
arc indicated by the tagmemic school of linguistics are all the more
varied and the richer for hebraists — on the one hand, because of the
wealth of help it offers (through its copious processing of surface
structure analysis of living language data) in suggesting solutions to
difficulties of Hebrew language description, and on the other hand,
through its relatively practical nature (a combination of its commitment
to "intuitively felt patterns" [ibid., p. 138], and its ability to communicate
details of form and function without heavy reliance on jargon and
idiosyncratic calculus.
27 p. 222; clearly, then, this is nol the most familiar definition of the term
"particle," which is defined in Crystal as "(1) A term used in
grammatical description to referto an invariable item with grammatical
function, especially one which does not readily fit into a standard
classification of parts of speech," in loc. cit.
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least three different, but complementary, perspectives may be used to view
the same items. In a STATIC view ["particle"], items as individual, discrete
things are in focus. A DYNAMIC view ["wave"] focuses on the dynamics of
items overlapping, blending, and merging with each other. Finally, in a
RELATIONAL perspective ["field"], focus is on the relationships between
units, noting networks, fields, or matrices. Any one of the three perspectives
may undelie a particular linguistic description. A description from one
perspective complements, and adds to, a description from one of the other
perspectives, but does not replace it. Here also tagmemics leaves room for
more than one correct description or grammar.28
If one analyses the clause HIT *JN, in terms of its components, we would describe
it as a verbless clause with the structure "Pronoun as Subject, plus a Proper Noun as
Predicate Noun Phrase." We have just analysed it as a "particle." If we look at it from a
"wave" perspective, we would examine it in terms of all possible variants (one might decide to
look at all simple S - P Verbless clauses, with no marginal phrases (temporal, attributive,
appositional, etc.) added, or one might look at all Verbless clauses together29); this is an
examination of variants of the clause-type. If we begin to examine how S - P Verbless
clauses, or all Verbless clauses together, function in the language (for example, as boundary
markers in Narrative History), then we begin to look at Verbless clauses from a "field"
perspective. These terms will rarely recur in this volume, but the concept is basic to
everything forward from this point.
2.1.3. "Basic" concepts.
The preceding material is vital; without it, what follows will not make sense. The
terminology presented above is less important, however, for we will not belabour it in what
follows. The next set of concepts, on the other hand, will be referred to by their "labels"
with some regularity in the following material, therefore it is distinguished from that which
28 "A Synopsis of Tagmemics," p. 80.
29 As does Andersen, in The Hebrew Verbless Clause in the Pentateuch: cf. Waterhouse, The
History and Development of Tagmemics. who describes the concept "wave" as the
"DYNAMIC view," in which "structure is made up of waves, with nuclei and margins" (p.
6) — "nuclei" being the essential part of the unit, and "margins" being the optional
extras, thus accounting for the sum total of possible permutations of the unit's structure.
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we have just covered. These concepts have a more direct relevance to the analyses we will
carry out below, than do those introduced above.
2.1.3.1. "Language hierarchy,"
In his Appendix on tagmemics, in Joseph, Longacre deals briefly with the three
"crucial" concepts of tagmemics.30 One of these is "hierarchical linguistic structure."31 This
refers to a series of levels of language: [MORPHEME/STEM -] WORD - PHRASE -
CLAUSE - SENTENCE - PARAGRAPH - "DISCOURSE."32 These are surface structure
terms, which are roughly paralleled in deep structure.33 Apart from the last one or two, these
distinctions do not usually raise questions among hebraists, as we are still more accustomed to
the "intuitive" approach to language description, and we tend to be aware of such things at an
intuitive level. Longacre writes:
Hierarchy is the spacing of constructions on levels from morpheme (level of
zero internal grammatical construction) up to discourse (level of maximal
grammatical construction). With these two levels as lower and upper bounds
of hierarchy the other levels take their place as intermediate levels of
combination: stem, word, phrase, clause, sentence and paragraph. Stems are
derivational units. Words are inflectional units. Phrases express
modification or linkage. Clauses express predications. Sentences are
propositionsa which may concatenate, oppose, balance, or report predications.
Paragraphs are units developing a discourse. The levels are partly defined
by such internal characteristics as these, partly by their hierarchical
placement on the scale from morpheme to discourse.34
2.1.3.2. "Slot/Class" and "Filler/Set".
These are more often refered to in the literature as "slot" and "filler" than as "class"
30 pp. 31 Iff.
31 p. 311.
32 His "discourse" equals my "text."
33 For a complete treatment of these two layers, I must direct the reader to Longacre's
Grammar of Discourse, particularly pp. 322-27, and pp. 273f.
34 "Tagmemics," p. 143; those who are looking for a fuller, more scientific, definition of
these levels would do well to consult Longacre's linguistic books (e.g. Philippine
Languages, pp. vi-xxvii, 1-3, 53, et passim; Grammar of Discourse, pp. 77-80, 269-336).
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and "set [or filler set]"; this is my convention as well. This concept is one of the most
characteristic of the Tagmemic School of linguistics, and plays a central role in the shaping of
other characteristics of the theory.
A man gets dressed to go to work in a bank in Edinburgh, Scotland. There are
certain things he must wear, of course: shoes, socks, trousers, shirt, tie, and jacket, being the
basics. Now, he has a choice of which shirt to wear (it must be white, however — this is
Edinburgh), and he can choose from among several dark suits, or combinations of trousers
and jackets; he has a fairly wide variety of socks, and more than a few ties. He has a choice
between three different pairs of black shoes. Yet the ensemble is more or less dictated by
custom.
There is a typical "slot - filler" relationship involved here. In each case, a required
piece of clothing is supplied from a collection of suitable options: the man undoubtedly has
several good shirts which are not white, yet these are not appropriate under the
circumstances; he has many pairs of socks (some of which will go very well with the suit and
shoes he has chosen), but it would be socially unacceptable for him to wear one of these in
place of the required neck-tie. In the same way, grammatical (and other) relations can be
described as a "slot" into which an item is fitted; the item is chosen from among a set of
acceptable "fillers."
The following clauses appear very similar, yet they reflect different patterns:
She is my aunt. Subj. + Cop.Vb.(Vl) + Pred.Complement35
She is fun. Subj. + Cop.Vb.(Vl) + Pred.Complement
She is driving. Subj. + Pred.(V2)
The first clause is a "stative identificational" clause; the second, a "stative
descriptive" clause; the third, an intransitive clause. Although the word 'is' occurs in all three
samples, the conjugated verb is not interchangable. This can be expressed by defining two
35 The ' + ' sign is used to indicate that a certain element is required rather than optional (in
which case it would be marked with + ).
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different sets of verbs which provide the acceptable options for these two different slots —
e.g. 'VI' could be defined as any finite form of the verbs 'to be' and 'to become',36 (this
permits the construction of a clause like "she had become my aunt"37 — while 'V2' might be
defined as any finite form of any intransitive verb,38 granting the possibility of clauses like
"she sighed," and "she will elope," or even "she exists." The slot is called Verb in both cases,
but in a tagmemic approach they would be given labels which distinguish them one from
another. The "filler" set would be likewise labelled so that it matched up accurately with its
corresponding "slot."
2.1.3.3. "Constituent Structure" analysis.
The sort of description of clauses which we undertook superficially in the above
section is often called constituent structure: when one looks at the way a unit is composed,
taking it apart to identify its bits and pieces, one is engaging in constituent structure analysis.
Such an approach allows us to detail the patterns which surface as we compare like with like,
and divide the unit into the bits which make it up.
2.1.3.4. "Tagmeme" and "Syntagmeme."
All tagmemic textbooks I have come across tend to deal with this concept (the
identifying feature of "Tagmemic" theory) in a perfunctory way, assuming that it is a concept
easily grasped. And, when one has seen countless tagmemic grammars, phonologies, scientific
papers, and so on, the existence of these two categories as language realities is clear beyond
question — it does indeed become a concept easy to grasp.39 Yet, the first time around is
not so simple.
36 The acceptable way of conjugating these verbs would be dealt with elsewhere in the
grammar.
37 an odd example perhaps, but grammatically correct.
38 These "rules" make no effort to be grammatically complete.
39 Compare the ease with which one recognises the colour "yellow," or the sound of a violin
— and the difficulties one has in trying to describe these.
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In short, a SYNTAGMEME is a formula, representing a language unit; this formula
is made up of sub-units, which are called TAGMEMES. Each tagmeme refers to that set of
options which can function in the slot represented by the tagmeme; and each option will be
described by a syntagmeme (a Clause syntagmeme will be composed of tagmemes, some of
which might represent Phrases, and a Phrase syntagmeme will be composed of Word-level
tagmemes — and so the arrangement progresses through the grammatical hierarchy.
Waterhouse describes these categories as follows:
[The tagmeme can be defined as] a functional slot in a grammatical
construction correlated with the lexical item or class of items which could be
said to fulfil that function. ... A TAGMEME, then is the correlation of a
functional slot on a specific level within a hierarchy with the class of items
that fill the slot. Thus a class is said to fill a slot. A class may also be said
to manifest a tagmeme, of a specific member of a class may be said to
manifest the tagmeme. The slot is not viewed as a location in a linear
sequence — although it may be that — but rather as a function in a
construction type. Neither the slot nor the class that fills it is considered to
be the tagmeme by itself. For this reason, the basic tagmemic notation is
dual, with labels for both slot and class, and a colon inserted between them,
without intervening space. The colon is to be read 'filled by'.
Tagmemes may be obligatory, marked + . Optional tagmemes are marked + .
The occurrence of an optional tagmeme does not thereby constitute it
obligatory; hence it is still marked + . The marking as either obligatory or
optional is part of the notation for the tagmemic unit itself; thus there is no
intervening space between it and the slot label.
A typical notation for a tagmeme would be +S:n ( = 'obligatory subject slot
filled by noun'), or +L:loc ( = 'optional location slot filled by location word').40
and,
A SYNTAGMEME is a construction on a given hierarchical level whose
constituent parts are tagmemes.41
Thus, we could say that HUT "iN is a simple realisation of the Hebrew
"Naming"-type Stative Identificational Clause syntagmeme:
40 History and Development of Tagmemics. pp. lOf.
41 Ibid., p. 11.
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Verbless CI. : { + S : PPron + P : PNm Y2
where the subject "slot" of the clause can be filled with a selection from the "filler" set
'Personal Pronoun (PPron),' which will be defined elsewhere; the predicate "slot" can be filled
by any member of the "filler" set 'Personal Name (PNm),' which likewise is identified
elsewhere — although it is clear that this must be an "open" set, allowing for an unlimited
number of possibilities, unlike 'PPron', which will be a "closed" filler set.
Our Edinburgh banker can be used to illustrate these concepts further: The
"syntagmeme" '[Male] Banker's Uniform' might be written as follows:
B's Uniform : { + Suit(Sl) + Shirt(Srl) + Tie(Tl) + Socks(Sol) + Shoes(Shl) )
where "SI," "Sri," "Tl," "Sol," and "Shi" are tagmemes of the [Male] Banker's Uniform
syntagmeme. "Suit(Sl)" can likewise be analysed as a syntagmeme:
Suit(Sl) : { + Dark Jacket + Dark Trousers }
"Suit(Sl)" is a tagmeme when analysed as part of the Banker's Uniform; it is a syntagmeme
when analysed in terms of what elements make it up.
This brief discussion has presented what is known as "two-cell tagmemics," which
42 Items within brackets — { } — purport to be tagmemes. It must be said, however, that
these analyses make no attempl at grammatical completeness. Waterhouse points out that
Longacre's notation "has used the slot label alone; this does not however, mean that the
filler class is overlooked. Rather, the simpler notation is merely a convention for ease
of transcription" [in loc. cit. — I tend to use this simplification as well]; Elson and
Pickett likewise simplify the calculus for representing language features [An Introduction
to Morphology and Syntax, q.v.]. It is helpful to remember that it is the commonality of
theoretical starting points which unifies the tagmemic school of language analysis and
description, rather than a specific set of notational conventions.
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records the "slot" (e.g. Subject) and the "filler" (e.g. Personal Pronoun); other versions of
tagmemics exist, and are superior to this simplified model for shorthand description of
language rules.
The standard approach adopted by a large percentage of Summer Institute of
Linguistics / Wycliffe Bible Translators personnel is that of four-cell tagmemics, where the
two cells in addition to those representing "slot" and "filler" describe the "role" (e.g. Subject as
Agent) and the "cohesion" (this can be explained best by avoiding the calculus and jargon of
the system; it refers to such things as "agreement in gender, number, and case," etc., and thus
defines the kind of relations which exist between the different tagmemes of the syntagmeme).43
The reader may be permitted a sigh of relief that precise understanding of all this is not
needed in order to be able to follow the remaining material; he should be even more grateful
that he was not required to digest the "nine-cell" tagmeme, which was the literal
'grand-daddy' of them all.44
The interaction between "tagmeme," "syntagmeme," and "structural hierarchy" is what
interests us in particular at this point. These three elements Longacre set out as the crucial
features of tagmemics for following such a work as Joseph; they are the core of what I am
presenting as well.45
In our Intransitive clause sample, above ("she is driving"), the "tagmeme" which fills
the Predicate slot in the Intransitive CI. "syntagmeme" is an Intransitive Verb Phrase. The
Subject slot is filled by a Noun Phrase or equivalent (in this case, a Personal Pronoun). The
43 The definitive work for learning the mysteries of four-cell tagmemics is Pike and Pike,
Grammatical Analysis: a briefer, and much more accessible explanation of this apparatus
is offered in Jones, "Synopsis," section 1.3 'Terms and Relations', pp. 80ff. — this also
contains a very lucid summary of the basic concepts of syntagmeme and tagmeme.
44 Even the greatest of the creative masterminds behind this theory found that one
unwieldly. The desire to describe as many features of a unit as possible was the
motivation for these creations, but as they also must be usable and at least somewhat
self-explanatory, this one "went the way of all flesh." The tagmemic model is constantly
evolving under pressures from new language data, and from field linguists who require
manageable tools. This is one of its greatest strengths.
45 p. 311.
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Intransitive Clause syntagmeme could be set out as below:
Intransitive CI. = { + Subject + Predicate}
where




Predicate = {Intransitive Verb Phrase}
'Noun Phrase' and 'Intransitive Verb Phrase' are themselves units which can be described as
syntagmemes with "slots" into which other "syntagmemes" fit as "tagmemes" within the phrase
("fillers"). Each of these tagmemes — {Noun Phrase}, {Intransitive Verb Phrase}, etc.) may
perform widely differing functions in different contexts; these functions are defined by the
syntagmeme for each of those contexts. So, we can say that the syntagmeme defines the
function of certain tagmemes in certain specified contexts, and the tagmeme describes the
constituent structure of the syntagmeme.
This is a radically simplified demonstration of how the "syntagmemes" of one level of the
hierarchy tend to look for fillers from a lower level of the hierarchy. "Syntagmeme" can be
roughly defined as a linguistic unit, while "tagmeme" can be roughly defined as a sub-unit
within a unit.
2.1.3.5. "Exponence."
We can now begin to reconstitute46 Longacre's incredibly dense summary of this
material:
Tagmeme and syntagmeme are correlative concepts in that (1) the functions
of the various tagmemes are expounded by sets of syntagmemes (including
those of zero internal structure), and (2) a syntagmeme is composed of
tagmemes. I call the first relation exponence and the second composition.
46 As one would do to "reconstitute," say, instant coffee.
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Thus, not only can syntagmemes of zero internal grammatical structure, such
as John and Bill, occur as subject and object in a transitive clause, but
compound words such as (the) redcoat, (the) gentleman, or (the) oarsman may
occur there as well; phrases such as the oldest man in the group, an
imprudent young officer or a crippled sailor can occur; and even a few
clauses such as That he came early (impressed Bill).41
If "syntagmeme" is roughly equivalent to "unit," and "tagmeme" is roughly equivalent
to "sub-unit within a unit," we must also say that when we begin to look at a sub-unit on its
own (as opposed to within its unit/syntagmeme), then we are looking at it as a syntagmeme in
its own right. We view it now as something with its own structure, rather than viewing as
something which has horizontal relations with other tagmemes, inside another unit. In most
cases this means moving down one level in the linguistic hierarchy.48
Longacre has written that "the functions of the various tagmemes are expounded by
sets of syntagmemes (including those of zero internal structure)";49 in our earlier example of
the Intransitive Clause syntagmeme, the "functions" are 'Subject' and 'Predicate'; these are
tagmemes, and are "slots" into which certain appropriate "fillers" can be inserted. The fillers
themselves, however, are also syntagmemes (e.g. 'Noun Phrase,' or 'Personal Pronoun') —
they are only considered "tagmemes" when examined in terms of their function within the
Intransitive Clause syntagmeme — and, as syntagmemes, can be looked at in terms of their
own tagmemes. And so a syntagmeme of the Noun Phrase might look like this:50
47 Joseph, p.312.; his explanation in "Tagmemics" is fuller, and more readable, but relies
heavily on Turkish and Trique language data which he presents in the text, in graphic
representations which are not reproducable here, in addition to the fact that any
meaningful quotation on this subject from that source would extend to several pages of
our text — nevertheless, these pages are the most helpful summary I have yet seen of
the twin concepts of "tagmeme" and "syntagmeme" (pp. 138-143).
48 A point to which we will return shortly.
49 Ibid.
50 Again, I must stress that these "syntagmemes" are not intended to be fully accurate; their
purpose is to demonstrate features of this model — were they grammatically complete
descriptions of the real-language clause-type, their complexity might muddy rather than
clarify the points under consideration.
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where
Noun Phrase = { + Det. + Modifier (1) + Substantive + Modifier (2) }












"of" + {Noun Phrase}
{Verb Clause}
(etc.)
With this array of syntagmemes, the following are accounted for as possible Noun Phrases:
"six yellow dogs"
"the first five hundred winners"
"a growing distrust of their frequent prevaricating"
"the last time I was there"
and so on (and all this is in order to explain the term "exponence").51 The section above
dealing with Modifier (l)'s "filler" options, for example, could be articulated in normal
English as "Modifier (1) may be expounded by an Adjective Phrase, and Ordinal Number,
. . . ." "Exponence" deals with the function of a set of syntagmemes, that function being a
tagmeme in another syntagmeme. But these exponential relations can be broken down and
qualified further.
2.1.3.5.1. "Primary" Exponence.
We have said above that a slot tends to be filled by a syntagmeme from the next
51 I am presuming that the concept of "composition" as introduced above is more or less
self-explanatory.
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lower level of the linguistic hierarchy; Longacre terms this "primary" exponence.52 A
hypothetical sentence53 tends to be composed of a pair of clauses; the clauses will likely be
composed of phrases, the phrases, of words. This is sort of exponence is the most easily
comprehensible at a logical level.
2.1.3.5.2. "Recursive" Exponence.
Longacre writes:
Recursive exponents of tagmemes are from the same level as the tagmemes
themselves. Thus, stem can occur within stem as in ungentlemanliness which
is a noun stem54 the exponent of whose theme tagmeme is an adjective stem55
ungentlemanly. In turn the exponent of the theme tagmeme of the latter is
another adjective stem gentlemanly. The exponent of the theme tagmeme of
the latter is a noun stem gentleman which has two theme tagmemes whose
exponents are morphemes gentle and man. Three derivative morphemes
-ness, -M/i,56 and -ly manifest the tagmemes nominalizer, privative, and
adjectivizer.57
"Recursive" exponence occurs when a unit fills a slot in a syntagmeme of that same
level, e.g. "a growing distrust of their frequent prevaricating," where the modifier "of their
frequent prevaricating" — itself defined by the Noun Phrase syntagmeme — occurs as a
tagmeme within a Noun Phrase: a Phrase within a Phrase.
About the above two kinds of exponence, Longacre makes these comments:
Secondary cxponence (recursion) does not vitiate the witness of primary
exponenccc to hierarchical structure in language. Recursion is identifiable as
something apart from primary exponence. Thus, derivative affixes in English
are a recognizable category of affixes. When we find several of these
affixes occurring together in the same form,58 the we know that we have an
52 p. 312.
53 E.g. "If he wanted to come, he should have said so."
54 "Stem" being the hierarchical level of the tagmeme in question.
55 I.e. the same heirarchical level; "theme tagmeme" is the nuclear element
of a stem, and, in primary exponence, contains a morpheme.
56 This should read "un-".
57 "Tagmemics," p. 145.
58 That is, in the same linguistic unit.
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instance of recursive exponence on the stem level. On the phrase-level
recursion is identifiable by the occurrence of prepositions or noun-phrase
initial items (of, the, that) in what is apparently phrase-medial; these relators
or initial items signal onset of a phrase acting as recursive exponent of a
tagmeme within another phrase. On the sentence level tell-tale distribution
of such conjunctions as and, but, or, if and unless mark recursion.
While primary exponence gives strings in n-ary relations, recursive
exponence creates nests of constructions which can never be successfully
analyzed as simple linear strings and often are binary. Thus the English
sentence quoted above [Had they taken a sword and threatened to run him
through or held a club ready to dash out his brains, he would have died
saying, "No. Never."] is not a simple chain of clauses: (1) Had they taken a
sword, and (2) had they threatened to run him through, or (3) had they held
a club ready to dash out his brains, (4) he would have died saying, "No.
Never." A nest is a structure amenable only to some sort of
immediate-constituent analysis. To analyze it as a linear string with order
classes is to understructure it. The lowest layer in a nest is composed,
however, of descending exponents. Ultimately, then, a nest of phrases is
composed of words and a nest of sentences is composed of clauses.59
Recursion is more frequent on the stem, phrase, sentence paragraph and
discourse levels, and less frequent on the word and clause levels, which tend
to be linear strings. Recursive or non-recursive propensities of a given level
constitute a further characteristic of that level. We have already illustrated
recursion for stems, phrases, and sentences. In regard to discourse it is
necessary to note only that scarcely any discourse of much length and
complexity is a simple sequence of paragraphs.60 Rather such a discourse
contains subdiscourses, subplots, and subnarratives. In brief, it has discourse
level tagmemes (e.g., episodes) whose exponents are themselves discourses.
Paragraphs can likewise contain subparagraphs.61
59 His own note on this section reads, "Some languages contain certain syntagmemes (e.g.
numeral or adjective phrases) that occur only as secondary exponents. Thus if a numeral
phrase occurs only as a modifier of a noun then it is always a phrase-level recursive
exponent, that is, while itself a phrase it occurs only as an exponent of a phrase-level
tagmeme [n. 3, p.1751
60 Italics my own; this is the principal reason for the complexity of Longacre's graphic
presentation of the text of the Joseph story (Joseph. Part Four), and one of the principal
reasons for my presenting so much tagmemic theory at this stage — our investigations
below will reveal patterns which are recognizable when these tendencies of language
structuring have been explained to some degree. Tagmemics is not the only school of
linguistics which is capable of describing these patterns, but it is one of the best, not
least because, once the principles have been understood, jargon can be left behind, and
explanations be given in laymen's terms.
61 'Tagmemics," pp. 146f.
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2.1.3.5.3. "Back-Looping" Exponence.
This is where "a higher-level unit fills a slot in a lower level."62 We have had an
example of that in "the last time I was there"; "I was there" is a Stative Descriptive Clause,
which occurs as a "Modifier" tagmeme in a Noun Phrase: a Clause within a Phrase.
Likewise a sentence can occur within a Phrase: "his 'if-we'd-done-it-my-way,-it-
would-have-worked' comments" — a Sentence within a Phrase.
2.1.3.5.4. "Level-skipping" Exponence.
This is slightly more difficult to illustrate than the others, as it functions more at
the higher levels — which we have yet to describe adequately enough to use them as
examples — than the lower ones. The principle is this: In primary exponence, a slot is
normally filled by a unit from the next lower level; if this level is skipped, and the unit
which fills the slot comes from an even lower level that normal, then we have
"level-skipping" exponence, e.g. "If you can join me, we'll go together. Otherwise, I'll look
for someone else." In this case, we have two hypothetical sentences; in the first one, both the
protasis and the conclusion are expounded by clauses; in the second, however, only the
conclusion is expounded by a clause — the protasis ("otherwise") is expounded by a word
(skipping both the clause- and the phrase-levels). Elliptical units fall under this category, and
I will occasionally refer to them by that term; at this stage, however, it is to our advantage to
underline that the same mechanism (that is, "exponence") is taking place, regardless of the unit
which fills the slot — whether large or small.
2,1.3.6. "Embedding."
A short-hand term for both "recursive" exponence and "back-looping" exponence is
"embedding." One could say that "a growing distrust of their frequent prevaricating" is a
Noun Phrase in which the Modifier of the Noun Phrase "a growing distrust" is expounded
62 Joseph, P- 312.
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recursively by another Noun Phrase — "of their frequent prevaricating." This specifies the
exact relationship of the second unit (the filler) to the first (the slot). In this volume, as is
done in many others, we will sacrifice some of this precision, and will bypass explicit
statement of the nature of this exponence (except where an explicit statement is necessary);
the result is that we will describe the above phrase as "a Noun Phrase which contains an
embedded Noun Phrase." In this enquiry we will refer to "a Narrative text embedded in an
Expository text," "a Predictive paragraph embedded in a Narrative History speech formula,"
and so on. The concept of embedding is the most important to our later work of those which
we have so far described; the material preceding this has served primarily as background so
that this feature may be the more readily understood.
By way of further clarification of this concept, we can draw connections between it
and other concepts we have looked at. The most cogent of these is the twinned concepts of
"Slot" and "Filler." The mechanism of exponence (and, therefore, of embedding) is the direct
connection between the slot and the filler.63 By referring to the relationship between two
units, of "embedding", we are highlighting the fact that "paragraph X" is functionally related
to "clause Y" (e.g. where a paragraph of Reported Speech fills the Direct Object slot in a
Transitive Clause). The same is true of this concept's connection to the
"Tagmeme/Syntagmcme" pair of concepts — "paragraph X" is a manifestation of the
"tagmeme P," in and of itself, yet it functions with other tagmemes to create a permissible
manifestation of the "syntagmeme Q," which results in "clause Y [the Reported Speech
paragraph embedded in the Transitive Speech Formula Clause]."
This concept of "embedding" is a considerable help in elucidating the grammatical
role of Reported Speech in, say, Narrative History, as it highlights the interconnectedness
between Reported Speech, and the framework which supports it. This is essential for the
63 Although the terms "embedding" and "embedded" could be used to described
"level-skipping exponence" (see immediately above), it serves primarily to indicate the
insertion of a larger unit into a slot normally filled by a smaller one. Both situations are
manifestations of the "Slot/Filler" interrelationship.
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integrity of the framework, and also permits us to examine Reported Speech as individual,
fully self-contained, units, which also happen to function as part of something else. The
benefit of this is that we are able to ask questions of individual Reported Speech texts, and
to compare them selectively (for example, to other units of the same text-type), so as to gain
a greater understanding of the features of distinctive text-types. Likewise, we can gain
insights into the nature of Reported Speech as a grammatical/syntactic mechanism by
approaching it in this way. We will, as we have intimated above, return to this in fuller
detail in Chapter Five.
22. Specific Features of the "Text" Level.
We will now look at the highest level of the linguistic hierarchy — Text' — from
a variety of vantage points. That such a level exists is indicated both by behavioural
evidence (i.e., people usually know when an oral report, or a conversation, or a joke, is
finished), and by linguistic evidence (languages tend to demonstrate linguistic patterning at the
text-level, e.g., that languages tend to mark the "peak" event of a story64).
2.2.1, The identity of the text.
Our first approach to the text will be to examine the varieties of texts, or
"text-types." We will look first at several binary parameters which will be used to build a
matrix for the identification of text-types.
2.2.1.1. The first parameter: "Agent Orientation."65
"Agent Orientation66" is a feature of texts which highlight the participants. For
64 See below.
65 This material is derived from Longacre's Grammar of Discourse, pp. 3-6; the vast
majority of the terminology is his own — only where I quote directly from him will I
reference him; I am too greatly in his debt for this material to reference every allusion
to his own publications. Having said that, I must add that his own explanations of these
concepts, except when in the classroom, achieve minimalist standards.
66 I will tend to refer to this as "AO."
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example, a story generally highlights the activities (or lack thereof) of a participant, or
several participants; a theoretical paper about, say, a matrix for distinguishing text-types,
does not focus on participants — if any are mentioned (for example, the reader, or the
author) it will only be obliquely, and their activities as related in the text will have little to
do with the flow of the text.
Another example may be given: If a carpenter is explaining the day's schedule to
his helpers, he will include reference to who is to do what; a manual on how to rewire a
house will prioritise the activities rather than the people doing them (it makes no difference
who does them, as long as they are done in the manner required by safety, by the housing
code, etc.).
2.2.1.2. The second parameter: "Contingent Temporal Succession."
Of the three parameters which will define our matrix, this will be the most difficult
to grasp. "Contingent Temporal Succession"67 refers to whether or not events or doings in a
text are related to (or "contingent upon") prior events or doings.
Events in a story, or instructions on how to assemble a model airplane, exhibit a
certain temporal development: each activity develops in some way out of previous activity.
This is not true of a lecture on the nature of metamorphic rock in southern Scotland, or an
ideological pamphlet about how life would be better if man truly put Marxist Socialism into
action.
A good example of this contrast can be seen in the first chapter of the Gospel of
John. In the first five verses (in particular, but this is also true of verses 6-18), the text
describes the nature of "the Word"; there is only minimal reference to sequences of events —
most of the clauses are stative. In verse 19, however, the treatment of events changes, and
one event leads to another, and the emphasis is on sequence rather than state.
67 I will frequently abbreviate this to "CTS."
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Longacre points out68 that "Narrative and procedural discourse have chronological
linkage, while expository and hortatory discourse have logical linkage," which may be a
useful confirmatory technique in text-type identification.
2.2,1.3. The matrix with two parameters.
When we put these two parameters together, their intersection defines four broad







We will come back to this matrix shortly, to add another parameter, and will
interact with its categories more fully at that time; until then, Longacre's brief summary of
these classifications will suffice:
Narrative discourse (broadly conceived) is plus in respect to both parameters.
Procedural discourse (how to do it, how it was done, how it takes place) is
plus in respect to contingent succession (the steps of a procedure are ordered)
but minus in respect to the agent orientation (attention is on what is done or
made, not on who does it). Behavioral discourse (a broad category including
68 "Discourse," pp. 19f.
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exhortation, eulogy and political speeches of candidates) is minus in regard
to contingent succession but plus in regard to agent orientation (it deals with
how people did or should behave). Expository discourse is minus in respect
to both parameters.
A certain care has been taken in positing these initial parameters, for if they
are defined too broadly we get into difficulty in classifying some discourses.
Thus, Hebrews chapter 11 is really an expository discourse on faith. On first
inspection, however, there are difficulties in classifying this discourse. If, for
example, we were to define the first parameter simply as chronological
succession (as in Longacre 197669), then Hebrews 11 would be plus in respect
to this parameter since it orders its examples of believing men and women
according to the chronological framework of the Old Testament. It is plain,
however, that the chapter does not present the actions of any person of faith
as dependent on those of a person previously mentioned. There is
chronological succession, but not contingent succession. The writer is
exemplifying faith and simply mentions his various examples in the order in
which they are mentioned in the Old Testament. Likewise, while there is a
great deal of action and many agents mentioned in the chapter, the chapter is
oriented towards those agents who act as examples of faith. Furthermore,
there is disparity instead of identity of reference. Actually, then if we
define our two parameters carefully enough, Hebrews 11 — unlike true
narratives — is minus with respect to both parameters.70
I am not content to leave this section without clarifying one thing further.
Longacre's discussion above of Hebrews 11 with reference to Agent Orientation is unclear.
He writes that, "the chapter is oriented towards those agents who act as examples of faith";
this, I believe is slightly misleading, as he is trying to explain why the text is to be
considered Agent Orientation." One might more clearly say, "the chapter is oriented
towards the faith itself, and because faith is a human response to circumstances, this requires
the text to deal with agents and events. Thus, though there is to some degree a highlighting
of agents and actions, this is only to achieve the goal of speaking about faith."
69 His exact reference here is opaque; he lists three works in his bibliography which
appeared in 1976 — it is likely, however, that they shared the same perspective on the
definition of these categories.
70 Grammar of Discourse, pp. 3f.; although his contribution to Brend and Pike, Tagmemics.
("Discourse," pp. 1-44) is concerned largely with the developmental history of this area
of analysis, he provides here as well a good summary of these parameters and their
resultant text-types (pp. 18ff.)
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2.2.1.5. The matrix with three parameters.
The addition of Projection to the matrix divides it into eight sections, and gives us




















These categories are commonly seen in the surface structures of languages, as well,
and therefore they give us labels, and rationale, for handling them independently of one
another. This is the greatest value of such a matrix: it enhances our perception of
distinctions which are marked (perhaps subtly) in real language data.
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2.2.1.4. The third parameter: "Projection,"
Waterhouse writes, concerning the above-described four "types of discourse:"
At workshops of the Summer Institute of Linguistics in the Philippines in
1967-68, Longacre began work on a broad front in a variety of languages.
This resulted in a three-volume work (Longacre 1968-96): Discourse,
paragraph, and sentence structure in selected Philippine languages. He
found four major types of discourse: narrative, procedural, expository, and
hortatory. These occurred in most languages investigated. Narrative
discourse was that which told some type of story. Procedural discourse told
how something was done or made. Hortatory discourse attempted to
influence or change conduct or outlook. Each type of discourse was
described in terms of its chronological and person orientation; its initiating,
closing and nuclear tagmemes; and the types of linkage of units within it.71
Leaving the matrix with only two binary oppositions does not allow us to
differentiate texts which are clearly different in make-up. For example, one Procedural text
may record how something was made or done, but another Procedural text may instruct the
reader for the making or the doing. "Narrative discourse" includes prophetic, as well as
historical, narratives. To represent these in the matrix we require another parameter:
Projection.
This parameter is, I think, the easiest to grasp. If a text is "plus projection," it
looks toward the future in some way; if it is "minus projection,72" it does not. For example, a
set of instructions about how to turn lead into gold, will be "plus projection"; a lab report
about how lead was turned into gold, will be "minus projection."73 A prophecy about the fall
of an empire, and the historical report of its fall, differ in terms of "Projection."
71 Waterhouse, pp. 48f.
72 I will henceforth abbreviate this to "Proj."
73 And fictional, of course. These parameters do not control such things as truth content,
injection of humour, and other such features.
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These eight categories74 are distinctive, and, in those which are distinctive for a
given language, they are marked by the surface structure of that language.75 It would be
beneficial, perhaps, to illustrate these notional categories, giving an example from each, on
the same topic. For the sake of simplicity we will take "tying one's shoes" as the subject:
In the Narrative category ( + AO, + CTS), we could have a prophecy about a child
tying its shoes — "at the age of four, he will tie his shoes without help; he will reach down,
take a lace in each hand, and cross them; he will then . . . ," and so on — ( + Proj.);
likewise, the same thing could be looked on in the past, as history - "and at the age of four,
he suddenly knew how to tie his shoes: he just reached down, took a lace in each hand . . . ,"
and so forth ( - Proj.).
If the topic of tying shoes is found in the Procedural category ( - AO, + CTS), the
agent will be mentioned only because the activity requires one; so, a set of clinical
instructions will write: "when the laces have been crossed, one lace is tucked under the
crossing, and the two are pulled reasonably tight; a bow is formed next, by . . . " ( + Proj.);
this can be contrasted with a lab report on how this action is accomplished: "the wearer
crossed the laces, and tucked one under the other; the laces were then drawn tight enough for
comfort, and a bow was then formed. This was done by folding one of the laces ..."
( - Proj.).
In the Behavioural category ( + AO, - CTS), an exhortation by a judgemental peer
might run like this: "If you want your laces to stay tied, you've got to tie them tighter. Pull
74 My "technical labels" for these categories (i.e., by which I will refer to them in the
analyses which follow) are slightly different than those given above, which are intended
to help the reader identify the text-types being referred to. My own labels are:
Narrative Prediction, Narrative History; Procedural/Instructional, and Procedural/Lab
Report; Hortatory (which is the only type of Behavioural text we encounter in the texts
examined in this study); and Expository (when a strict distinction between " + / -
Projection" texts is required, I refer to the former as Expository/"What-it-will-be," and
the latter as Expository/"What-it-was"). I will always capitalise these terms when they
refer to text-types.
75 Not all of these categories are distinguished in the surface structure of each language, and
in some languages the "encoding" of one notional structure may be very similar to, or
partially overlap, the "encoding" of another.
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the laces harder . . . when you're doing the bow, hold onto it longer . . . and make sure
before you start that your laces are even . . . don't cross the laces the wrong way either, when
you're making the first knot . . . and on and on ( + Proj.); a " - Proj." example of this
might imagined as a reflection by a widow on the precision with which her husband used to
tie his shoes: "he always made sure his bows were the same length, and he would make sure
he had pulled the laces securely tight before he began the process. He didn't mind if he had
to do it twice, but it had to be right. He had a habit of patting each side of the shoe when
he had finished, and he usually brushed them off with his hand just before starting to tie
them "
In the Expository category ( - AO, - CTS), we are dealing with primarily
descriptive material. A " + Proj." Expository text might read, "When a shoe is properly tied,
the bow will be neat and secure, the laces even. The foot will be comfortable in the shoe,
and the laces will not be too tight"; if such a text is " - Proj.," the time reference will not be
future — it may be present or past (though the addition of further parameters could
differentiate past from present): "The shoe was beautifully tied; the laces were not too tight,
and the bows were even and . . . ."
This rather exhaustive set of permutations on "shoe-tying" texts should aid the
reader to relate these categories to real language data.
2.2.1.6. The question of other parameters.
This matrix could be complicated by the addition of other parameters; Longacre
suggests the addition of "Tension." This is a category which permits distinction between, say,
an account of history, such as the book of Judges, where similarity of events, and repetition,
feature more highly than building of tension through a series of scenes, until a climax of
tension is achieved, and released, such as is seen in the individual histories in Judges, or in
the Gospel of John. This same parameter is decisive in the distinction between a theological
essay which is merely "exploratory," as opposed to one with a polemic thrust (e.g., one of
Martin Luther's treatises against the theology of the Roman Catholic Church).
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In addition, we have alluded to other factors which could be included. However,
for each step toward greater specificity we sacrifice simplicity and clarity. For the present
work, we will limit our differentiation to the three parameters given in the matrix above.
Sociolinguistic factors enter the picture as well, and complicate it to a certain
degree, expecially with regard to Hortatory texts.76
2.2.2, The internal structure of texts.
At this juncture, we shift our attention to the internal structure of these units we
have just described. This structure is marked by features which can be collected into two
loose groups: the first includes those features which tend to extend throughout the length of
the text — they are roughly similar to the "warp" in woven cloth; the second includes those
features which tend to break up those in the first category — they are comparable to the
"weft" in woven. As with woven cloth, it is the working together of these features which
results in a completed product.
2.2.2.1. "Longitudinal" features of texts.
These are those features which extend throughout the text; they include two pairs of
categories which are in opposition to one another, as well as several other features which tend
to be examined in terms of the way they thread their way through the text.
2.2.2.1.1. "Main-line" versus "Off-line."
Many have remarked on the predominance of the wc + Prefix conjugation in
storytelling/historical sections of the Hebrew Bible; it has been dubbed "the narrative form."
It forms the backbone of the story, but is occasionally interrupted with clauses of different
types. It is comparable to the English "simple past," the French "passe simple," the German
"Imperfekt." All these forms characterise Narrative History in the same way that command
76 As we have already noted with regard to Longacre's treatment of these texts in Joseph.
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forms characterise Hortatory texts. These are the forms that are responsible for moving the
"story"/"exhortation" forward towards its end. Longacre terms these "on-the-line" or
"mainline."77 It has been found that every distinctive text-type in a language has a
clause-type that it prefers; we have already mentioned command forms for Hortatory — we
might also point to the tendency for English Procedural texts to employ the passive forms
(particularly Procedural/Lab Report texts, using the passive forms of past tenses).
In addition, there occur other clause-types, which do not have the job of moving
the text inexorably forward; these usually contain material which sets the scene, or in some
other way departs from the standard task assigned to a clause in their particular text-type. In
Narrative History, a Verbless clause is an anomaly — it adds detail to the context, but does
not advance the story; conversely such a clause-type is the main-line form of Expository
texts78 — where a clause with a Suffix form of iltPP (e.g.) is inserted, then, it provides an
event-setting which sets the scene for observations which relate to that context. This type of
clause, too, can (rather, must) be analysed according to its text-type.
2.2.2.1.2. "Foreground" versus "Background."
The opposition between main-line and off-line is a syntactic question; the
opposition "foreground" versus "background" is similar, but is more a "notional" distinction —
in some ways, it is a deep structure distinction which is encoded by a surface structure
opposition of main-line clauses versus off-line clauses. Foreground material is that which
moves the story/exhortation/instructions/etc. toward its essential goal (whether that be the
highlighting and resolution of a peak event, or some other text-type-appropriate goal).
Background material is that which does not significantly advance the story/etc. Both
"off-line" and "background" material can be categorised in terms of "distance from the
main-line" or "degree of backgrounding"; the more unlike the main-line clause-type an
off-line clause-type can be shown to be (in terms of its tense/aspect/mood values, for
77 pp. 64ff.
78 Or so we propose; we will return to this at several points in Chapters Four and Five.
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example), the further off-line it can be said to be. This is the principle behind Longacre's
clines.79
Payne's contribution to Theory and Application, though coming out of research with
a somewhat different model, provides a helpful tool for assessing degree of foregrounding.
The researcher assesses clauses in terms of high versus low activity, with various factors being
important: Mode — Realis (e.g. affirmative/non-future/indicative) vs. Irrealis (e.g. negative,
future, conditional); Aspect — Telic (e.g Perfective/Punctual) vs. Atelic (e.g. Stative or
Durative); Agent — Agentive (e.g. Volitional/Intentional) vs. Non-agentive (e.g.
Involuntary/Accidental); and Object — Transitive (e.g. Individuated Object) vs. Intransitive
(e.g. Non-individuated Object).80
These two oppositions are more readily apprehended when seen in their setting;
when we are working through texts, we will have ample occasion to examine examples, and
fine-tune these concepts.
2.2.2.1.3. Participant Reference.
This term refers to where and how participants enter, are referred to, and exit,
their texts. It is found that repetition of a person's name, for example (in a story), when the
context identifies the person without him being named — this can signal an important
moment in the storyline, etc. Analysis of this feature of texts will not figure highly in the
material which follows, though not for lack of value — rather, the scope of our study will
be sufficiently limned that we will only make occasional reference to participant tracking —
79 See below.
80 Payne, David, "Activity as the Encoding of Foregrounding in Narrative: A case study of
an Asheninca [central Peru] legend," pp. 63f.; this Transitive/Intransitive opposition is
defined differently from what we are accustomed to, and the Object category is
evaluated in a "sliding scale" of sorts, so this approach would need to be examined in
closer detail than the above were it to be considered for application to our data; but this
much gives a good understanding of the issues involved in differentiating foreground and
background; even the title of this article suggests the "deep structure" nature of
foregrounding, as it must be "encoded" into surface structure features.
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when it provides significant confirmation of a doubtful hypothesis, for example.
2.2.2.1.4, Topical Cohesion.
Topical cohesion is a feature of texts similar to that of Participant reference; it
refers to the continuity, or lack thereof, through a text of the topic(s) referred to in that text.
Tracking their introduction, maintenance, relinquishment, and possible reintroduction, feeds
information into an analysis of a text's internal structure. We will make further comments on
this later, but by and large this approach to the text will, like the above, serve a
confirmatory role only in the analyses which follow this chapter.
2.2.2.L5. Other features.
Other elements of a text may be examined for their clues to the overall construction
of the text. An example of such an element is temporal reference — where does it occur?
and in what kinds of clauses? is all passage of time explicitly marked? — and so on. Lexical
cohesion is another example — how many times do words having to do with XXX occur in
this stretch of text? is that consistent with the rest of this text? etc. A good theoretical base
will suggest likely features to watch out for, and while any feature of a text can be examined
to see if it has a text-level role, some will be more productive than others.
2.2.2.2. "Profile" features of texts.
Features such as topical or lexical cohesion are examined in terms of their
continuity through the text. Other features are not. These are "one off" features, and the
ensemble of these solitary occurences usually tell us much about the text as a whole. We will
examine these features in terms of their deep structure concepts, and then in terms of how
they are realised in surface structure.
2.2.2.2.1. "Plot."
It may seem odd to run across this term here; is it not a literary analyst's term?
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have we wandered outside our own domain? This may in fact be true, but merely underlines
the interdependency of these various ways of approaching texts. Each is seeking to
understand how the human mind creates and communicates meaning; many of the underlying
truths will surface through application of widely differing procedures. This simply confirms
the existence of these features as real, rather than theoretical. One such feature is "plot."
Literary analysts (not to mention high school teachers) have long considered this one of the
structural givens of Narrative History. That stories tend to have a beginning, development,
high point, and conclusion, is fairly well acknowledged. As a result of studying a wide range
of languages, which have a wide range of story-telling techniques, a hypothetical underlying
structure has been proposed.






'Keep the heat on'
4. Climax







These elements underlie and inform the surface structure of not only Narrative
81 Grammar of Discourse, pp. 20ff.
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History texts, but also the remaining text-types. Perhaps some of the terms may seem a bit
alien for such a text-type as Procedural/Instructional, or Hortatory, but the concepts of
beginning, sustaining, coming to the "point," settling everything out, and concluding, can be
found to have their place in texts of any variety of text-type.
2.2.2.2.2. Constituent Structure.
As with any underlying, deep-structure "notion," realisation of these concepts as
surface structure features is not always straight-forward, but there is enough consistency for










I., II., and IX., are defined by Longacre83 as "formulaic," and are surface structure
features only. As is always the case in mapping relations between deep and surface structure
features, one cannot always map one-to-one correlations — in this case, for example, the
deep structure features "2. Inciting Moment" and "3. Developing Conflict" both realise as "IV.
(Pre-Peak) Episodes." The deep structure features do not require us to seek exact replications
in the surface structure, rather they permit us to look for a range of potential structures in
82 This term is used in the event where the deep structure "climax" is encoded as more than
one surface structure peak; in languages which employ specific peak-marking devices (a
specific particle, for example), when such a device is used to mark two different
episodes, the second will be referred to by this term.
83 p. 20.
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the texts we examine. If we sought a specific system of surface features the underlying
organisation of the text might elude us.84 Suffice it to say, we are engaged in looking at texts
to discover what they have to offer us in terms of their patterning; the awareness of deep
structure features will alert us to language tendencies which may be reflected in surface
structures in our texts, which might otherwise escape our notice.
Internal features or units which function to build tension or release it, to confirm a
point, to identify the key exhortation, etc., suggest an overall pattern to the text, a pattern of
ebb and flow, of rise and fall, which gives a sense of a unified whole. These features suggest
where we will find breaks in the text, and also that we will also find functional sections
bracketed by those breaks — and that these functional sections fit into an overall plan.
These deep- and surface-structure features give to the text a "profile." This sort of
thing can be illustrated readily from familiar stories, such as The Boy who Cried 'Wolf!'."
We recall that this boy, sent to watch the flock of sheep in the hills, became lonely, and
twice raised the alarm when there was in fact no threat, just to alleviate his loneliness. We
remember, too, that the villagers ceased to trust his alarm-cry, and when the sheep were
indeed threatened by the wolf, the boy could raise no help. We remember, in addition, that
this story had a moral, and that we were meant to take to heart the value of integrity, and
the consequences of sacrificing it. Now, I haven't rigged the data; this is a well-known story,
told in a very similar fashion in a wide variety of cultures. But it is the sequence of episodes
— the rising and falling of tension, etc., in the story-line, which articulates it into sections
— which we recall, rather than the word-for-word tale that we first heard. At a
sub-conscious/intuitive level, we have internalized the "profile" of this story, rather than its
surface structure encoding only. The only way we have been able to absorb this "profile,"
84 It would detain us significantly if we were to go into greater detail on the nature of
correlations between deep and surface structure features. The purpose of raising the
issue is to demonstrate the fact that these surface-level features are grounded in basic
human functions, that they have a real cognitive existence which is not derived from, for
example, conventions of literary style — in fact, the converse is surely true, that
conventions of literary style, etc., derive from the normal innate human tendency to
organise texts along these lines.
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however, is by interpreting the clues left for us in such things as the introduction of off-line
material to break the flow, the repetition of key words, phrases, and structures, which create
for us the patterns of the story.
2.2,3. The interleaving of all manner of features in texts.
In looking at texts, then, we are faced with more than a handful of different types
of features, some of which form part of the continuity of the text, others of which appear
more segmental. These features interconnect: rarely is there disharmony in the indicators of
the structure of a text — it would be rare to find a text in which the participant reference,
lexical cohesion, backgrounding vs. foregrounding, and plot structure, all seemed to indicate
radically different text structures. Rather, all these tend to point the same direction toward a
harmony of results. Thus, one often finds that the "Exposition/Stage" section of a story is set
apart from the remainder by containing a much higher proportion of off-line material, and
that boundaries which are indicated by breaks in the main line, are also confirmed by topic
shifts, introduction of new characters, and the like. Even when exploring only one
surface-level feature (e.g. a particular clause-type), therefore, it is wise to keep an eye on
other features of the text, in order to see the single feature within its larger and more holistic
context.85
3. Methodology.
With these comments86 on the tagmemic model of text analysis, I have endeavoured
85 In my comments on Eskhult's Studies in Verbal Aspect I have criticised his narrowness,
for this very reason; likewise I have affirmed Khan's endeavour to identify features
other than Ex and PAR which could perform the same function(s). Khan stands a better
chance of understanding his feature than Eskhult does, because he sees it in a wider
context.
86 In an earlier version of this manuscript, I used the phrase "these few comments." It has
been suggested that this might annoy the reader, as thirty pages of tagmemic theory will
hardly seem to him like "a few comments." Yet, the reader will surely be aware that
this has been a rather sketchy introduction to the model; a much more thorough
introduction would be needed to do justice^ to the security with which this model allows
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to present a sufficient theoretical base so that we can test a few hypotheses raised by the
model, against data from the Hebrew Bible. The intermediate step, however, is to discuss the
kind of approach to the text this theoretical base will lead us to employ. There will be two
sections to this: 1) a set of general principles; and 2) those general principles, given specific
characterisics to fit our specific context, and to meet our specific needs.
3.1. General principles.
3.1.1. The 'war cry': "the primacy of the data."
Our first principle of methodology must be that the data are worthy of analysis. If
one approaches a text (or any other research data, for that matter) with the [conscious or
unconscious] presupposition that it cannot show us anything which we have not already
decided is "there," then we are suggesting that the integrity of the data is somehow "less real"
than our prior "knowledge" about it. We presume that we can stand outside the data, and
make judgements on it, without allowing it to inform us as to the reasons why it is as it is.
We must consider the option that the data can correct our presuppositions, else we might as
we give up "scientific endeavour" altogether.
This cannot work: in the first place, we are forgetting that it is always "data"
which has brought us to the point of looking at data the way we do; it is data which has
broken prior conceptions and brought us from the "dark age" to enlightenment — however
those may be conceived — resulting in the approach we now have to the very data we look
at. Secondly, we approach data with a desire to learn from it; if we preclude this we have
forsaken our role as researchers and adopted that of "imperialist," seeking only to impose our
own views, to serve our own ends, despite the possibility that this may not be the most
integrative option.
The data had a life of its own before we came to it with our "theory." We must
discover how it came to be the way it is, and our only means to this end is to let it speak to
us to describe linguistic nuances.
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us with its own voice.
3.1.2. Selecting a manageable task.
With a healthy respect for data, we can then decide what we would like to ask it.
We must use wise restraint in this. Our selection of a topic must be informed by such
concerns as 1) the size and characteristics of the database; and 2) the amount of time the
researcher intends to give to the study — other factors, such as the needs of the academic
community at the time of research, will enter the debate as well. There is little point in
asking of Hebrew data, "what is the text-linguistic structure of the Pentateuch?," or "what is
the function of syntax in poetic texts?," unless we are prepared for a very long and exhaustive
project, for example. The choice of topic to pursue will determine, to a surprising extent, the
value, as well as the accuracy, of the results.
3.1.3. The theoretical starting point.
Using the theoretical base introduced above for discovering text-types, it would be
foolish to embark on a phonological enquiry like "which syllable structures are permissible?"
This is because the model one works from will be predisposed to function better for some
kinds of enquiries than for others. In addition, when one examines a language from the
perspective of a certain model, one will find that the state of description, to date, of that
language, will inevitably show certain gaps when compared to what can surface if description
were carried out to its fullest on that language, using the model in question; i.e., certain
questions, for which this model would be a particularly helpful tool, will already have
answers, and others will not. Therefore, we must allow the model we choose to help us
determine the enquiry in which it will function.
3.1.4. Working with an hypothesis.
Once we have determined the scope of our topic, we are embarked on a process
which will largely be governed by the question we ask.
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3.1.4.1. Selecting a working hypothesis and a data sample.
We have enumerated several factors above which will influence our choice of
question(s) we will ask of the data. The question must also be formulated in such a way to
lead us to a productive answer. "Do verbs have a macro-syntactic value?" would be next to
useless as working hypothesis; we need something which will result in a concrete observation
about the language. "Does the distribution of verbs with HYI in non-"Reported Speech"
sections of Narrative History, in comparison with other clause-types, indicate possible
macro-syntactic significance?" is a much more functional hypothesis;87 it permits us to make a
more subtantial comment than "yes," if the data permits it, because the hypothesis already
contains a part of the answer.
Once we have chosen a topic, a theoretical starting point, and a working hypothesis,
we must also decide what will be included in our data sample. In most modern language
studies, the database is more or less unlimited — since living speakers will continually be
creating further data — and therefore the researcher must select appropriate material for his
study (that is, material particularly suited to the study undertaken). Thus, if one is wanting
to discover the text-level features of hortatory texts, it is unhelpful to include prophetic
narrative, expository, and procedural texts in the database, as these will clutter the study, and
make seeing patterns that much more difficult. On the other hand, if one is wanting to
determine the similarities and dissimilarities between expository texts and hortatory texts, it is
wise to have several of both on hand to allow suspicions to be confirmed or denied. In short,
choices must be made about the type of data examined, and the quantities thereof. Other
factors may influence the choice as well; if — as is true in the case of Classical Hebrew —
the integrity of the data may be called into question on the grounds of textual variants and
87 In fact, this is a kind of sub-hypothesis, as it would be correlative to other questions we
must ask at the same time. Perhaps the "umbrella" hypothesis might be: "Do suspected
clause-level macro-syntactic devices for non-"Reported Speech" of Narrative History
converge to frame a complete picture of the constituent structure of the text?"
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other, similar difficulties, it may be wise to look first at less suspect texts, so that the results
achieved can be evaluated without undue complications.
These choices, like any others in the process, add an element of subjectivity to the
endeavour, and this, of course, must be kept to a minimum. Restrictions on the database are
going to limit the scope of the results to an equal degree, and so should be made wisely. On
the other hand, however, language contains such variety that simply taking a handful of data
at random rarely allows patterns to surface (unless one is, for example, studying the
frequency of a particular feature in a specifically random sample of data).
3.I.4.2. Working to disprove the hypothesis.
Now comes the difficult part: we have to disprove the hypothesis. If we cannot do
that, we have substantiated it. This is difficult for a mind trained in "the Arts"; "pure"
scientists are more familiar with this principle. And yet all of us are aware that if a theory
about a feature is to become accepted as "true," it must be able to withstand all challenges;
therefore, if the researcher throws as many of these challenges at the data as possible, he
stands the better chance of ushering his hypothesis into the realms of truth.
But this is tremendously difficult to do; once a proposal has come to birth out of an
hypothesis, it is difficult to get it out of one's head, and to ask of it if it might, in fact, be
better explained another way. Yet this is the only way of securing the proposal.
3.1.5. Charting.
When one examines "texts," the very size of the units of data imposes some
difficulty; therefore, how we handle our data is at least as important as in other types of
research. When studying whales, one's "field" methods will be slightly different from those
used to study goldfish. Beavon writes,
The analysis of texts depends on the use of charts. The better the chart, the
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more readily one sees the structure of the discourse.88
Choice of charting techniques must eventually rest with the individual using them;
and, of course, the more creative the person, the wider variety of charting techniques
available.89 The principal problems which must be solved here are 1) the construction of a
chart which actually allows any patterns to surface, and 2) achieving a balance between
clarity and detail. If too much detail is highlighted, clarity is obscured, and patterns may be
missed; if too little detail is included, patterns may never surface.
3.1.6. Drawing conclusions, and "feeding" the theoretical base.
This stage involves determining what, exactly, the data have brought forth during
the enquiry. There are two facets to this: 1) description of the results in and of themselves;
and 2) comparison of these results with those which the theoretical base led the researcher to
expect at the outset. The first requires little comment, other than that it is wise — for the
sake of one's reputation as a scholar, if for none other — to be circumspect in one's
write-up,90 and that one's goal in this description is a) to be true to the data, and b) to
communicate one's findings as clearly, yet economically, as possible — in a word, "elegantly."
The second, on the other hand, is less transparent. The point is this: if we start by
assuming the primacy of the data, and something goes awry, then we must ask questions of
our theoretical base, and our methodology. If, for example, we look for a strongly suspected
pattern, and find none, we must ask if our charting technique, or perhaps our choice of
data-sample, has been at fault. Yet, perhaps the charting technique and the data-sample
were beyond reproach, then it is time to ask the same question of the theoretical base —
since it indicated that such a pattern would exist.
88 p. 250; here "discourse" is used in the sense of "text"; Beavon, "A Partial Typology of
Konzime (Bantu [Cameroon]) Discourse," in Longacre, Theory and Application, pp.
210-255.
89 No limit can be imposed, of course, on the variety thereof.
90 To put this pedantically, "Better a small contribution to the feast, than large claims and
humble pie."
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Let us return to the example we used earlier, of a phonological survey of possible
syllable-types: if our theory says that certain patterns are never permitted, and yet we find
words in which these pattern exist, then we must ask if perhaps we have erred when dividing
our words into syllables, and have included phonemes in certain syllables which actually
belong in others. If this does not seem to be the case, then we must amend our theory to
permit such syllable-types.
3.2. Specific methodological plan for Chapters Four and Five.
Having now become [at least shyly] acquainted with some of the factors which
inform one's approach to the text, the reader will now see how these qualify our own
approach to the data in the analyses which follow.
3.2.1. Still "the primacy of the data."91
The point has been made, and very probably taken, that the data are the only
independently existing, and the only truly real, element of language description. The models,
and procedures, with which one approaches the data, serve merely to aid us to see what the
data really are. This means, then, that textual emendation of the book of Exodus, for
example, will be a last resort during this enquiry; it means as well that questions of scribal
additions to the text of Ruth will not deter us from examining the text as a unit, for we
presume that scribes were the literati of their day, and if they "contributed" to a text, they
will have done so in way which did not violate the kinds of patterns we wish to examine. In
short, it means that, in the pages to follow, we are prepared to call into question theory and
methodology before callin into question data.
3.2.2. Selecting a manageable task.
This is a slightly different matter. Given that I have chosen a) to evaluate several
91 We may accused of whipping a dead horse, here. The overstatment of this principle,
however, is for polemic reasons.
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other works at the outset of this volume, and b) to introduce the tagmemic model of linguistic
enquiry, and principles of methodology, in rather a greater degree of detail than is usually
seen in such works, I am then left with less space (and time) to substantiate my claims, than I
would like. Therefore, selection of a narrowly circumscribed topic is necessary. And as the
theoretical base we have elucidated here has focused to a fair degree on the identification of
text-types, and on questions of main-line vs. off-line — and as these were singled out in
Longacre's work on Gen. 37 / 39-48, as his most significant insight for contemporary
text-linguistic description of Classical Hebrew — it is most apposite that we turn our
attention to identification of Classical Hebrew text-types, and their attendant main-line and
off-line forms.
3.2.3. The theoretical starting point.
We have looked at Longacre's matrix of "notional" text-types, and we have cited
his "verb rank clines" of main-line and off-line forms, as being particularly productive for
Classical Hebrew; we have also looked at constituent structure of texts as something which
may be marked by off-line features. We will therefore take as our starting point these
theoretical concepts, and examine our data to see whether they are, in fact, viable for
describing our language. We have also dealt bluntly with Niccacci and Eskhult, in terms of
their treatment of "discourse" (i.e., "Reported Speech"), and have suggested that their analyses
are deficient because they do not deal well with this feature of the text. Therefore, our
enquiry about text-types, main-line vs. off-line clause-types, and constituent structure of
texts, will do well to include reference to the Reported Speech feature as well.
3.2,3.1. The Narrative History cline.
This cline has already been presented above, as a sample from Longacre's Joseph:
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NARRATIVE HISTORY TEXT-TYPE VERB-RANK CLINE
Band 1: 1. wc + Prefix clause
Storyline
Band 2: 2.1. Suffix
Backgrounded 2.2. Noun + Suffix (with noun in focus)
Actions
Band 3: 3.1. hinneh + participle
Backgrounded 3.2. Participle
Activities 3.3. Noun + participle
Band 4: 4.1. wc + Prefix of PIT!
Setting 4.2. Perfect of iTTI
4.3. Nominal clause (verbless)
4.4. Existential clause with ET
Band 5:
92
5. Negation of verb clause: irrealis
(any band) — "momentous negation"
promotes 5. to 2.1./2.2.
3.2.3.2. The Narrative Prediction cline.
NARRATIVE PREDICTION TEXT-TYPE VERB-RANK CLINE93
Band 1: 1. wc + Suffix
Line of Prediction
Band 2: 2.1. Prefix
Backgrounded 2.2. Noun + Suffix (with noun in focus)
Predictions
Band 3: 3.1. hinneh + participle
Backgrounded 3.2. Participle
Activities 3.3. Noun + participle
92 The various, finely tuned, layers will not be contrasted with one another in the
analyses to follow.
93 p. 107.
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Band 4: 4.1. wc + Suffix of iTn
Setting 4.2. Prefix of JTH
4.3. Nominal clause (verbless)
4.4. Existential clause with
3.2.3.3. The Hortatory cline.
HORTATORY TEXT-TYPE VERB-RANK CLINE94
Band 1: 1.1. Imperative (2nd person)
Primary line 1.2. Cohortative (1st person)
of Exhortation 1.3 Jussive (3rd person)
Band 2: 2.1. + Jussive/Prefix
Secondary 2.2. "Modal" Prefix
Line of Exhortation
Band 3: 3.1. wc + Suffix
Results/Con- 3.2. N1? / )S + Prefix
sequences 3.3. Suffix (with future reference)
(Motivation)
Band 4: 4.1. Suffix (with past reference)
Setting 4.2. Participles
(Problem) 4.3. Nominal clause (verbless)95
3.2,4. A working hypothesis and data sample.
The theoretical details are coming together enough now that we can formulate
a working hypothesis. So far, we have affirmed a) the primacy and integrity of the
data, b) the need to select a fairly restricted topic, which c) ought to be related to the
material presented in Longacre's matrix and clines, and to "Reported Speech" vs.
non-"Reportcd Speech." Therefore, I have chosen to ask, as a preparation to shaping a
94 p. 121.
95 Longacre does not posit a cline for Expository texts; nor will we. Sufficient research
has not yet been done to warrant so specific an hypothesis.
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working hypothesis, "Can we substantiate the existence of main-line clause-types for
more than just the Narrative History text-type? and do these have relevance for
Reported Speech as well?"
If we frame these in terms of a testable hypothesis, we might say the following:
Main-line clause-types are text-type specific, and can be described as
such; they will predominate in the text, and text-types can be identified
by the predominant clause-type.
The main-line clause-type for the Narrative History text-type is the wc
+ Prefix clause;
The main-line for the [Narrative] Predictive96 text-type is the wc
+ Suffix clause.
The main-line clause-type for the Hortatory text-type is built on a
"command" form;
The main-line clause-type for the Expository text-types is the Verbless
clause;
Other text-types, whose clines have not been described nor intimated by
Longacre in Joseph will be identified first by features other than
"main-line" clause-types (as these have not yet been proposed), and then
clause distribution within those texts for which we have able to posit a
text-type identity, will be examined with a view toward proposing their
main-line forms;
The constituent structure of texts will be marked by divergences from
the main-line form in all text-types; off-line marking of constituent
structure will be confirmed by other types of marking devices, and will
reflect a comprehensible underlying notional structure;
The results of the above analyses will be expected to hold true for
Reported Speech as well.
This sequence of hypotheses is simply a specific outworking of the question we
have posed above, though it may look like a series of rather too loosely related studies. In
96 I will occasionally refer to this using both labels, to reaffirm the close connection between
this text-type and Narrative History.
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addition, one may be tempted to object that we proposed to keep this enquiry rather severely
circumscribed, and that this list does not seem in keeping with that goal. However, our
charting technique, etc., will enable us to kill several birds with one stone; therefore we will
have occasion to test more than one hypothesis with it.
In spite of our claims at several earlier point that our corpus of data is small, we
will, nonetheless, need further to restrict the material we examine. Given the issues we are
concerned with, and the space limitations of this particular study, we will work with no more
than, say, a dozen texts, and not many of these in great depth.
It will be advantageous to employ texts with clear boundaries, for this grants a
ready assurance that we are dealing with a structural unit which is natural, rather than
artificial and perhaps misleading. Shorter texts will be easier to work with than long ones,
but they will need to be of such a length as to show at least some internal structure — fewer
than 50 clauses in a text, to pick a number somewhat at random, would mean that the text
will not be likely to show us much about the language's mechanisms for marking paragraph
divisions, etc.
As we mentioned earlier in this chapter, textual concerns with the Hebrew Bible
recommend to us that we avoid, where possible, texts which contain serious suspect sections.
It will be seen that our choice is not severely restricted by this caution.
Since we are taking as a starting point the more readily accepted view that the wc
+ Prefix forms are the main-line forms for Narrative History texts, it will be wise to examine
this hypothesis first, both to affirm its veracity, and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
charting techniques before moving on to texts-types whose results may be received with less
confidence.
Following this, a text from another text-type will be required. As we cannot hope
to substantiate the existence and nature of every text-type in the matrix — due to the
limitations of this study, primarily — some will have to be left behind. Hortatory texts are
particularly familiar to us, and that they employ command forms is not difficult to grasp;
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therefore, we will take for granted, in this study, Longacre's Hortatory Verb Rank Cline.97
In addition, Narrative Prophecy has received similar attention in the literature to that
received by Narrative History, and its characteristics are likewise more readily accepted
without extensive proof — for the sake of this preliminary study, that is — and therefore
we can "borrow" Longacre's cline for this text-type as well. As there is considerable
Procedural/Instructional material in the Hebrew Bible, this is a logical choice for the next
text-type to be examined. Several of these suit our needs admirably (being well-defined units
of a reasonable length, with few textual difficulties). In addition, we are fortunate to have a
pair of texts — those concerning the building of the Tabernacle — which differ solely by
text-type: one is a set of instructions, the second is a report about the completed process.
This pair of texts will allow us to compare the two text-types without the complication of
differing subject matter.
These are the major factors involved in the choice of texts we will look at in this
study; there should be little cause for complaint with regard to the decisions made
(particularly in that, at the end of this study, we do not make any hard and fast claims to
accuracy, but rather claim only to have pointed the way forward in this discipline).
3.2.5. The charting methodology.
Because our first hypothesis centres on the question of whether the wc + Prefix
clause-type can be demonstrated to be the main-line clause-type for Narrative History, I
chose, first, in the analysts which follows, to display the text "one clause per line"; I also
chose to separate out those factors which were irrelevant to my quest. This meant that
syntactically subordinated material was placed in a separate column, because clause-initial
particles would preclude the use of the wc + Prefix form, and therefore the absence of such a
form was easily predictable — it was the unpredictable material I wanted to be able to see
at a glance. It was for the same reason that Reported Speech material was separated from
97 See above.
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non-Reported Speech material (this latter, because it would clearly contain other text-types
than Narrative History, and would clutter up the Narrative History material if included with
it, to the point that no patterns in Narrative History would be discernible — but, because
Reported Speech might, nonetheless, contain some Narrative History material, it was decided
that subordinated material should likewise be placed in a column separate from
non-subordinated Reported Speech material). And because it was found that subordinated
clauses more than occasionally contained, on the one hand, clauses coordinated within that
subordination, and on the other hand, clauses subordinated within that subordination, it was
decided to allow the distinction to be marked in the charting: where subordination — or
other break in the flow from one clause to the next — occurred, a space was inserted
between lines, otherwise whether within subordination, Reported Speech, or neither, no space
was inserted, implying continuity.
The distribution of clauses in non-subordinated non-Reported Speech material could
then be examined to see if patterns regarding this distribution could be found, drawing from
the three theoretical starting points considered to be primary: 1) text-type identification
according to the matrix; 2) main-line clause-type identification, in comparison with Longacre's
clines; and 3) the reliability of off-line clause-types as constituent structure / macro-syntactic
markers.
Because these patterns would be more visible if the clause-types were immediately
discernible, it was decided to use a colour-coding scheme. At the outset, 16 colours were
used to mark all manner of possible macro-syntactic indicators; this rather robust spectrum
was found confusing by all but myself, so it was pared down to eight by coalescing such
categories as "JH, N1?, and B" (among others), into a single category, and by eliminating
others from the marking scheme altogether (e.g. infinitives, which were found to have no
direct relation to the hypotheses under examination). This colour-coding was perhaps the
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most striking feature of the chart, and enormously helpful.98
3.2,6. Drawing conclusions, and "feeding" the theoretical base.
We have talked about the primacy of the data, and that the results of the research
must be allowed to inform one's approach to the data, and one's theoretical base. It might,
therefore, be instructive for the reader to have a look behind the scenes, so to speak, at
earlier, preliminary studies, with regard to some of the abandoned hypotheses which
accompanied, at one time — or preceded — the ones given above.
At the outset, I worked with Hosea, and hoped to be able to propose something
with regard to its constituent structure based on clause-type distribution. This was not
successful, as I had not yet looked at Narrative History, and had not yet begun to suspect
that "poetic" style might not permit as simple an approach as I was hoping to adopt; I found
this material difficult to work with for these reasons, and no patterns surfaced.
I then turned to Narrative History texts, beginning with Jonah, and Ruth; these
proved far more fruitful. In both, I had adopted the presupposition that Infinitives were
clause-level features, and I attempted to examine them as macro-syntactically significant; this
was relatively fruitless; therefore I dropped this from my "theory." In addition, it began to
appear that Participles had a rather interesting distribution — that they were used
attributively or substantively only in subordinated material, and predicatively only in
non-subordinated material (i.e., a non-overlapping distribution) — this, however, was not
borne out by examinations of other data, and turned out to have been a result of faulty
analysis of a few occurrences of the participle. My methodology was adjusted to prevent
further mistakes.
Further, I had taken very strong exception to Niccacci's claim that "narrative
discourse" was a describably distinct entity from that found elsewhere; I challenged this in my
approach to the data, and was both justified, and corrected, by them: I found that, yes, what
98 Examples thereof are included inside the back cover of this volume.
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Niccacci calls "narrative discourse" is distinctive, but that this is due to its being embedded
within a clause — that the surface structure of its own initial clause is governed by the
ensuing relationship of that embedded unit to the other elements within that clause. In this
case, my presuppositions were altered in order to account for data which did not accord with
my first preconceptions.
4. Final comments regarding the relationship of this chapter to the following two.
It will be clear to the reader, both from the nature of this volume, and from the
way the preceding sections have been written sometimes in future tense, sometimes in present,
and sometimes in past tense, that the analysis which follows this section was undertaken prior
to it. Yet, as data returns us to theory and methodology, which then inspires us to return to
the data, this is not unfitting. The approach which we will undertake with regard to the
following material has been adequately laid out; further explanations, and reiterations, of the
"hows and whys" of this analysis will accompany the procedures themselves, and the
conclusions drawn from the analysis will be interspersed in the accompanying comments, and
will be summarised in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR: TEXT-LINGUISTIC OBSERVATIONS ON NARRATIVE AND
NON-NARRATIVE TEXT-TYPES: with data samples from Judges, Leviticus,
and Exodus
1. Introduction.
Now that we have examined the theory and methodology which will instruct our
approach to the data, we can look at a few texts. I propose first to analyse briefly a short
section from Judges which will give us a chance to test the water with that linguistic text-type
which is best known in biblical studies — Narrative History. We will then turn our attention
to some Procedural/Instructional material, from Leviticus. The final section in this chapter
will look at material from Exodus on the building of the Tabernacle — another Narrative
History text, and its parallel, a Procedural/Instructional text. This will give us a chance to
examine a new text-type in contrast with a nearly identical version in the more familiar
Narrative History text-type.1
2, Judges 2,
Our treatment of Judges 2, a Narrative History text, will be cursorily brief, for two
1 In phonological analysis (analysis of the sound system of a language), for example, one
looks for "minimal pairs" of words to confirm that a certain pair of sounds are
contrastive at the "emic" level (significant for the language, able to carry distinctions of
meaning, etc.), rather than contrastive at the "etic" level (below the level of awareness of
the native speaker, etc) — the words Nip, "call," and Pip, "tear," demonstrate that the
contrast between N and V is significant for Classical Hebrew. On the other hand, the
English /k/ sound may have as many as nine "etic" variants (distinguished by where the
consonant is articulated, and how it is released); yet it is impossible to find a "minimal
pair" where the difference in meaning between two words can be attributed to a contrast
between any of these variants (for example an aspirated /k/ and an unaspirated /k/).
Finding a minimal pair where one word had an aspirated /k/, and another of a different
meaning, whose only phonetic difference was a lack of aspiration after the /k/, would
be sure evidence of aspiration as a significant feature of the language in question.
In the same way, the existence of these two nearly identical Exodus texts is a
substantial confirmation of the existence of different text-types, for the significant
differences between the two texts are explainable by "text-type" alone.
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reasons: 1) it is assumed that the reader will not be surprised at the basic text-level features
of Narrative History (its predominating forms, etc.), these features often having been
discussed in the literature; and 2) we will be returning to another Narrative History text in
the following chapter, where we will examine in much greater detail these and other
text-level features.
The choice of Judges 2 for our examination is somewhat arbitrary, yet because it is
not very complex in structure, and does not rely heavily on reported speech as a means of
carrying the story-line forward, it is a good starting point.
A glance at the role of Judges 2 in the book of Judges will be of use to us. Judges
2 is part of the introduction to the series of stories which follow and which focus on specific
leaders. In this chapter, however, a synopsis is given, highlighting the cyclical nature of the
reported history, and giving a moral assessment of this cycle. It opens with a message from
the angel of YHWH — an indictment of the people of Israel for their failure to obey
YHWH's commands, and his refusal to intervene any further for them. After this opening
section of reported speech mechanism, the story-line proceeds by simple narration. Israel's
apostasy, and YHWH's rejection of Israel, announced by YHWH's messenger, is followed by
Israel's repentance, YHWH's response and Israel's salvation; this is detailed as the cycle which
we will see replayed for the rest of the book of Judges. The simple narration which forms
the body of the chapter is bracketed by reported speech, ending the same way it began, with
another message of judgement from YHWH.
This section is set off from the preceding material by two clauses which are
irregular for the Narrative History text-type2. The syntactic marker of the second episode
boundary (2.23.2) is what Longacre calls a "momentous negation" clause — that is, a clause in
which an important event is indicated by the lack or failure of an action. This boundary is
also marked by a topic shift in the following episode, (episode boundaries need not always be
2 The first, 1.35.3, is a wc + Prefix < iTH clause, the second is a verbless clause; both are
common devices for indicating a break in the flow of the narrative — we will examine
these two devices more satisfactorily in the following chapter.
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syntactically marked; it is usually the combination of features, syntactic and otherwise —
rather than a specific mechanism — which convey the desired signals), if not also a shift to
the expository text-type.3It is the material between the two judgement oracles which will
require our attention at this stage. Of the 80 clauses in this episode,4 22 are found in
reported speech; we will tarry here only to observe that, of these 22, 9 are subordinated. The
remaining 58 clauses are simple narration; of these, 13 are subordinated, with the rest (45
clauses) non-subordinated.
Now, these 45 clauses include a variety of types:
1 Ellipsis (2.18.1; mentioned in the footnotes as a
questionable identification)
1 Suffix clause (2.17.4; asyndetic)
1 Suffix clause (2.19.2; with -1 copula)5
2 Suffix clauses (with preposed element — one
with rrn)
5 Negated suffix clauses
35 wc + Prefix clauses (3 with iTTl)
45 non-subordinated clauses
A full 82% of these clauses are wc + Prefix clauses. This is clearly the form of the
verb which is preferred for conveying Narrative History information. We can separate out,
provisionally, the wc + Prefix clauses with iTTI, as they tend to indicate states rather than
events (and thus do not advance the main line of narration), and are often used to signal
3 We will discuss the Expository text-type more fully in the following pages.
4 The consideration as "clauses" of at least two of these (2.18.1, and 2.22.3, both of which are
elliptical), may cause some consternation, but I have nevertheless chosen to include them
in the count as full clauses; this assignment does not greatly influence the analysis,
however.
5 In this, and in the preceding category, we have two examples of what Niccacci says cannot
happen ("The QATAL which has first position in the sentence is distinct from a second
position QATAL. The first kind occurs in discourse [his term, the reader will recall, for
my "reported speech"] but never in narrative" [Syntax §8, p. 30]). Our analysis will have
less difficulty explaining this feature.
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paragraph and other macro-syntactic boundaries. Even with this taken into consideration,
we + Prefix clauses (with verbs other than HYl) account for 76% of the non-subordinated
clauses.
It is this kind of distribution which numerous authors have noted, and which
justifies reference to this form of the verb as the "narrative" form, etc.6 The identification of
this clause-type as the main-line Narrative History clause-type is the starting point for our
research into text-types and their uses of clause-types.
Yet we are faced with approximately a quarter of the clauses in non-subordinated
narration being what is termed "off-line." What are these doing? If the wc + Prefix clauses
are main-line, advancing the narrative by consecutive events, etc. — if these are the bones of
the narration, what then are these other clauses?
In brief, if the former are the "bones," the latter are the "joints." We have seen in
Longacre, in a variety of works on other language groups, and in his work on Hebrew (and
his findings are confirmed independently by others such as Niccacci7), that material in
non-main-line clauses adds to the narrative, not by moving it forward, but by contributing
background information and creating a setting for the narrative. Studies have shown that
non-main-line information impedes the flow of narration, and therefore serves the purpose of
arresting the reader's progress, either to highlight a particularly significant moment in the
narration, or to provide means of distinguishing one sub-section of a narrative from another
which follows it.8
6 We have already referred to GKC's comments on this form: "The imperfect with wdw
consecutive . . . serves to express actions, events, or states, which are to be regarded as
the temporal or logical sequel of actions, events, or states mentioned immediately before.
The imperfect consecutive is used in this way most frequently as the narrative tense ..."
[§ 111a, p. 326], While GKC's description of this form is inadequate at some levels, it
must be admitted that the quote above has captured almost exactly the sense of
Longacre's concept of "+ Contingent Temporal Succession" — and renders it to the
reader in a rather more accessible way!
7 see his Syntax. §14, p. 35, et passim
8 See, in particular, Longacre's work, but we have also pointed out Niccacci's comments
about main-line and off-line forms — see our page 19 (his pp. 71 and 107); these are
but a sample of what is becoming a widely substantiated understanding of text-level
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It is important to note that these non-main-line clauses are not evenly interspersed
through the text; they tend to occur in groups, breaking the flow of main-line clause-types.
In Hebrew, as in many other languages, the more off-line clauses included at a specific point
in a text, the greater the focus on the division being signaled, or on the event being
highlighted. It is worth graphically examining this interruption of main-line "flow".
In the chart on the next page, the clause numbers are indicated in the left-hand
column of each section;9 moving to the right from that, we have the main-line
non-subordinated clauses; in the next two columns we have off-line clauses, and subordinated
clauses,10 respectively. Clauses 2.1.3-2.3.4 and 2.20.3-2.22.3 are the reported speech sections,
and are marked by parallel line alongside the main-line column. In this graph, they can be
seen clearly to bracket the remaining material. Each clause is marked on the graph with a
dot, indicating the kind of clause (with reference to the main line) — with the exception of
the elliptical 2.18.1, which is marked by an empty circle.
The features which become most clearly visible in this chart, aside from the two
reported speech sections, are the groupings of main-line clauses (wc + Prefix clauses with
verbs other than im), and the clustering of off-line material between 2.16.2 and 2.20.2.11
Imagine that this chart is a musical score: each line (each clause) stands for one
measure and all are the same length; the first column is what the drum plays, the second is
the tambourine, the third is the triangle. Now, if we were to hear this "played," we would
find that the steady, pulsing "thump" of the drum, which predominates in the earlier part of
the "piece," is progressively more and more often interrupted as time goes on, till we hear
features.
9 Here, and throughout this study, I employ a Chapter/Verse/Clause number system: hence
"Judges 2.18.1" refers to the first clause of verse 18 in Judges 2; there are four other
clauses in this verse (2.18.2-2.18.5).
10 I have not made a thorough study of the role (if any) which is played by subordinated
clauses in the inter-play of "on-line" vs. "off-line" clauses. The work I have so far done
suggests strongly that subordination does have macro-syntactic significance, but I am
hesitant to make any judgements as yet.
11 The reasons for assigning 2.17.3 to the "subordinated" column will not necessarily be clear
at first glance. Further comments will follow in the text.
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very little of it near the end — eventually the drum-beat is nearly swallowed up by the
tambourine and the triangle. If we propose that the reported speech sections be scored for










































































































There are four short sections of non-subordinated off-line material (2.4.1; 2.10.1;
2.14.5-2.15.1 [2 clauses]; and 2.23.2), and one long long section (2.17.1-2.19.3 [14 clauses]).
Remembering our hypothesis that the macro-syntactic purpose of off-line material is to
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signify something with reference to main-line material, we begin to look for their
significance: every time we hear the tambourine we must ask why it is being played at that
time.12 What are these devices signalling?
To put matters simply, I would propose that the background material signals 1) the
divisions in the text, and 2) the key point of the history. The first two (2.4.1 and 2.10.1)
signal the beginning and end, respectively, of the first section of this introduction. I would
begin a new paragraph at 2.10.2; there is no reason to connect 2.10.2 to 2.10.1, syntactically,
and no objection can be raised at any other level (save perhaps at the lexical level, as both
clauses refer to lit, but this is a rather weak objection.13
I would suggest as well that 2.14.5 likewise signals the end of a section (with v. 15
being connected closely to 2.14.5, as a sort of amplification thereof — see my further
comments below on 2.17.3). The final clause of the chapter (2.23.2), as well, signals closure.
On the other hand, I would propose that the material in the longer section, flanking as it does
the single main-line clause "and he saved them from the hand of their enemies all the days of
the judge" (2.18.4), serves to identify the peak event of the section. This, in fact, is the
message of the whole of the book of Judges; it is the truth which is to be learned from all
these histories — and it is syntactically marked as such by 5 preceding off-line
non-subordinated clauses (with 4 subordinated clauses thrown in), and by 3 following off-line
non-subordinated clauses (with 1 subordinated clause).
12 To return for a moment to the question of subordination as a possible macro-syntactic
device, this particular chart shows a remarkable frequency of alignment between [other?]
off-line clauses and subordination. The fact that both slow down the forward movement
of the main line by contributing background information, suggests that they may function
similarly. We will comment again on this in more detail in our treatment of Ruth in the
following chapter.
13 mrr-nx ijh'-n1? ton amriN tin -in ap'i // tttqk-'tn isonj nto -inn-'ra am
.... "And all that generation were also gathered to their fathers // And there arose
another generation after them, who did not know YHWH .... (I will use this
convention [//], from time to time, where it is useful to see the text in continuous
sequence, but where it is nonetheless advantageous to bear in mind the clause divisions
of the text.) Compare Exodus 1.8, where a new paragraph is introduced with nearly
identical wording (minus the lexical cohesion, excepting that of "Joseph"): e|5*l
epi-riN n-n1? ton b-tod-'tj? tmrr-^a.
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The interaction of verses 14-15, and verse 17, with the rest of the text requires
comment.
Verse 17 contains five clauses:
ijfDB' N1? orrnsB™1?* am 2.17.1
2
3
ITTrp *na no 4
nrr-msa pac1? om^x laVmtrx 5
It is 2.17.3 which is most intriguing — here we have an occurrence of a main-line
Narrative clause assigned to a subordinated section. Though this may seem alarmingly out of
keeping with my proposed assignment of wc + Prefix forms to the main line, this clause is
clearly to be considered a continuation of the previous clause, which in itself is subordinated.
It is a history within a history — or to put it more technically, we have here Narrative
History material, encoded as such, but set into a sentence to serve as an explanation; the fact
that it is an explanation has cast it in the form of subordinated material; this in turn forces
certain syntactic adaptations on the first of these two clauses: it is forced by the preceding
*3 to forsake the normal [clause-initial] wc + Prefix form, and uses the Suffix form instead;
the second of the two clauses in the explanatory Narrative History continues the history, in
the normal way, with the main-line form.
Although it is beyond the scope of this study to pursue identification of
paragraph-types, it should be noted that these three clauses (2.17.1-2.17.3) form what
Longacre calls a "narrative amplification" paragraph, about which he writes, "Amplification
paragraphs are paragraphs that consists [sic] of a Text and an Amplification, with the latter
adding new information not contained in the former, while at the same time essentially
D'-inX CTDN "TIN 13T-3
arfr inneri
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incorporating the material found in it."14
The second section requiring comment is 2.14.5-2.15.5.15 The six clauses together
(three non-subordinated clauses — the first a negated suffix clause, the second a clause with
a suffix form of PITI and a preposed subject and temporal phrase, and the third a wc + Prefix
clause — and three "l&'N clauses) articulate one thought: that Israel suffered without
YHWH's help.16 This unit serves to conclude the second of the simple narration sections. The
following section begins with a shift of topic, with the emphasis being on the salvation of
Israel, rather than their humiliation.
So, then, this chapter is in five sections [§§I-V1 It is bracketed by reported speech
sections (the first of which [§I] is introduced by two main-line clauses, and the second of
which [§V] is concluded by two clauses, one of which is non-main-line). The first section in
simple narrative [§II] is set into motion by a wc + Prefix clause with iTH;17 it deals with the
people's faithfulness under Joshua, and is concluded with a Suffix clause with preposed
subject. The second simple narrative section [§III] is concluded by the "amplification
paragraph" discussed above. The final simple narration section [§IV] is the peak episode of
this historical overview; it opens with a topic shift. It is bracketed with two main-line clauses
at either end (2.16.1-2, and 2.20.1-2), and contains only one other main-line clause (2.18.4);
this is set off from the surrounding main-line material by thirteen non-main-line clauses on
either side of it. After the reported speech section [§V], the following chapter begins with a
shift in topic, and possibly a shift from the Narrative to the Expository text-type.18 Judges 2,
14 Joseph, p. 97.; Here Longacre uses 'Text" in much the same way as school grammars tend
to use "Topic Sentence." His "Discourse" provides a skeletal introduction to this level of
text-linguistic analysis (see pp. 20ff.).
15 See Appendix One for full text.
16 This is another amplification paragraph; v. 15 provides explanatory detail to v. 14.
17 A temporal clause, which is a frequently used device for initiating new sections (see notes
on Ruth in the following chapter) — other mechanisms exist for non-macro-syntactic
introduction of temporal material (e.g. njJI1? 02"TinTI ITBTT INT 1E)N from v.
15).
18 I, personally, am convinced of this. However, until I can present the whole of the book
of Judges as an analysed text (to the body of which I believe this expository section
serves as an introduction, in the same way that wc + P < iYH clauses and verbless
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then, exhibits the following structure:
§1 2.1.1-2.3.4 JUDGEMENT SPEECH NO. 1; boun¬
daries: 2 initial main-line clauses (2.1.1-2),
reported speech;
§11 2.4.1-2.10.1 ISRAEL UNDER JOSHUA; boundaries:
1 initial off-line clause, and 1 final off-line
clause.
§111 2.10.2-2.15.5 ISRAEL WITHOUT LEADERSHIP; boun¬
daries: initial topic shift; final "amplification
paragraph" (sequence of seven clauses, five
of which are off-line);
§IV 2.16.1-2.19.3 ISRAEL UNDER JUDGES; boundaries:
initial topic shift, peak event marked with 13
off-line clauses.
§V 2.20.1-2.23.2 JUDGEMENT SPEECH NO. 2; bounda¬
ries: initial topic shift, final off-line clause
followed by topic- and text-type (?) shift.
This brief overview of the macro-syntactic features of Narrative History is the
starting point for looking at other text-types. We have seen here that the "wc + Prefix" form
is the main clause-type for Narrative History, and that non-main-line clause-types function as
"break" markers or peak markers. In the next section we will look at what we will call the
"Procedural/Instructional" text-type, with a text sample from Leviticus 14. Neither of these
will be exhaustive analyses, but instead will build on the observations just made on the Judges
2 text, and will present to us our first non-Narrative text-type.
3. Leviticus 14,1-32.
We now look at a text from a different text-type. Leviticus 14.1-32 is a text which
goes on long enough on more or less the same topic for us to see some internal structure, and
is relatively free of textual difficulties; other texts offer certain features which we don't find
clauses may be introductory to shorter sections of narrative), I will not make this claim.
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in this one, but are generally shorter than we would like for a starting text.
The text is a set of instructions for the ritual cleansing of a "leper." It is set, as is
the overwhelming majority of legal material in the Hebrew Bible, into a Narrative History
framework.19 The unit is introduced by a typical speech formula (nC-'D'^X ffi!T "1-T1
"1DX1?, 14.1.1); the following section also begins with a speech formula, which is identical to
the one in our text, but for the inclusion of Aaron. Within these boundaries, the text is
further divided by an Expository introduction, and closure: immediately following the
introductory speech formula is an Expository introductory clause (. . . . fHlfi HTIfl flXT,
14.2.1); the final sentence in the section echoes this (. . . . "ltPX rnifi flXT, 14.32.1f.),
recapitulating the entire chapter. In addition, the central division, (14.21.1-2) consists of two
existential clauses (one verbless [with OX], the other with fX); this, however, is not
necessarily a reflexion of some attempt to tie this material into an "Expository framework,"
but is instead likely to be a syntactic marking of the paragraph division.
This chapter contains 81 clauses; the first is the introductory speech formula (a
wc + Prefix clause), which presents the material which follows as part of what YHWH said to
Moses on the mountain.20 Of the remaining 80 clauses, 15 are subordinated clauses, 18 are
non-subordinated off-line clauses, and 47 are wc + Suffix clauses (not using i"ITI — two
clauses with wc + Suffix < PIT! occur, at 14.9.1, and at 14.22.3). Clearly, we have here the
same kind of reliance on a main-line clause-type (wc + Suffix < non-PPH verbs), as we saw in
the Narrative History. Judges 2, text.
19 It is also, it would seem, presented as an Expository text within this Narrative History
framework. This need not delay us here; our purpose is to examine the Procedural
material; see the notes on Lev. 6.1.1[Heb]-7.37.2, following our treatment of Lev. 14.
20 It is not surprising that religious systems which derive a substantial part of their authority
from direct connection with a founder (as is the case in Judaism, Christianity, Islam,
Mormonism, etc.), should seek to tie their non-narrative (non-historical) material to an
historically validating setting, by passing that material on in a Narrative History format.
The " + Agent Orientation" feature is as important to the authority of the text as is the
"
- Projection" feature.
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This chapter contains 81 clauses; the first is the introductory speech formula (a
wc + Prefix clause), which presents the material which follows as part of what YHWH said to
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Moses on the mountain.21 Of the remaining 80 clauses, 15 are subordinated clauses, 18 are
non-subordinated off-line clauses, and 47 are wc + Suffix clauses (not using PITI — two
clauses with wc + Suffix < JTTI occur, at 14.9.1, and at 14.22.3). Clearly, we have here the
same kind of reliance on a main-line clause-type (wc + Suffix < non-HTI verbs), as we saw in
the Narrative History, Judges 2, text.
In addition, we see the same kind of distribution pattern as we recognized in Judges
2.22 The features which I find significant with regard to this text are relatively obvious. In
the first place, there is a predominance of wc + Suffix forms (the main-line clause-type,
left-hand column); these 47 clauses comprise 59% of the clause totals.23 They tend to occur in
strings. Where these strings are broken by non-subordinated off-line clauses, we can propose
paragraph divisions, for example:
pnan-p njnatrrpj;; ns-u n:ni 14.3.3
. . . nrrw nnx njr rrnn "I'ssrrn^ 14.6.1
or peak moments in the text, e.g.
pncn-^N Kir nnKi 14.8.5
op; PnK1? prnp airi 14.8.6
21 It is not surprising that religious systems which derive a substantial part of their authority
from direct connection with a founder (as is the case in Judaism, Christianity, Islam,
Mormonism, etc.), should seek to tie their non-narrative (non-historical) material to an
historically validating setting, by passing that material on in a Narrative History format.
The " + Agent Orientation" feature is as important to the authority of the text as is the
"
- Projection" feature.
22 See chart on previous page.
23 The percentage of these main-line clauses may not seem like a vast majority; however,
other clause-types fall significantly below this percentage: there are 15 subordinated
clauses of a variety of types, 19%; there are 10 non-subordinated prefix clauses with
verbs other than iTPI (one of these is clause-initial, 14.9.2), 12.5%; there are 3 verbless
clauses, 4%; there are 2 wc + Suffix clauses with HTI, 2.5%, and one each of Prefix
< rrn, existential clause with and !Un + Suffix form (a conditional protasis).
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T2BTI ni'3 rrm 14.9.1— — t t :
ri?y 14.9.2
"73-nNi rrj? n'33 nx) tip? nxi iE?x'-r,nx 14.9.3
n'rr nyfcr
rn^-nx 0331 14.9.4
n*D3 i-iB'3-ni< prrn 14.9.5
nntJi 14.9.6
•• t :
If we accept the proposal that these "off-line" clauses are marking the peak events
of the episode, then we have a reasonable explanation for the fact that the first shaving of
hair is described with a wc + Suffix clause (11^t?~'?3~nX 14.8.1), while the second is
encoded with the off-line "direct object + Prefix" clause (14.9.3). The suppliant is brought
back into the camp, but first only as an outsider, and finally is accepted back into society;
the text marks these events as the goal of the entire procedure (cf. also 14.16.1-19.3;
14.25.2-31.3).
The off-line clauses used to mark paragraph division tend to occur singly; those
which mark peak sections tend to occur in collections, and form clusters around single
main-line clauses, or short strings thereof.
This profile is so similar in nature to that of the Narrative History, Judges 2, that it
is difficult to understand how the existence of a Procedural/Instructional text-type has been
overlooked.24
4, Leviticus 6.1[Heb]-7.37.
We will turn very briefly to another Procedural/Instructional text to challenge
24 One could deny them both, of course, but would be hard pressed to explain these features
in a more satisfying manner. The data demand an even better and more streamlined
description than what we propose here, if the present explanation be rejected.
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again our hypotheses, before leaving the book of Leviticus. I would like the reader to
consider 6.1.1[Heb]-7.37.2; here we will look at two things in particular:
1) the continued prominence of the proposed main-line clause-type, and the
significance of "off-line" clauses as text-level indicators;
and 2) the question of embedding: the Procedural/Instructional material is
embedded in an Hortatory frame-work, which in turn is embedded in a
Narrative History framework.
Leviticus 6.1.1[Heb]-7.37.2 is another Procedural/Instructional text; it is longer, but
it is broken up into six shorter units of differing topics. The material is set into a Narrative
History framework, where it is recounted that Moses was commanded by God to command
the people (and here we have the Hortatory text-type, which uses command forms, and
wc + Suffix clauses for the main line) to do certain things. Each of these units is introduced
by a verbless clause beginning with nXT:
The Narrative History and Hortatory introduction:
-lax1? npfa-1?^ nirr -am
nax1? na-nxi \mx-nx is




t : ■ — r :
mix ntfan era . . . fmx imp nt
nxann mm nx't
airxn mm nx't)
. . . a-a^n rot rnin mini
the topical summary:
nxtarfn nn:a"?[i] riV?1? minn nxt
t : t : ' — : t t t -
D'a'TB'n n3T71 CXI^a1?! OffX1?!
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and the Narrative History and Hortatory closure:
oris to -in? ntf'ia-nx nin' mat -is?x 7.38.1
-nt< anprf? 'near "i?-nx iniat
<rp ipipp niir1? cri-ipn^
These features make it clear that we should consider this section a single larger
unit, for the final sentence (7.37.1-7.38.1) summarizes each of these verbless clauses, then
recapitulates the Hortatory, and the Narrative History, settings into which this material is set.
The narrative summary is, in fact, a conclusion to the first part of Leviticus, for it looks back
to the opening statements of the book, giving a specific time reference and topic content,
which can only be traced to 1.1, and refers to the material contained in the intervening
chapters as "bringing offerings," i.e., the lowest common denominator.
Like the core of an onion, whose layers encircle it, these Procedural/Instructional
texts are wrapped in Expository (the PIT clauses), then Hortatory, then Narrative History,
layers. The hearer's "way into" this text is by way of story-telling, which recounts a situation
in which Moses was commanded to explain to the Israelites, what they are to do, this latter
material being the bulk of the text, and taking the form of instruction. This should not
appear exaggerated, as the "lexical cohesion" of the bracketing of this text is clear enough to
confirm these proposals.
Once we have dispensed with the "brackets," we have a text (or, rather, a set of
texts) whose clause-type distribution is similar to that of Leviticus 14.
5. Parallel Pericopes from Exodus.
Our next texts for consideration are found in the parallel accounts of the building
of the Tabernacle. The first account, Exodus 25-31, is set in the context of Moses receiving
instructions on how the Tabernacle is to be built (this is presented in the right-hand column
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["RH"] of the samples accompanying this chapter25); the second account, chapters 35-40, is
given the form of a "Narrative History" of how the building of the Tabernacle was
accomplished (presented in the left-hand column ["LH"] of the samples). We will look at only
a sampling of these texts on the building of the tabernacle; a brief analysis will be sufficient
for our purpose, which is to mount a comparison between the Narrative History text-type and
the Procedural/Instructional text-type. In addition, we will take another look at the question
of nature of the Expository text-type.
I have organized the material into "pericopes" (sections exhibiting a kind of
semantic cohesion), in the following manner:
A 25.10-22 37.1-9 The Ark
B 25.23-30 37.10-16 The Table
C 25.31-40 37.17-24 The Lampstand
D 26.1-30 36.8-34 The Construction of the Tabernacle
E 26.31-37 36.35-38 The Veil
F 27.1-8 38.1-8 The Altar of the Burnt Offering
G 27.9-19 38.9-20 The Court
The sequential order of the first [RH] set of texts (Ex 25-27) will be followed here;
this will displace some pericopes of the second [LH] set from their own particular sequence.26
We will move somewhat freely back and forth between the LH Narrative History texts and
the RH Procedural/Instructional texts, commenting from time to time on the two columns as a
set of "parallel texts."
25 See Appendix Two: "Exodus Texts Compared in Columnar Format"; a colour-coded
sample of this material [pericopes B and C] are included in the pocket in the back cover.
These will be particularly useful during the discussions, below, of different text-types.
26 I am not relying on text-critical criteria for this decision; the first set of pericopes is not
necessarily chronologically precedent. I have chosen more or less arbitrarily to follow
the order of the first set, although it does appear from certain indications to be the
earlier version.
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My goal is to test the hypotheses constructed from our first examinations ofdata, on
these texts from Exodus. I will not, in this section, go far beyond reconfirming the main-line
clause-type of these text-types; there will be occasions where the text throws up difficult
passages — for the most part we will have to leave these sections unattended to at this time,
though I will comment on how the theory we are working with here would attempt to resolve
these problems, or will point the way toward other possible solutions.27
Our analysis of the text begins with the question of initial and terminal boundaries
of the pericopes. This series of pericopes shifts abruptly from one topic to the next, and
tends to mark pericope boundaries semantically rather than macro-syntactically; it does not
exhibit much macro-syntactic paragraph indication (of the sort that we observed in the text of
Judges 2), that kind of indicator being largely unnecessary due to the explicit topic-shifts.
As the subject matter (rather than the text-type itself), requires the inclusion of a
fair number of "measurements," we find that the Expository text-type (which focuses on 'state'
rather than 'action') is often embedded into the Procedural/Instructional, and the Narrative
History, bodies of material, to incorporate the measurements into the main text.28
We will look first at Pericope D,29 it being the longest of the pericopes in our
27 The reader may well challenge me on this point — am I not just fleeing unaccomodating
data? My response to this challenge is that I am proposing a detour around data which
require more information than the reader has yet been able to assimilate. This study has
never had as its goal a thorough-going description of Hebrew macro-syntax, but hopes
rather merely to start the process by illustrating some very basic concepts; and we will
not be able to return during the present study to solve all these problems. This, too,
may sound escapist. However, the purposes of this study are sufficiently broad that we
are not able to fine tune each of our identifiable text-types, in addition to presenting the
assessments of other works, and the presentation of linguistic principles, theory, and
methodology. Such a fine-tuning would require further substantiation non-subord —
especially as regards the finer details of each text-type — than space permits if I am to
present a taste of the greater system in this dissertation. At the end of the day, the
reader will, I hope, concur with me: the material omitted from discussion will be
minimal — though, I grant, not inconsequential — in contrast with that with which we
will actually engage.
28 As was pointed out in the preceding chapter, the concept of embedding is central to this
approach to the language; it is advisable that the reader understand this principle well
before going further into the data, for we will make much use of it in this chapter and
the next.
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selection. The LH text has 43 clauses; the RH text has 51. Three clauses of the Procedural
text [RH] are represented by non-clausal elements in the Narrative text [LH] (26.11.3 and
26.11.4 —> 36.18.1b; 26.24.4 —> 36.29.3b),30 while one clause in the Narrative text is
represented by a non-clausal element in the Procedural text (36.25.1a - 26.1f —> 26.20.1g -
21.11). The remaining "extra" clauses in the Procedural text are not represented at all in the
Narrative text.
The LH Narrative History text is relatively unexceptional, apart from a higher
proportion of x + Suffix clauses31 than we might normally expect (exactly one third of the
non-subordinated clauses, and only one fewer than the wc + Prefix clauses without fTPl). We
will return to this detail later to examine its possible significance.
There is a significant break in the pericope between verses 13 and 14, which is
marked by this pericope's only wc + Prefix clause with HT1 (36.13.3 — "TIN "|3E)pn TH);
this clause is followed by a clear topic shift (from the curtains of linen, to curtains of goats'
hair), and can therefore be said clearly to mark a paragraph boundary. This is consistent
with the function of such PIT! clauses in other Narrative History texts (cfJudges 2).
There is another interruption of the more common forms at verses 29 and 30, where
three non-subordinated Prefix < PITI clauses occur — this distribution is remarkably similar
to the peak-marking devices we saw in our earlier, Narrative History, text-samples.32
29 [LH] 36.8.1-36.34.3; [RH] 26.1.1-26.30.2, Appendix Two, p. 4.
30 I will leave it to the reader to reference the formatted texts in the Appendices, for all but
the major points of this overview, for two reasons: 1) to cut down on the bulk of this
chapter, and to enable the text to flow more simply from point to point; and 2) to
obviate the necessity of bringing vast amounts of Hebrew text into the English text, for
there is little point in illustrating a point with six or eight words of Hebrew, when, in
fact, it is only when seen in company with the 180 words on either side of the "six or
eight," that the macro-syntactic significance of that "six or eight" can be grasped. Where
possible, I will give enough information to the reader for him to use his own Hebrew
Bible as a source, but where the feature is most clearly visible in the formatted texts,
the reader must access these from the appendices.
31 Where 'x' represents any clause element(s) coming before the verb; cf. Niccacci, p. 13, et
freq.
32 We follow the proposed emendation in 36.29.2 from ITT to TPI; the 'ketib' is easily
explained as a borrowing from the form in the parallel text (26.24.2), and that
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ntscVa D'axn vm 36.29.1
[mit mss, m] rrr nm 2a
npaurr'?** ib-nt1?? o-an b
nnxn c
"iff1? ama-1? rtaj? p 3a
njatpan b
armsi o-Bhp n:a» vm 30.ia
"iff D'JIS -IBT nB'C Cp3 b
nnn a\nx *:» amx c
nnxn chpn d
Verbless clauses are 9, in total (21% of non-subordinated clauses), and occur in
three clusters of three clauses each. Each cluster comes after the introduction of a new topic
(i.e., an item is reported as made, then described by measurement; the details of manufacture
and/or installation follow),33 and, in fact, as there are only the three topic shifts in this
pericope, the verbless clauses add directly to the macro-syntactic identification of new
paragraphs. This format is repeated in a large number of the pericopes in our material.34
The Procedural text (RH) shows similarity to other texts of the same text-type. It,
"PIT resembles closely the preceding, clause-initial, TTH. One might wonder why the
making of the two frames for the rear corners of the Tabernacle should be considered
the peak event of the episode, yet a very plausible case could be made for exactly this
— for this is the last set of instructions concerning the building of the Tabernacle itself,
rather than its furnishings.
33 36.8.1, topic shift from the contributions for building, to the construction of linen curtains,
followed by three verbless clauses (36.9.1-3);
36.14.1, topic shift to goats' hair curtains, followed by three verbless clauses (36.15.1-3);
36.20.1, topic shift to the boards for the Tabernacle, followed by three verbless clauses
(36.21.1-2, 36.22.1).
34 I concede that it is logical to find such descriptive material where we do and that we are
not required to posit macro-syntactic significance in order to justify its presence; but
equally good logic could be summoned for finding them elsewhere in the text, where
they might have no macro-syntactic function. The fact that their presence in the text at
this particular juncture can be tied to other facets of the text than its macro-structure
does not negate the possibility of macro-syntactic significance.
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too, shows the same slightly higher percentage of clauses with Prefix forms of verbs other
than !Tn as did the Narrative text just examined.35 This is not surprising, for where there is
clause-to-clause correspondence between the two pericopes,36, only the following 4 (or 5)
clauses render their material with a change of syntax as well as form:
-ittfD cr fi'P'T -rj? nc^r istran-nx) 26.1.1
lariw rfrsrn
-nx nax^tpn 31?-D3rr,?3 tersn 36.8.1
-ittfo uu rfjrr -icrj? "|3t2i?n
r&Vrn laanxi rtorn
nrinx-ix ntfx n'-qn ^«nri n'r-rn B*an 26.3.1
msr'rx nnx rijrrn can-rx -orn 36.10.1
nnnx-^x ncx n'-o'n n'jrr earn 26.3.2
t r • • : •• T :
nnx_t?x nnx nan n'jrr tram 36.10.2
rm npspan ppn // errjcft rpm i? 26.24.3-4
nystj?pn 'itr1? na*^ p 36.29.3
and,
Verbless clauses appear to have the same function of marking topic shifts, as that
seen in the parallel, Narrative History, text.
Clauses with !Tn appear to mark boundaries (26.6.3; and 26.11.4 and 26.13.1), and
may mark peak events (26.24.1-4 — again it would appear that the completion of the
structure of the Tabernacle is marked as the peak event).37
35 Non-nTI clauses: wc + Suffix clauses occur 17 times and comprise 35% of the
non-subordinated clauses; x + Prefix clauses, 13, and 26%; verbless clauses, 10, and 20%.
36 42 clauses — 97% of LH, and 82% of RH
37 A possible exception to this is 26.3.1 (noted in the preceding table), which may mark the
beginning of action in the pericope, or may not. It is an odd clause: its HT! existential
statement is followed immediately by another clause, a verbatim repetition of the first,
minus the iTn form. The same thing occurs in the parallel text (36.10.1-2), where the
wc + Prefix form of "1311 is transmuted into the Suffix form (both finite forms replace
the participles found in the Procedural text); this is less strange, in that it does not
require comment as a macro-syntactic feature at the basic level where we are now
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Looking at other pericopes of this material strengthens our hypotheses; we will see
in our analysis of Pericopes A through C, below, the same general patterns we have seen
elsewhere.38
We look first at the LH text,39 which we can provisionally identify as "Narrative
History." It exhibits the same sort of macro-syntactic patterns as were discovered in the
Judges 2 text and the LH of Pericope D.
Pericope A [LH] has 22 clauses: 10 of these are wc + Prefix clauses (of which one
is a clause with iTD); 9 are verbless clauses; the remaining three are Suffix clauses (of which
one is with PITI). The pericope ends with a sequence of 6 clauses off-line (37.7.2-37.9.3); the
only other off-line clauses are three groups of verbless clauses (37.1.2-4; 37.3.2-3; and
37.6.2-3).
In Pericope B, the 17 clauses are distributed as follows: 10 wc + Prefix clauses
(none with IT!"!); 3 are non-subordinated verbless clauses; one is a Suffix clause with PITI;
three more are subordinated, with two of these being verbless, and the remaining one having
a Prefix form. The pericope ends with two subordinated clauses (37.16.2-3). The ten
wc + Prefix clauses are broken in only two places — with three verbless clauses (37.10.2-4),
and with a subordinated verbless clause followed by a Suffix < PIT! clause (37.13.3-14.1).
In Pericope C, we find 16 clauses. Here, however, we find a different distribution
of clause-types: there are 10 verbless clauses (two of which include a participle); there are
four Suffix clauses (two of these with HTI); and there are two wc + Prefix clauses.
The chiastic structure here is unmistakable. One might be inclined to see this
pericope as artistically structured to highlight the central clause40, but there is little logic —
and I, to date, have seen no precedent — for such an intensive highlighting. It is no doubt
cleverly devised, and no doubt the central clause is being highlighted, but this explanation in
working, but it, too, is curious.
38 i graphic representation of these texts follows the analysis.
39 Ex. 37.1.1-9.3; 37.10.1-16.3; and 37.17.1-24.1, Appendix Two, pp. Iff.
40 37.19.2: PnJOPn^p E'NJtTI 0*3J5n nC'E?1? ]3, "thus [it was] for the six branches going out
of the lampstand."
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itself is unsatisfactory. The placement of these clauses is fascinating:
17.1 1 wc + Prefix clause A
17.2 1 Suffix clause < HEft? B
17.3 1 Suffix clause < flTI C
18.1 1 Verbless clause, with Ptc. < N5T D
18.2-21.2 8 Verbless clauses E
21.3 1 Verbless clause, with Ptc. < D '
22.1 1 Suffix clause < HTI C '
23.1 1 wc + Prefix clause B '
24.1 1 Suffix clause < HtPJ? A '
It is internally consistent — within our theoretical base — to interpret the group of "static"
clauses (the two HYI clauses, and the ten verbless clauses41 — 37.17.3 - 37.22.1) — as an
embedded Expository unit, with its own aperture, body of material, peak statement, and
closure, inserted into an otherwise unexceptional narrative history text. This also produces a
much more streamlined ("elegant") description.
Returning our attention to the larger text, we will find it helpful to look at these
counts from a different angle, to get a bird's-eye view of the clause distribution. The
following chart shows, in a condensed form of our previous charting technique, the clause
count of Pericopes A through C; as in the earlier chart, the main-line clauses are in the
left-hand column, non-subordinated off-line clauses are in the centre, and subordinated
clauses are in the right-hand column:42
41 The latter of which Longacre proposes to be the main-line clause-type for expository
texts [Joseph, pp. 11 Iff.; "Perspective," pp. 88f.]
42 I have included in this chart, for the sake of comparison, the clause counts of
37.25.1-38.8.2 (31 clauses, two pericopes; the first pericope has 12 clauses, the second,
19), even though these pericopes are not included in the parallel texts in Appendix 2.
Although we do not examine them in depth, this glance at their structure gives an idea
of the kinds of forms which predominate in these contiguous texts.












The totals of this series of pericopes are:
37 44 4
There are 85 clauses in these five pericopes, of which 37 are wc + Prefix clauses
with verbs other than iTPI. This may seem like a severely weakened "Narrative History," with
so few main-line clauses, but an alternative view of this distribution gives slightly less
worrisome results. If we regard clusters of verbless, and HTI clauses, as embedded
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"Expository" material, the clause counts regain some equilibrium.43 From our tally of
Narrative History, non-subordinated off-line material, we may then exclude those sections
where two or more of these "Expository-type" clauses occur in sequence,44 and find this
distribution:
37 13 4
This is what we would expect to find in such a text, and the explanation given of
embedding satisfies both logic and theory.
However, we find considerable mixing of clause-types in these pericopes; and
although there is sufficient presence of wc + Prefix clauses to warrant proposing that these
texts are related in text-type to the Judges 2 "Narrative History" that we examined earlier, we
need to consider another option as well.
Longacre writes that
procedural/instructional discourse looks very similar to predictive. Both, for
instance, have a mainline which consists of waw-consecutive perfects. But
while in predictive discourse imperfects can occur both in VSO clauses to
mark a secondary storyline and in NV clauses [Noun-Verb clauses] to mark
an action/event relative to a noun, in procedural discourse the imperfect
occurs only in NV clauses.45
What does he mean? Another look at the matrix of text-types will elucidate the
question:
43 This may seem dangerously close to "doctoring the data," but the reader, as my captive
audience, must permit me, at least temporarily, this hypothesis. Other material will be
presented, in due course, which will help to substantiate this position.
44 A moment's consideration of these sections of the data (31 clauses) will show that they
tend to be corroborative descriptive material, and are only loosely tied to the main-line
material.
45 "Perspective," p. 183.





















Scientific Paper - Proj.
If "Predictive discourse" (what I would call the Narrative Prediction text-type, to
preserve its close ties with Narrative History), is so similar to the Procedural/Instructional
text-type, that they share, for example, main-line clause-types, then it is possible that our LH
text be a different text-type from "Narrative History" altogether. It stands to reason that, if
Narrative Prediction and Procedural/Instructional text-types are similar, then Narrative
History and "Procedural/Lab Report" (as we shall call it) may likewise differ in rather subtle
ways only.
It is worth juggling the idea, then, that both columns of these Exodus texts may be,
in fact, Procedural — the RH being the Procedural/Instructional, the LH being
Procedural/Lab Report, text-type.
Returning to the parameters of our matrix yet again, the first set of texts (RH) is
clearly "minus Agent Orientation," and therefore Procedural, or Expository; the second (LH)
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set of texts may be "plus Agent Orientation," as the agent/actor is mentioned by name on
more than one occasion (Ex. 35.30ff., 36.1, 37.1, etc.), or it, too, may be "minus Agent
Orientation," as the agent/actor references are very few, and the sense of the text does not
hang in any way on interplay between the agent/actor and event (as it so clearly does in
"pure" Narrative History).
Yet another possibility is that Hebrew does not significantly distinguish the
Narrative History text-type from the Procedural/Lab Report text-type. In a majority of
languages studied to date by linguists, these two text-types are distinguished from one another
by language-specific means46 — and it may be that the same is true of Classical Hebrew;
likewise, it may be that in Classical Hebrew these text-types form a "porte-manteau" category
(two halves folded into one), where both receive the same encoding treatment.47
Our data here present no conclusive pressure for differentiating the two text-types
for Classical Hebrew — the differences observable between other Narrative History texts,
and the texts in our LH column, may be occasioned by stylistic factors, for example — but
we may yet find that these two conceptually different text-types48 encode their information
with subtle differences in choice of clause-types, as Longacre proposes with reference to
Narrative Prediction and Procedural/Instructional texts.
With the current state of research, however, we must content ourselves to note the
similarity between these [LH] pericopes, and the material we examined from Judges 2, and to
note that if Hebrew does distinguish these two text-types, then it does so at a fairly subtle
level. Further research on this question will permit us to comment on this issue with greater
confidence. We may proceed in spite of this insecurity, however, to gain as much ground as
we can at this early stage in our description.
46 In English, for example, the Procedural/Lab Report text-type relies heavily on passive
forms, which are rare in Narrative History.
47 There is ample precedent for the coalescing of two logical categories into one "less
logical" one — one has only to look at the verbal 'themes' of Classical Hebrew, where
the nine-cell chart has two "holes," whose functions are adopted by other forms. Despite
these holes, the language continued to function apparently without difficulty.
48 That is, different at a deep-structure level.
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The consistent similarity to each other of the two columns requires little further
comment. The texts in the two columns are very nearly identical. Apart from certain lacunae
(at both the word- and the clause-levels), there are few changes in vocabulary, and only
minimal changes in syntax. In the samples given (pericopes A through G), the "How-to" (RH)
account contains 191 clauses (of which 46 are omitted from, or replaced by non-clausal
elements in, the other), and the "Narrative History" (LH) account contains 161 clauses (of
which 16 do not occur in the RH account).
LH column alone both LH and RH columns RH column alone
16 145 46
These clause totals do not require closer attention; they represent the same kind of
shifts and omissions which were commented upon above, in the notes on Pericope D.
Using the set of parameters from Longacre's theoretical base, we can analyse the
significant "deep-structure" differences between the two texts. The most obvious of these is
Projection: the first text (RH) puts the doing of these things into the future, and, therefore,
according to Longacre's terminology, is "plus," with reference to "Projection" — the second




The texts in the RH column are clearly "minus Agent Orientation"; we have already
discussed the question of "Agent Orientation" with regard to the texts in the LH column —
these we are inclined to call "plus agent Orientation," until we have stronger pressure to
reconsider this identification.




On the other hand, it can be said with confidence that both sets of texts are "plus,"
with reference to "Contingent Temporal Succession" — that is to say, both texts emphasize a
certain "following on" from one event to the next: one thing leads to another — each event























[RH] Proc./Instructional + Proj.
[LH] Narr. History or [LH] Proc./Lab Report - Proj.
Here, using Longacre's matrix, we can see just which text-types we are talking about.
So then, we have two sets of texts, the first of which (RH) is
"
+ CTS / - Agent Or. / + Proi.. " "Procedural!Instructional".
The second set (LH) is either
"
+ CTS / + Agent Or. / - Proi.." "Narrative History"
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or possibly
"
+ CTS / - Agent Or, / - Proj„" "Procedural!Lab Report."
The jargon of the preceding paragraph is a technical way of saying that — in
addition to being nearly identical at the micro-syntactic, lexical, and semantic levels —
Exodus 25-27 and Exodus 35-38 are a "minimal" pair of texts49 which belong to different (yet
very similar) linguistic text-types, and that we see here two sets of texts whose very few
differences between them are largely due to their difference of text-type. This pair of texts
allows us to examine text-type differences without the confusions of working with unrelated
texts.
Before we leave the Exodus texts, we will examine just one more pericope (the
others included in the appendix provide no new surprises). Pericope G50 begins as one would
expect, given the data we have so far surveyed, with a "wc + the appropriate conjugation"
clause, and is marked as well by a topic shift (to "the court of the Tabernacle"). The terminal
boundaries of the two texts are marked by topic shifts.
The exceptional feature of this pericope, is that these are the only clauses with
finite verbs; all others are verbless clauses. In the RH text the only distinctive feature of the
remaining clauses is that two of them contain participles (27.16.1 and 27.17.1); the same is true
of the LH text (here the corresponding clauses occur in the opposite order — 38.17.4 and
38.18.1). These texts arc clearly neither Narrative History (or Procedural/Lab Report) nor
Procedural/Instructional; following clues from their semantic content and their
macro-structure, wc arc led to conclude that we have here another instance of an embedded
Expository text — the Expository text-type is found at the bottom right of Longacre's
matrix.
49 Or perhaps, what is termed an "analogous pair" — where the difference between the two
compared items are not so great as to throw doubt on the analysis, but are slightly
greater than the single difference required for the term "minimal pair".
50 27.9.1-27.19.1 and 38.9.1 -38.20.1, Appendix Two, p. 8.














The proposed "embedded Expository texts" from Pericope C can be added to these
data, and some conclusions can be ventured, based on the kinds of things we have seen in
other text-types.51 These texts are representatives of the Expository text-type; longish
stretches of this text-type are not frequent in the Hebrew Bible, though the text-type is seen
frequently as smaller pieces embedded in other text-types.
Its main-line clause-type appears to be the verbless clause, and its principal off-line
clause-types, x + Participle clauses, and clauses with finite forms of HTI (which identify,
where necessary, the temporal reference ["plus -" or "minus - Projection"] of the material) —
51 Due to the small amount of data currently at our disposal, I offer these only as a
tentative working hypothesis, although I do not believe they will require much alteration
as more data is processed. The existence of this as a logical, "notional" (deep structure)
category, and the fact that this text-type is encoded in relatively consistent ways in other
languages, permits us to "borrow in" the category for use in describing Classical Hebrew,
despite the severely limited amount of data available for analysis. We accept this
"borrowing in," as a working hypothesis, looking to language universals for possible
characteristics, and rely on the data 1) to deny us this hypothesis; 2) to force us to admit
that our data are insufficient to the task of proving or disproving the hypothesis; or 3) to
confirm the existence of the category proposed. Leaving out this text-type considerably
complicates our description, where including it as a feature of the language enables us to
formulate a more elegant description.
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our data so far have shown us only x + finite forms of iTTl, and I would suggest that clauses
with wc + finite forms of iTTI will be even less common, as they move further away from the
stative sense of the main-line clauses.52
In the preceding pages we have examined a variety of texts; these have shown us at
least three text-types: Narrative History, Procedural/Instructional, and Expository. Other
text-types which have been hinted at, but which we have not yet examined are Narrative
Prediction ("Prophecy"), and Hortatory; in addition, a possible Procedural/Lab Report
text-type may come into play in the "minus Projection" texts [LH] of the Exodus pericopes we
looked at.
In the next chapter, we will continue our examination of macro-syntactic features,
and will apply our theory and methodology in the analysis of a complete text (and will try to
determine more precisely the nature of Expository text-types), to test our initial working
hypotheses, and the hypotheses derived from this chapter's analyses. In brief, these latter are:
1) The main-line clause-type of the Narrative History text-type is the wc +
Prefix clause-type; its off-line forms are wc + Prefix clauses with !"!TI, Suffix
52 On the clause-types one can expect in Expository texts, Longacre writes:
"... it is sufficient to note that as the inverse of narrative discourse (and
to some degree of predictive as well), expository discourse can be defined
as discourse in which the most static verb forms of a language predominate
and have the highest ranking. For this reason, elements at the bottom of
the the clines for Narrative, Procedural, and Hortatory discourse [see
Chapters Three and Four in this dissertation] have the highest ranking in
Exposition.
"Thus the nominal (verbless) clause is the static clause par excellence.
Clauses with yes, 'there is', and 'en 'there isn't', (also the negative of
nominal clauses) have about the same ranking as nominal clauses. Clauses
with copulative uses of haya, 'be', rank a step lower; by virtue of having
any sort of verb at all they are not as completely static as verbless clauses.
Possibly, clauses with stative/denominative perfects rank next; these verbs
are essentially adjectival in function. Below all of these rank clauses with
participials [i.e., participial clauses] — since these encode activities in
whatever discourse type they are found. Finite verbs rank lowest ....
Not that the sort of clauses that predominate in expository discourse are
the typical stuff, for example, of Setting in narrative paragraphs. Clearly,
what is off-the-line in narrative is on-the-line in exposition" [Joseph, pp.
11 If.].
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clauses, and verbless clauses, with or without Participles;
2) The main-line clause-type of the Procedural/Instructional text-type is the
wc + Suffix clause-type; its off-line forms are wc + Suffix clauses with JIT!,
Prefix clauses, and verbless clauses, with or without Participles;
3) The main-line form of the Expository text-type (whether "+ Projection" or
"- Projection") is the Verbless clause; "+ or - Projection" will be indicated in this
text-type by some of its off-line clauses (those with finite verbs will show the
temporal orientation of the texts); its off-line clause-types are verbless clauses
with Participles, clauses with fTO, and clauses with other finite verbs.
4) A shift from the main-line clause-type to an off-line clause-type is indicative
of a break in the flow of the text; this can serve three functions (though perhaps
not all three at the same time): a) to indicate the introduction of background
information; b) to signal a change of scene; and c) to indicate the peak event,
most important fact, etc., of the text;
5) Texts may be embedded in other texts; just as a Participle can "fill the slot"
("perform the function") of Subject in a clause (e.g. "Singing is fun"), so also can
a Verb Phrase, or Sentence (e.g. "To be or not to be is not the only question")
— i.e., items from the next lower structural level are the expected constituents
of a construction, but items from other levels may in fact be the constituents;
6) Material of one text-type may be imported into another by means of
embedding; the embedded material becomes part of the incorporating unit in the
same way as does any other functional part of that unit. The identity (e.g. the
text-type) of the embedded material is not altered by the embedding process.
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CHAPTER FIVE: JEPHTHAH AND RUTH — REFINING AND TESTING OUR
HYPOTHESES
1. Introduction.
In this chapter, we will examine two texts in detail (Judges 10.6-12.7, "the Jephthah
story;" and the book of Ruth), building on observations made in the last chapter; with the
intent of working our way towards a balanced presentation of Hebrew macro-syntax, as
descriptive of what is seen in the data.
Our main purpose, as we turn our attention to the Jephthah story, is to underline a
principle which will be received with a certain amount of scepticism by some hebraists, and
which, therefore, will require an ample and rather painstaking explanation. The thesis of this
principle is this: Features which are characteristic of specific text-types are going to be
found in material of that text-type, whether in Reported Speech sections or not.1
To this end we will look at the non-subordinated narrative, and compare it to five
Reported Speech sections of the Jephthah story.2 Here we will be confronting directly
Niccacci's thoughts on this passage, for he comes to very different conclusions from our own.
We will need to till the soil fairly deeply in this section — moving slowly in order to
establish common ground from which to work in the analysis which follows, of these two texts.
We will also need to wrestle once again with the principle of embedding; many of
the examples of individual text-types which we will identify in the analyses which follow will
occur in combination with other text-types, and unless the concept of embedding is
well-understood, the reader will not be able to judge accurately our results and proposals.
Here again we will move at a fairly deliberate pace.
When we have completed our examination of the Jephthah story's Narrative History
1 As is asserted by hypothesis 6), see previous page.
2 Judges 10.10.1-14.4 [16 clauses — actually two contiguous Reported Speech units]; 11.7.1-5
[5 clauses]; 11.15.1-27.3 [45 clauses]; and 12.2.1-3.6 [10 clauses]; relevant sections of the
main text will be quoted, as well as the complete texts of the Reported Speech material.
"Reported Speech" will occasionally be abbreviated to "Rep'd Speech".
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sections, which will serve to illustrate and clarify certain theoretical points, we will turn to
the book of Ruth. Here we hope to leave aside, as much as possible, polemic and
explanatory material about theoretical issues, in order that we may look at a single text with
all our tools at hand, to see what results.
2, The Jephthah Story: Judges 10.6-12.7.
2.1. The main narrative.
In the Jephthah story, we will look first at the patterns found in non-subordinated
narrative (chiefly those created by the shifts away from the main line), and will then focus
our attention on our five sections of Reported Speech. These selections will permit us to
examine the Narrative History text-type in Reported Speech, to see whether, in fact, it does
obey different rules, as Niccacci claims.3
I have found it most helpful to date to arrange these clauses in the format
described for Judges 2 in Chapter Four, with subordinated material set apart from
un-subordinated, and "narration" set apart from Reported Speech. This gives us the following
distribution of the clauses4 in this story (see next page).
A large proportion of the text is Reported Speech (54%);5 this proportion is, in fact,
fairly standard in Hebrew Narrative History.6 It is common to accomplish a large proportion
of the story-telling by recording the interaction of the participants.
In early parts of a Narrative History, however, the scene is being set for what
3 §§28 [p. 49] and 75 [pp. 102ff.], esp. p. 107.
4 A total of 230 clauses, not including the elliptical clause proposed for 11.13.2; this 'empty'
clause is proposed on the basis of the fact that the clause which "follows it" is
syntactically subordinated, and requires something to be understood: ~p£ TON"!
. . . 'inx-nx ^xtr [+++] nns< -ax^a-Vx •pejr'Ja, 11.13.1, [2], 3. This
empty clause does not figure in any of the clause counts presented.
5 See chart, following page.
6 Cf. Ruth, where 56% of the clauses are Reported Speech; see chart below in this chapter,
§3.1.
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follows, and Reported Speech is not used7 — we will look at this again in the "Jephthah
Story" at a later point, and will examine the role of Reported Speech in much greater detail























As with most of the Judges stories, the boundaries of this pericope are marked
primarily with semantic features: most often the report of the death of a particular judge
marks the end of one pericope, as is the case in this instance [12.7.2-31; and the inception of a
new section is marked either by the introduction of a new judge straightaway (if the judge's
reign is dealt with only cursorily [e.g. Shamgar, 3.31: . . . rDJ?""P "TJOt? HTI TTIN1, "And
after him was Shamgar . . . .]), or by the formula "And the people [again] did evil in the eyes
of YHWH" (e.g., Gideon: .... nvr 7W jm ^Rtr^Ja ItPJTl), as in this case (10.6.1,
with CpN). There is no heavy macro-syntactic marking, as the pericopes are clearly
distinguishable on the basis of content.8
7 This is the most fitting explanation for the relative lack of reported speech in Judges 1,
and especially, 2 — it is introductory to the remainder of the book, and as such its job
is not so much to describe events, as to establish setting.
8 It may be that this identification by contents rather than by syntax is merely a matter of
the author's choice, and therefore "stylistic"; on the other hand Classical Hebrew may
betray a preference for one or the other of these across the board, or in certain contexts.
No strong pattern has emerged from the data so far evaluated.
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With the borders of our passage thus secured, we will first examine so-called
"narration" (the two RH columns) — material which is not related by Reported Speech (the
two LH columns). Distribution of the clause-types in this material is shown below:




The total of these clauses is 106, the percentages being 6.6% / 17% / and 76.4%, respectively.
The clause-type distribution for non-subordinated, non-Reported-Speech clauses (column A in
the "columnar" text) is:
wc + Prefix 81
wc + Pref of nvt 6
Suffix 5 (3 negated)
Suffix of nn 2
Verbless Clauses 3
Clause with TN 1
Prefix 1
This indicates once again a decided preference for wc + Prefix clauses to tell the
story.9 The thread of wc + Pref forms in column A is broken by eighteen clauses (not
counting subordination and Reported Speech), producing 12 breaks in the main line of the
story — most of these clauses occur singly, but at three places the off-line clauses occur in
9 As these figures total 99 clauses, the percentages are self-evident.
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"clumps"10 — forming the major hinges in the story.
Following macro-syntactic clues (with minimal reference to other [e.g., semantic]
clues), we can make the following outline of the story, as it is told by the clauses in Column
A (the asterisks in the chart mark non-subordinated off-line clauses — '*/' indicates one
off-line clause at the beginning of a section; '/**' indicates two off-line clauses at the end of
a section; '*/**' indicates one off-line clause at the beginning, and two at the end, of a
section):
1. 10.6.1-18.4 Introduction
1.1. /* 10.6.1-4 General Introduction: Israel's apostasy
1.2. 10.7.1-18.4 Specific Introduction: YHWH's response, and
Israel's oppression
2. 11.1.1-12.7.3 Jephthah's Life
2.1. **/ 11.1.1-3.4 The Introduction of Jephthah
2.2. 11.4.1-33.2 Jephthah and the Ammonites
2.2.1. */ 11.4.1-2 The Ammonites Wage War on Israel
2.2.2. */* 11.5.1-28.2 Jephthah's Defence
2.2.3. **/ 11.29.1-33.2 Jephthah's Offence
2.3. 11.34.1-40.1 Jephthah's Daughter
2.3.1. ****i 11.34.1-38.2 Jephthah's Daughter — the Victory Sacrifice
2.3.2. */*** 11.39.1-40.1 Jephthah's Daughter Returns
2.4. 12.1.1-7.3 Jephthah and the Ephraimites
10 These occur at 1) 11.1.1-2 (2 clauses): PIBftrp N1TTI \\ "TH HPJI fiTI '"pPn IHIS'l
. . . -tj?P -Pri w nnt;
2) 11.34.2-35.1 (4 clauses): p 131313 lVpK \\ HTTP NTI pfl \\ . . . nxr TO mm
. . . -nx p-ip-3 \\ nmx lmx-o m w ro-ix;
and 3) 11.39.5-40.1 (3 clauses): HOT* D'D'D \\ 'flOPP piTTim \\ C"X njJT-X1? X'Hl
. . . BTK \\ . . . ni33 .
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2.4.1. 12.1.1-5.1 The Conflict
2.4.2. */* 12.5.2-6.7 The Aftermath
3. 12.7.1-3 Concluding Formula
There is nothing very new or particularly astute about this division of the text,
based on its macro-syntax and its semantic content.11 We will comment only briefly on the
more important features of this text.
We have made mention above of breaks in the stream of main-line clauses; we
have specifically mentioned, so far, only those places where the main line is broken by
off-line, non-subordinated clauses.12 We will now be looking as well at breaks in the main
line created by subordination and by Reported Speech. First, however, we return to the
question of off-line clauses in column A.
These clauses have a similar distribution to those we looked at in Judges 2: that is,
those which occur singly appear to indicate minor paragraph breaks; those that occur in larger
blocks appear to indicate a major break, or a peak in the episode. Applying this observation
to the text at hand, we find that there are 9 such "minor breaks," and (as previously
mentioned) 3 "clumps."
These are found in the text as follows:13
10.6.4 neg'd Suffix cl. end of intro. to the Jephthah history
11.1.1-2 Subj. + HVt cl. introduces Jephthah episode
Verbless cl.
11.4.1 TH + N Phr introduces episode of Jephthah and
Ammon
11 Scholars have long followed both guidelines in constructing outlines of their texts; I am
not claiming anything which has never before been noticed — rather I am trying to
collate it into a new form of description.
12 I.e., remaining within the confines of "Column A" in our formatted text.
13 Multiple contiguous occurrences of off-line clauses are indicated by reverse indentation.
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11.5.1 m + sub'd cl.
11.28.1 neg'd Suffix cl.
11.29.1 nfll + Subj.
+ PrepPhr.
introduces [embedded] episode of the
Elders of Gilead and Jephthah
concludes episode of Jephthah's
messages to Ammon
introduces episode of Jephthah's
battle with Ammon
11.29.4 Suffix cl. concludes "aperture" section of
episode of Jephthah's battle with
Ammon
11.34.2-35.1 nam + Ptc. cl. marks peak event (the appearance of
Verbless cl. Jephthah's daughter)
t'N cl.
m + InfPhr.
11.39.1 TH + PrepPhr. introduces closure section of
[embedded] episode of Jephthah's
daughter
11.39.4-5 Subj. + Neg'd
Suffix cl.
Vim + NPhr
concludes closure section of episode of
Jephthah's daughter
12.5.2 nVIl + sub'd introduces "Shibboleth" episode
speech formula
12.6.4 neg'd Prefix cl. concludes "Shibboleth" episode
The deployment of these clauses is not uniform; there is no off-line clause (or series
thereof) at the end of chapter ten, where we might expect one, to indicate that the
'introduction' has ended and the 'main episode' is about to begin. This should not be
perceived as a failure of the system; such features as lexical and participant strings suggest
such a division even where no off-line clauses are employed.14 Yet this is not the final word
on the matter, for it will be shown below that subordination, Reported Speech, and longer
stretches of main-line clauses also contribute to the "text-map" given to the reader/hearer.
Subordination from the main-line (or rather from "Column A") occurs only 7 times
14 Cf. our comments on Judges in the previous chapter, and on the Exodus pericopes, where
episodes are not distinguished so much macro-syntactically as semantically.
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in this story. We made note in the previous chapter of the distribution of subordination in
the texts we studied, and commented on its possible function as a text-level feature. Here
again, the distribution of subordinated clauses arouses suspicion, for they occur only at
boundary or peak sections:15
10.8.3-4 ". . . all the people of Israel, "IB'X were beyond the
Jordan in the land of the Amorites, Ufa is in
Gilead"
11.5.2 "And when \\ TH] the Ammonites made
war,"
11.28.2 "the message of Jephthah IttfN he sent to him"
11.39.4 "according to the vow "l&'N he had made"
12.4.4 "for P3] they had said,
12.5.3 "And when [ . . . "3 iTi"!!] any of the fugitives
of Ephraim said,
The first two clauses (10.8.3-4), and the next (11.5.2), form part of the aperture
sections of the episodes in which they occur. 10.8.3-4 may seem a bit too distant from the
first clauses of the section to be considered "aperture," but examination of the flow of this
episode indicates that the action of the section is contained in the Reported Speech (YHWH's
message to Israel — 10.11.1-14.4 — is the peak moment of the episode); the clauses in
question occur in the build-up to that action, rather than being part of it. 11.5.2 likewise is
part of the build-up section of its episode.
The next two clauses occur at the end of their respective episodes: 11.28.2
15 This is not surprising at a logical level — subordinated clauses are by their very nature a
removal from the main line of narration (etc.). It is not inconceivable that they serve, as
do Sm clauses, for example, to alter the rhythm of the text to indicate a "high point" or
a juncture in that text.
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concludes the episode of Jephthah sending and receiving messages from the King of Ammon;
11.39.4 is part of the closure of the episodes about Jephthah's daughter.
The remaining two subordinated clauses bracket what appears to be the peak clause
of the final [and post-peak] episode of the Jephthah story, which clause reads 1^3 "T21?'!
trrn m-npa-ns "And Gilead took the fords of the Jordan against Ephraim"
(12.5.1) The peak (in terms of the modern reader's interest) is usually considered to be the
Ephraimites' dialect betraying their identity, but syntactically, the marked peak is the
geographical detail.16 It is understandable that our attention be drawn more vividly to the
material which follows, with its fascinating revelation of contemporary Hebrew dialect
phonology, than to this section — but the warfare and victory against Ephraim (in particular,
the taking of the fords of the Jordan), may well have been the more significant detail for the
contemporary reader.
Another reading of this would be to consider this sequence of clauses (12.4.1-5.3) a
rather complicated initial boundary marker for this episode.
A case may be made for seeing this section as focusing on the detail of the
pronunciation of ; this is done more by default than by intention, it would seem, as it
accomplished by discounting the significance of the taking of the fords. Most commentators
write at length on the linguistic security procedures employed at the fords of the Jordan, but
little mention is made of the actual taking of the fords, except to remark that the taking of
the fords was a measure taken to cut off the retreating Ephraimites.17 However, Boling's
comments in particular are instructive:
The account of Ephraim's expedition against Jephthah sustains the implicit
comparison of Jephthah and Gideon (7.24-8.3). Gideon's problem with the
Ephraimites stemmed from his being a west bank judge who had become an
east bank feudalist. Jephthah's problem with the Ephraimites no doubt
stemmed from his east bank prominence and the consequent threat to
Ephraim's prior west bank influence within the confederation. Given the
widespread devastation and power vacuum which Abimelech created in a few
16 12.5.1.
17 Cf. Martin, J. D. The Book of Judges, p.148.
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years at Shechem, it is not surprising that the center of early resistance to the
Ammonite challenge shifted to Gilead, with tribal politics taking on a whole
new configuration.18
This underlines the geographical importance of this victory, which is hinted at in
the macro-syntax of the text. Webb writes:
The diplomacy of vv. 1-3 was superficially like that between Jephthah and
the Ammonites, but with significant differences. The same applies to the
report of the battle, only here the contrasts are more striking than the
similarities. This time there is no mention of divine charisma, nor does
Yahweh give the victory. Indeed, as far as we know Yahweh is not involved
in any way. This battle is not presented as a holy war, but with wry humour
as a rather squalid tit-for-tat feud. The Gileadites answer the taunt of the
Ephraimites ('you are fugitives of Ephraim', 4e) by putting them to inglorious
rout and thereby making them the true 'fugitives of Ephraim', (v. 5) —
C1SX again. The pronunciation test of vv. 5-6 adds a further
sardonic touch to the scene. The tactic of seizing the foij^jof the Jordan (v.
5) previously used to such effect by Israelites against Moabites (3.27-30) and
by Israelites against Midianites (7.24-28) is now used by Israelites against
Israelites. The slaughter is prodigious (v. 6). The intertribal feud under
Jephthah is part of a thematic development (progressive internal
disintegration) which reaches its climax in the civil war involving the whole
of Israel at the end of the book (chs 19-21).19
I find both hypotheses convincing — on the one hand, that these off-line clauses
bracket the peak clause; and on the other, that they merely introduce the whole episode —
but not equally so. I favour the former, for the reason that, while both hypotheses are
justifiable on the basis of plot structure, the former has the added merit of conforming more
closely to expected macro-syntactic behaviour: we have seen that single main-line clauses
flanked by off-line clauses tend to stand out as the peak clause of a unit.20
Reported speech also appears to serve a sort of text-level function. The developing
and releasing of tension in a story, for example, can be described as a curve like that of a
18 Judges, pp. 213f.
19 The Book of Judges, p. 72.
20 For example, at Judges 2.18.4; we have seen similar features in other text-types as well,
in our examinations of Leviticus and Exodus texts; see Chapter Four above.
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camel's hump. At the aperture of an episode, the tension has not been introduced; at the
closure, the tension has (in theory, at least) been resolved — thus, at both ends of the curve
there is little tension. At the peak, the tension is at its highest.
The techniques for creating, maintaining, or resolving tension in a story are
language-specific. A feature which is commonly used for increasing tension in the story
would be out of place at the end of a story (and therefore might be placed there intentionally
by the word-smith, or might be avoided altogether). So, those things which have a function
in developing the story-line in a particular way are generally distributed according to a
discernible plan.
In Classical Hebrew, Reported Speech tends to function as a tension-maintaining
device. So, for example, in Judges 10.6ff., once the stage is set, and a certain amount of
tension is created,21 Israel and YHWH have a conversation.22 The end result of this
conversation is recorded in the seven main-line clauses which follow: Israel puts away its
foreign gods, and YHWH's heart is turned again to them. But they are still under oppression
— and the Reported Speech device is employed again to maintain the tension during the
transition to the next episode: "Who is the man who will fight for us? He shall be our
chief." This maintaining of tension is reiterated by the use of a question introducing a new
topic — the quest for a leader.
Reported Speech serves this purpose of maintaining tension throughout the text.23 It
21 The apostasy ol Israel and their subjugation (10.6.1-9.2), though a formulaic theme in the
book of Judges, nevertheless introduces a significant tension to the story-line.
22 Vv. 10-15; we will return shortly to look at the Reported Speech material of this section
in greater depth.
23 We will look at this feature only in passing here, but will return to it again in our
analysis of the book of Ruth. It is worth noting in passing, at this point, that the book
of Jonah ends with Reported Speech, which seems to vitiate our hypothesis that it has a
text-level function. Yet, if we hold to our idea that it maintains tension over
transitional sections of text, we can propose that the unusual occurrence of Reported
Speech at the end of Jonah actually serves to strengthen the purpose of the book — it
leaves the reader hanging — the final resolution is, in a sense, the reader's/hearer's own
responsibility. The point of the tale is hammered home all the more firmly by this lack
of resolution of carried-over tension.
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is used extensively to detail the several obstacles Jephthah must overcome in his life: the
rejection by his people is highlighted in 11.1-10; the intractability of the King of Ammon in
11.12-27; the stark exigency of his vow to YHWH, and its outcome in 11.30-31 and 11.35-38;
the aggression of the Ephraimites in 12.1-3 and 12.4-6. In most of these cases little is added
which has not already been recounted on the main line of the story, or which will not be
retold on the main line at a later point.
Conversation exhibits a tendency to bracket peak events.24 We cannot yet afford to
make a solid proposal about this, as our data offers too little evidence for such conclusions.
We will, however, encounter the same concerns as we look at more data. The reader may
find this a less suspect hypothesis after our examination of Ruth.
Before moving away from the text we have been examining, I would like to make
another tentative observation: it would appear that "aperture" and "closure" sections of text
have an affinity for unbroken chains of main-line clauses. The opening "Israel and YHWH"
section (10.7.1-18.4 — 1.2., in the outline above) opens and closes with stretches of these
main-line clauses, as do 11.1.1-3.4 (2.1.1. "Jephthah's Early Life"), 11.29.1-33.2 (2.1.4.
"Jephthah's Offense"), and 12.1.1-6.7 (2.3. "Jephthah and the Ephraimites"). The story as a
complete unit in itself is likewise opened and concluded with sequences of main-line clauses
(10.6.1-3 and 12.7.1-3). In addition, other episodes conclude with stretches of main-line
clauses although their apertures are handled differently: the subsections (embedded
narratives) of "Jephthah and the Elders" (11.11.1-3), "Jephthah's Daughter Goes to the Hills"
(11.38.3-5), and "Jephthah's Daughter" (11.39.2-3).
One section of text does not fit this pattern: 12.4.1-3. The sequence of clauses here
is followed immediately by the two subordinated clauses (which may — or may not — mark
the peak of this episode), and therefore is not likely to be episode-marginal. This entire
section raises difficult questions, and I hesitate to draw any conclusions from it.
24 Cf. the treatment, above of the subordinated clauses 12.4.4 and 12.5.3, both of which are,
in fact, Reported Speech sections.
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2.2. Narrative History in Reported Speech.
In this section we will look at five samples of Reported Speech. For the sake of
simplicity I have restricted the data we will examine to Narrative History texts in Reported
Speech. The conclusions we reach in this brief section will be applied to other text-types in
Reported Speech when we turn to the analysis of Ruth.
2,2.1. 12.2.1-3.6.
This text is actually the last, sequentially within Judges, of the five we will
examine; it is, however, also the least difficult. The text is laid out, like most of the other
sample texts, in a format which permits comparison between narration and Reported Speech,
on the one hand, and between subordinated material and non-subordinated material, on the
other. Columns A and B, on the right hand side of the page, contain narration — that is,
material which is not Reported Speech; the left half of the page contains columns C and D:
Reported Speech material. In each of these two halves, the right-hand column contains
non-subordinated material, and the left, subordinated.25
12.2.1-3.6:
btVn rins- tcn'i 12.2.1
-"xai 'dpi nn vtti an crx 2a
tND fior b
oanx ppmi 3
DTD TIIN Df1J?B"in~N'?l 4
l-IN-INl 3.1
rtfia fvxj -p'N-n 2
'saa -tfs: natNi 3
25 Due to formatting restrictions of this volume, Column B is not fully independent of
Column A, nor is Column D of Column C. This should, however, occasion no difficulties.
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•pap "ja-'rx rrapxi
T3 nrr c:m






This text contains, apart from its speech formula,26 9 clauses:
1 Subord. cl. w/ "|"X 12.3.2
3 Suffix clauses 12.2.2 [with PIT!], 12.2.4 [negated]; 12.3.6
5 wc + Prefix clauses
In examining Reported Speech sections, we must be on the lookout for clues as to
why the text was spoken; this gives us our principal clues for analysing the "constituent
structure" of the text. In this case, we may say that Jephthah is repudiating the right of the
Ephraimites to challenge his behaviour — the final clause reads: ntil 0171 "VX OfT1?!? HO1?!
"3 On^Pfr, "Why then have you come up against me this day, to fight against me?" The
earlier material is his justification for his choice not to request Ephraim's help; he
accomplishes this by explaining the historical background of that decision. This constitutes an
embedded Narrative History text.
26 The speech formulae arc included, for the sake of completeness, with each of these
sample texts. In an instance such as we have above, the text reported to have been
spoken is an embedded direct object of the verb of speech; the direct object "slot" may
be filled by anything from a single word or particle (e.g. 12.5.7-8 X1? *1QX*1) to a fully
developed, complex text (e.g. 11.15.1-27.3 — 43 clauses — we will examine this in
depth after dealing with the shorter texts). Therefore the above quotation from Judges
is but a single, complex sentence. The same could be said of vast sections of the
Pentateuch, where whole series of chapters are introduced by a single speech formula
(thus making the series of chapters merely an embedded Direct Object of the speech
formula); however, beyond acknowledgement that this is, indeed, the case, there is little
to be gained from considering such sections as single clauses.
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Internally, the Narrative History text is composed of two episodes: the first is a
description of the circumstances in which Jephthah found himself (12.2.2-4); the second, his
response to those circumstances (12.3.1-5). The boundary between the two episodes is marked
by the negated clause (12.2.4), and the repetition of that material in the sentence \\ HN1N1
r&'lO -p'N-O (12.3.1-2).
The most significant point here is that there is nothing out of the ordinary about
this Narrative History text. It opens, as do many Narrative History texts, with the
stage-setting device of a fTTI clause;27 its boundaries are marked by the same sort of features
as we have noted in other Narrative History texts. This begins to call into doubt the
conclusions voiced by Niccacci on Judges 11 — that, somehow, "narrative discourse" has a
different shape to it from narrative proper.28
2.2.2. Judges 10.10.1-4.
We move now from the last, sequentially, of our sample texts, to the first. This
one is brief, but still permits analysis:
10.10.1-4:
Vx-iter -aa pj?n io.io.ia
ton1? b
•p UNun 2
irrfrN-nN uw -ai 3
o^arrnN napai 4
27 We will see the same device employed in the book of Ruth on more than one occasion.
Logic as well gives us a rationale for such a function and device: Do we not say that a
story has to "start somewhere?" We expect a story to start with some kind of anchor
into space and time — this kind of anchor is provided by such things as Verbless, and
n*n, clauses — and if such a setting slot were filled by an embedded text, we would
expect it to be an Expository one, which has as its main line just such clauses.
28 see his Syntax, pp. 102ff.
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The formulaic opening is one of a sequence of main-line, wc + Prefix forms, and
requires no particular comment. The content of the Reported Speech is a text of three
clauses.
Let us, for the record describe this unit in terms of its constituents; we have:
an Intransitive Clause:29
[do] "ion1? mrr-^N Vtntr *aa pj?n
with the following construction:
PredComplement <— IndObj <— Subj <— Predicate,
where





InfPhr = Infinitive + DirObj,
and, finally,
DirObj = Embedded Narrative History Text30
29 It may seem odd, at first blush, that we consider a verb of speech 'Intransitive', for we
are arguing that the speech material is an embedded Direct Object of the speech verb;
yet in this case the speech material is the Direct Object of "TON1?, not. of IpJJH; the
latter is the defining feature of the main clause, and its syntax defines it here as an
Intransitive verb.
30 Longacre's apparatus for the identification of Paragraph-types (see his 1980 publication of
the same name) would assist us to classify further the nature of this material, in
particular, giving us a label for the specific type of paragraph which inhabits the "Direct
Object" slot. Without going into details, this text is a Narrative Reason Paragraph, the
"comment" section of which is filled by a Narrative Amplification Paragraph. In one
sense, this is unfair to the reader: I should not offer analyses which I cannot take time
to explain or justify, and I therefore fail, at this point, to meet the standard which I
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10.10.3-4 is an embedded Narrative History text, filling the Direct Object slot in
the speech formula. The second clause in this embedded text begins with a wc + Prefix form,
but the first begins with 'J, which must be clause-initial; so the verb form in this first clause
(and therefore the clause-type) must accomodate it — this is the only reason we need to seek
for the Suffix clause replacing a wc + Prefix clause.31
We have here, according to this analysis, a two-clause Narrative History text
embedded in a subordinated clause; this clause is subordinated to another historical clause,
whose precise text-type we can only guess at.32
2.2.3. 10.11.1-14,4:
YHWH's response to the speech we have just looked at comprises 12 clauses
(including the speech formula). The speech formula is a transitive clause (this time without
the Predicate Complement = Imperative), where the Direct Object slot is filled by an
embedded text. The text itself is rather complex:
have set for myself — that of making the analysis (not only the end result, but also the
process) understandable to the reader. However, without assigning some sort of value (in
this case, a formal label) to the left-over bits, our analysis of this text is radically
incomplete, and serves no purpose. I extend my apologies for taking this liberty —
unfortunately the time- and space-constraints of this volume preclude our addressing this
part of the methodology. I have had to content myself with directing the reader toward
that portion of the theory and methodology which is the most immediately accessible,
and the most relevant in light of recent trends and publications.
31 We are, of course, speaking of non-entities: there is no "wc + Prefix clause," and
therefore, we can only posit that it "would otherwise have been there." It is clear,
however, that if it "wanted" to be there, it nevertheless could not be there, due to the
restrictions placed on the clause by the subordinating conjunction.
32 Possibilities for this clause include both the Narrative History text-type, and the
Procedural/Lab Report text-type. I do not see any great merit in trying to determine
definitively the text-type of 10.10.2 — it is a somewhat futile endeavour at this stage,
as we know too little at this date about the specific features of the variety of historical
(that is, "minus Projection") text-types, and our analysis of these in Reported Speech, is
still in its infancy.
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10.11.1-14.4:
^xna" -iD-Vx rrrr -idx"! 11.1
^D-pi -TDxrrpi dtxdd x^n 2a33
OTlE^S-pi 112? b
isn1? "ppoi pVopi oot» 12.1a
dDnx b
Px pptm 2
dtd DDnX n?PlXl 3
vnx Drop onxi 13.1
onnx dtPx ropm 2
oanx rfaix-x1? p1? 3
id1? 14.1
DvPxnPx ppn 2
cd DnTlD TtfX 3
ddxytx n?d dd1? ppr non 4
YHWH's response begins with a question (an elliptical one, at that!). Questions are
features only of Reported Speech in Classical Hebrew narrative, and seem to play a part in
the establishment of participant roles, etc. There seems to be an element of protest, scorn,
condescension, and/or anger, to rhetorical questions in our data. They do not fit easily into
text-types in Longacre's matrix; their purpose appears to be to establish the order of
precedence and deference between speaker and addressee, as well as to highlight to the
addressee information which he should take (or already has taken) into account.34
33 Where a single clause spans more than one line in these charted texts, the device "a," "b,"
and so on will be employed to so indicate.
34 This much I offer as a tentative explanation of the function of questions in Reported
Speech. Each instance of rhetorical questions in the Hebrew Bible will need to be
analysed in terms of its sociolinguistic setting (inferior —> superior, equal —> equal,
superior —> inferior, to name but a few of the possible settings we might have to deal
with in this sort of description), the degree of intensity of communication, the text-type
of the material (if any) which follows the rhetorical question, the position of the
rhetorical question in the Reported Speech, and many other issues. The nature of the
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The purpose of our text is essentially that of exhortation:
35 cams nj?a ca1? ppr nan w ca orma nti'x w dtPnitPn pyn w la1?
The reason for this exhortation is that YHWH will no longer deliver them (Cl'QlO1? p1?
DanN JHFVP, 'Therefore I will deliver you no more" — 10.13.3); and in turn the reason for
this state of affairs is that YHWH had delivered them but they turned away from him to
serve other gods. This latter section is expounded by a Narrative History text of five clauses'
length.
This Narrative History text is introduced by a Suffix clause (providing, along with
the rhetorical question preceding it, a setting for the text which follows), and a second
episode of it is signalled by another of the same. This is standard fare. Nothing is unusual
here.
We can, therefore, divide this text into its constituent parts:
10.11.1-14.4:
Speech Formula "Ja-pN nVP -OH 11.1a
(a main-line NH cl.) 'nOtT b
NH text Aperture? -pi 'TSNrnpl CH5£BB NTH 2a
36 OTePs-pi "pap ':a b
NH text lltn1? TttfOl p^BP OMITS! 12.1a
topic precludes us from examining it even briefly during this study, though we are
impoverished for our lack of understanding of its functions and purposes. In short, this
requires nothing less than a full study in its own right.
35 "Go // Cry to the gods // whom you have chosen // Let them deliver you in the time of
your distress."
36 This section of text poses textual difficulties, but they need not delay us here; we have
already stated our intention to bypass rhetorical questions in the current study.
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nanx b
Px ppsm 2
DTD C3nX njTEbXl 3
tux omtj? cnxi 13.1
d-tix o'nbx rtawni 2
Narr. Prophecy text duxix rtftlb cfdlx-xb pb 3
Hortatory text 13b 14.1
DTtbxrrbx ppn 2
D3 on-ina "i&'x 3
oam* njp cab wvr nan 4
We have not so far looked at Hortatory text-types — for the time being, they
require little discussion, for two reasons: 1) their simplest features are relatively obvious —
they are composed of cohortatives, imperatives, and jussives, on the main line, with Prefix
forms running close to the main line; their off-line clauses would require greater attention,
but as we are not looking yet at any longer texts, this can be postponed; and 2) this text-type
is considerably influenced and shaped by the sort of sociolinguistic factors which we
mentioned above in reference to rhetorical questions; deference to one of higher rank, for
example, precludes the use of command-forms, and such mitigation can have a variety of
nuances.37 This will be yet another area which we must leave relatively unexplored, although
where the data require us to give this issue our attention, we will do so. Our lack of
in-depth attention to this text-type will not seriously hinder us, however; we will rely on
37 Longacre writes, "The presence of mitigation (making a command more mollified and
socially acceptable) and deference (e.g., of commoner to monarch) make the analysis of
hortatory discourse the more difficult" (Joseph, pp. xif.); he devotes 21 densely reasoned
pages to an examination of this concern (Chapter Five, pp 119-140). It is well beyond
the limits of this study to try to "unpack" and render that material here. We will content
ourselves with the occasional elucidation from other data.
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Longacre's "Verb Rank Cline" for this text-type38 to provide us with working hypotheses, and
will deal only cursorily with questions of mitigation.
2.2.4, 11.7.1-5.
This short text also contains an embedded Narrative History text.
11.7.1-5.
-tj?1?: nns' -idxi 11.7.1
'nix cnxitr nnx x^n 2
'ax rraa 'jiEham 3
nnj? 'Vx cnxa jrnai 4
D21? upx3 5
Its introductory formula is unexceptional and requires no further attention. The
opening clause is again a rhetorical question about historical fact; it is followed by a wc +
Prefix clause. Another rhetorical question with a subordinated clause concludes the Reported
Speech.
I have found it helpful to make questions into indicative statements, as a step
toward an evaluation of their text-type affinities; in this case, the affinity is clear: "did you
not hate me?" becomes "you hated me." The fact that a subject pronoun occurs in 11.7.2, but
not in 11.7.3, while the person and number of the verb does not vary, implies that we should
accept these two clauses as being parts of the same unit. The same may be true of 11.7.4-5,
"And why have you come to me now, when trouble [is] upon you?" This could be rendered as
an indicative statement, "and you have come to me . . . ," but I am less confident of this.
Yes, it is likewise discussing historical fact; but it is asking for a reason. This makes it more
difficult to label. In the long run, I find it safer simply to identify what is identifiable, and
acknowledge the rest as difficult.
38 We will do the same for the Narrative Prophecy text-type (which Longacre calls
Predictive).
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Thus, I consider 11.7.2 to be a Narrative History clause, turned inside out to express
annoyance, or superiority, or some other such nuance. It serves the purpose of introducing
the historical setting (and first event) of a brief Narrative History text.
2.2.5. 11.15.1-27.3:
This text-sample contains 43 clauses (with a short and unexceptional introductory
speech formula); Niccacci has examined this in Syntax, and makes a number of observations
— we will take exception to some of these, and concur with others.
First, however, we will examine the data ourselves; later, we will return to compare
our findings with Niccacci's.
11.15.1-27.3:
ll "IDX"! 11.15.1
nns' ton ro 2
TNI 3X10 pXTX 1X"18l Ipl-Xl 3a
"|10X «J3 fix b
DHXOD Dni1j?3 "3 16.1
syio-D—ip -ansa Ixitr -pi 2
riEHp ten 3
llo-lx c-oxlo Ixiet piIeh 17.1a
-ox1? chx b
1X1X3 xnrrQpx 2
CHX lie POB' Xll 3
nlE? 3X10 llo-lx DJ1 4
ncx xli 5
BH|53 IXIE" 3BH 6
13103 pi 18.1
px-nxi DHX pXTX 301 2a
3X1B b
3X10 pXl B'DEHPIItDD X31 3
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pnx n3i?3 turn 4
BXia "71333 1N3-K"71 5
3X12 "7133 1131X '3 6
_,?X B'3X7B "7X-IB" rf7ETl 19.1a
•pa&n pa naxn-pa tiitd b
"7XntT 1*7 "00 2
"Bipa-np -pnxa x:-nnaj?3 3
"7X-itr-nx iin-o fcxn-xni 20.1 a
1*7333 13J? b
pjr"73~nx lin'D rpxn 2
nan'3 arm 3
^xntr-aj? nrfrn 4
-nx ^xntr-rfrx mrr inn 21.1a
T3 lajrVa-nxi pro b
"7X1C" c
D13"1 2
px-"73 nx *7X13" arm 3a
X'nn pxn aerr 'naxn b
"TOXn *7133_I73 nX IB'T'l 22.1a
-□nan-pi paTmjn pnxa b
-nx trmn "Txntr vPx mrr nnp 23.ia
"TXitr iaj? "3sa -naxn b
UBhm nnxi 2
Ehm ++++++ X*7H 24.1
B'laa -|crnr n»x nx +++ 2a
+++ mix I'Px b
trp mix ++++++ 3
nrr trmn nffxPa nxi +++ 4a
+++ 13'3Sa 13-n"7X b
msjrp paa nnx 31a aian nnjn 25.1a
3x1a pa b
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"?N-itr-op 3-1 3m 2
S3 on1?: orfa-DN 3
rrnussi "pcra ^x-itr n33'3 26.ia
D"ij?-1733i rrmj33i njnwi b
rutf mxa vbv ++++++ c
+++ 11J1N --I" -IE?N +++ 2
Nvin nj?3 crfrxrrx1? jmai 3
I1? Txarrx1? «33Ni 27.1
-3 anT1? nsn tin ncj? nriNi 2
"i3 "p3 Drn astrn mrr assr 3a
liar "33 1'31 VNIB" b
This unit constitutes Jephthah's final message to the King of Ammon, who had
ordered Jephthah's people to restore his land to him, accusing them of having taken it
(unjustly, it would seem), on their coming up from Egypt.39 Jephthah responds in the
negative. After the Narrative History speech formula, Jephthah's speech employs another
speech formula (a formal one — 11.15.2), and is followed by a denial of the accusation
(11.15.3) and a justification for that denial (a Narrative History text, embedded within a
subordinated clause — 11.16.1-22.1); this denial and justification is followed by a summary of
the historical justification, and a series of questions and statements on the subject of "take
what your god has given you." It concludes with a jussive: *33 ]*3 DT7I t2SB'n !"!1!T 13SB"
tier "33 V31 "Let YHWH, the Judge, judge this day between the Israelites and the
Ammonites" (11.27.3).40
There are two and only two negated indicative clauses (by which I mean not
questions) in this unit, and they say basically the same thing:
39 11.13.1-4
40 This section combines all the difficulties of rhetorical questioning, with
those of mitigated Exhortation; in short, the body of the second section
is awkward. We can analyse the bracketing of this section with the
opening of the speech, but any actual identification of the text-type(s)
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■pajT^a px-nxi axis pXTIN ^XIC nppx^, "Israel did not take the
land of Moab and the land of the Ammonites" (11.15.3)
p TXtSITX1? "32X1, "I have not sinned against you" (11.27.1)
These clauses form the aperture and closure of the speech unit; the second of the
two initiates a closure paragraph, composed of 3 clauses (neg'd Suffix cl., Verbless clause with
Ptc., and Jussive clause).
The shift from the earlier section to the later one is clearly marked: not only is
there a shift from wc + Prefix forms to Prefix forms, there is a shift to a reliance on the
verb root EH\ which occurs in this next section six times (the only verb used for six clauses).41
Although other features of the second section of this text could be noted here, my real
interest in this passage — for this study — is the first, Narrative History, section of the
Reported Speech material (11.16.1-22.1).42
The text commences with a quote from the King's message to Jephthah: IHfrpa
D""12fi22, "in his coming up from Egypt" (11.13.3), becomes D'lJJDD "in their coming
up from Egypt" (11.16.1). It is followed by 17 wc + Prefix clauses, which are from time to
time interrupted by eight off-line, subordinated, or Reported Speech clauses. These eight
clauses occur in three groups: 11.17.2-17.5; 11.18.5-6; and 11.19.3-4.
The middle group of these three (11.18.5-6 — a neg'd Suffix clause, and a
subordinated Vcrblcss clause) marks a text division; this division is reflected by similar events
of the second section would be, at best, provisonal.
41 This latter feature, combined with a shift from, primarily, Prefix forms, to Verbless
clauses and Suffix forms, leads me to suspect a subdivision at 11.25.1. This is conjecture,
however (in the root sense of the word), and cannot be defended any further at this point.
42 It must be said that I am inclined to see 11.23.1 — ... ETTri ^XIS" TlVX nw nnjtt,
"And now, YHWH, God of Israel, has given ... — as hinge which functions both to
conclude the first section and to introduce the second, but we will deal with it here as
extraneous to the embedded Narrative History text, as it is clearly not to be considered
subordinated under 11.16.2's *3, as is the Narrative History text.
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to what occurred in the first Narrative History episode.43 This gives us two episodes:
11.16.1-18.6 — 15 clauses; and 11.19.1-22.1 — 11 clauses.
The other two groups of off-line clauses each contain a Reported Speech "request for right of
passage" to a king, followed by negated Suffix clause(s). I identify these as the syntactically
marked peaks of the two Narrative History episodes.
3. The Book of Ruth.
3.1. Basic facts and statistics.
The boundaries of this text are clearly marked. Aside from the obvious ones —
the beginning and end of a self-contained book — there are clear macro-syntactic markers.
The opening boundary is marked by two TH clauses,44 the terminal one, by two verbless
clauses and a genealogical appendix (an embedded text of a different type).45
The book of Ruth contains 393 clauses, by my accounting; nine of these form the
genealogy at the end of the book. For the percentages given in our discussion, however, I
omit these genealogical clauses, giving a working total of 384 clauses.46 The distribution of
these clauses in the four columns is as follows:
43 The first section commences with Israel's arrival at the borders of Edom, and their
sending a request to Edom's king; the second takes place at the borders of the Amorites,
and commences with their sending a request to their king.
44 D'USET! 12SC" "tra TH, "In the days when the judges were judging" (1.1.1), and 3jn TH
fHiO, "there was a famine in the land" (1.1.2).
45 4.17.4-22.2.
46 For some statistical purposes, the genealogical clauses would weight the proportions too
much in one direction or another; for example, the ratio of main-line clauses to off-line
clauses in the main Narrative History would look significantly different if these clauses
were allowed to influence it (for example, if we figure the percentage of Suffix forms in
the main Narrative History (non-subordinated, non-Reported Speech clauses) the
difference is noticable (4%, calculated with the lesser number; 11%, when calculated with
the greater number).





















with a total of 384 clauses.
We will first examine the non-Reported Speech material. After we have
commented on the structure and constituents of that portion of the text, we will analyse the
Reported Speech sections.
3.2, Ruth — the non-Reported Speech text.
We will be examining here the interplay between main-line clauses (by which I
mean "main-line for the Narrative History text-type," for which we propose the wc + Prefix
clause), off-line clauses, subordinated clauses, and Reported Speech sections.48 As we have
come to expect, these interruptions of the main line are not spread haphazardly through the
text, but function as indicators of episode divisions, and peak markers.
Where concentrations of off-line clauses occur, the significance of the break, or of
the peak event, is the greater. There are six places in the text where concentrations of more
than one off-line clause occur (1.1.1-2; 1.2.1-3; 1.4.2-3; 1.22.2-2.1.2 [4 clauses]; 4.7.1-4; and
47 Percentages are given in round figures.
48 These last will be dealt with as individual units under §§3.3ff.; here they will be examined
only as deviations from the main line of the narration.
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4.17.4-18.1 [2 clauses]). If we allow for the possibility that subordination may have some
macro-syntactic significance, 3 more clause-groups present themselves (2.3.4-2.4.1 [2 clauses];
2.17.3-4; and 4.1.3-4); in addition, several of the features we are looking at can be found
separated by only one or two main-line clauses (e.g. 3.6.1 and 3.6.4)49
3.2.1. 1.1.1-5.2.
We have already spoken briefly about the initial and terminal boundaries of our
text; we now return to look more closely at the initial boundary. As we said above, there
can be no question of this not being the initial boundary; however, there is much yet to be
said on the nature of this boundary, and its extent.
The text opens with two TH clauses (1.1.1-1.1.2). Two TH clauses in succession is
in itself very unusual. One search of the Hebrew Bible using a CD-ROM data-base indicated
918 occurrences of VH.50 I found, among these 918, only 17 pairs of TH clauses in succession
(e.g., Job 1.3 and Ex 12.41), and two triplets (Gen 39.2 and Jos 17.1-2). This gives a
percentage of less than 4%.51 This is a very rare feature.
Some of these occurrences are clearly paragraph-initial if not episode-initial (e.g.
Ruth 1.1, Gen 39.2, and Job 1.3); others may either be episode-initial, or they may require to
be divided, thus marking one boundary each (initial/terminal). Gen 27.30 is an example of a
"maybe" — this pair may initiate the section wherein Esau seeks a blessing from Isaac (which
Isaac has just "stolen"), or one of the two TIT clauses may serve to conclude the previous
section, while the second clause opens the following section.52
49 Rather than list these occurrences here in some kind of indecipherable short-hand form, I
will identify them as we come upon them in the text.
50 I make no claim to absolute accuracy with these figures, but I estimate the margin of
error to be no greater than 1-2%.
51 There are six TIT pairs in Genesis 1 — the formulaic . . . BT Tpa-TPl 2TJ7-TH —
which I have excluded from my examination, rightly or wrongly; if these are added into
the count, the percentage is raised to just over 4%.
52 This function appeared fairly frequently among the TH pairs which were separated by
one or two clauses not containing TIT (e.g., Gen 39.10-11), and may be normative, or at
least common, for contiguous pairs as well.
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In any case, the Ruth passage is unquestionably text-initial, and cannot be a
bridging mechanism, as is suspected of other occurrences of multiple VP1 clauses.53
And yet, not only do we have two TH clauses here, but they are also separated
from six other off-line clauses by only four main-line clauses. 1.6.1 introduces the journey
back to Bethlehem, and begins a new section; we can extend this opening section to the end
of verse five;54 this gives us an opening section of 16 clauses. The ratio of main-line clauses
to off-line clauses in "Column A" of this opening section of Ruth is 1 : 1 — the ratio for the
remainder of the text is roughly 15 : 2. This opening section clearly does not reflect the
standard pattern of clause distribution for Narrative History.
Yet, on a larger scale, this is fairly normal; story-telling usually starts from
nothing, and the most basic information must be given at the outset, in order that the
hearer/reader can make sense of the text. All but the very shortest of our sample texts have
had a sort of "setting the stage" section at their beginning.55
3.2,2. 1.6.1-19.1.
The next section — the return to Bethlehem — begins with four main-line clauses,
interspersed by three subordinated clauses (1.6.1-7.4), and it is followed by a sequence of 58
clauses, broken in three places by 31 clauses of Reported Speech, and broken again by an
off-line clause (1.14.5), and by one subordinated clause (1.18.2).
A more detailed look shows the introductory section (1.6.1-7.4) to be followed by
the first Reported Speech (Naomi advising her daughters-in-law to return to their own culture
53 I did find, however, one other feature of these clauses which is of interest: in several of
the clause pairs I have examined, the first provides general background information,
which the second narrows into a specific context (often with a temporal function; cf. I
Kgs 17.12) — these two clauses are a text-book case of this pattern. How frequently
this is the case, however, I cannot yet say. This feature, however, strengthens the case
for reading these as inseparable pairs.
54 1.5.2 — the conclusion of the "death" motif, the first motif of the story.
55 Ju 2.4.1: . . . TXVT 1212 TH; Lev 14.2.1: . . . min ITTin HKT; etc.; the
Jephthah story, on the other hand, does not have a syntactically marked "stage," but
nevertheless begins with one — see commentary above on Judges 10.6.1-5.
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and families, 1.8.1-9.2). Three more main-line clauses follow this (the reaction of the
daughters-in-law, 1.9.3-5), and two speech sections (their intention to accompany Naomi,
1.10.1-3, and Naomi's response, 1.11.1-13.6). Another set of four56 main-line clauses (Orpah's
decision to leave Naomi, 1.14.1-4 [or 1.14.1-3]) comes to an end with a Suffix clause: mil
P13 ri|53*l, "and [but] Ruth clung to her" (1.14.5). This off-line clause marks the peak, in my
opinion, of this first episode; either the clause itself is the peak, or it signals that the
following interchange between Naomi and Ruth (two speech sections, 1.15.1-3, Naomi
reiterating her advice that Ruth leave her, and Ruth's refusal, 1.16.1-17.6) is the peak — this
latter is the more likely, I believe.57 The remainder of the episode contains three main-line
clauses, broken by one subordinated clause, which describe the journey itself (1.18.1-19.1,
1.18.2 being the subordinated clause).
The string of main-line clauses, in addition to being interrupted by Reported
Speech and a subordinated clause, is broken by a second off-line clause. The first off-line
clause, the peak-marking 1.14.5, occurred within the text; the second occurs as the initial
boundary of the following section (1.19.2).58
Thus the first episode is bounded, initially and terminally, by strings of main-line
clauses interrupted by subordination, initially by a clear topic shift, and terminally by the
off-line clause marking the initial boundary of the following section. The peak is marked by
a Suffix clause.
3.2,3. 1.19.2-22.3.
This episode, dealing with the arrival of the two women in Bethlehem, begins with
the aforementioned off-line clause: Ofl1? ITS TH, "As they entered Bethlehem,"
56 Or three, if one does not accept the reintroduction from the LXX of 1.14.4 — 3ETTI
WtN — whose omission by haplography is easily explained on the basis of 14.3 —
nnian1? Hinj? j5tPfTI — and whose sense and syntax fit easily into the text.
57 I have not come across any obvious Narrative History peaks encoded as off-line clauses;
these latter generally serve to point to something else.
58 See below.
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1.19.2. This is a short episode; after the initial clause, there are one main-line clause (1.19.3),
two speech sections (1.19.4-5, and 1.20.1-21.5 — Naomi's interchange with the women of
Bethlehem59), another, single main-line clause, and the terminal boundary. The terminal
boundary is marked by two off-line clauses (a verbless clause [1.22.2], and a Suffix clause
[1.22.3]). The final three clauses summarize the return to Bethlehem, and the last, in addition,
points forward toward the next section by indicating that they returned "at the beginning of
the barley harvest."
3.2.4. 2.1.1-17.3.
This next section of the text likewise has a syntactically marked boundary of two
clauses, which, when taken alongside the previous two clauses, form one of the most
significant "hinges" in the story. No other boundary in Ruth (apart from the opening of the
book as a whole) is marked by so many off-line clauses.
These boundary clauses introduce the other main participant of the story, Boaz.
The episode is composed of 15 main-line clauses, with 12 Reported Speech sections (in five
groups), two subordinated clauses, and one off-line clause.
This episode contains a great deal of Reported Speech material, maintaining the
tension created in the main-line clauses (and, of course, contributing to it through the speech
contents themselves) through this section and into the next. This gets underway immediately,
with two short speech sections on the subject of Ruth going out to glean (2.2.1-4, and 2.2.6-5);
it is followed by a section of non-Speech clauses reporting her finding a place to glean.
Here, we have four main-line clauses (2.3.1-4), followed by a subordinated clause (2.3.5),
which in turn is followed by a Suffix clause beginning with rtiiTI (2.4.1). This Him + Suffix
59 The function of this section of Reported Speech is to carry the tension of the
"widowhood" (with all its attendant insecurities in that culture) section into the following
section, where Ruth meets Boaz — this is no joyous homecoming, but a retreat toward
at least marginal security.
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clause identifies the peak of this episode.60
It is followed by three speech sections (2.4.2-3, 2.4.4-5, and 2.5.1-2), one main-line
clause (2.5.3), and two more, longish speech sections (2.6.2-7.6, and 2.8.1-9.8) — these cover
Boaz' exchange of greetings with his workers, his question to his foreman about Ruth, the
foreman's response, and Boaz' first words to Ruth. Ruth's response contains two main-line
clauses and one speech (2.10.1-2, and 2.10.3-5).
Boaz addresses himself again to Ruth (one main-line clause [2.11.1] and a Reported
Speech section [2.11.2-12.3]); this is followed by two more speech sections (Ruth's gratitude to
Boaz [2.13.1-4], and Boaz' invitation to the meal [2.14.1-4]). A series of six main-line clauses
(2.14.5-15.1) describes Ruth's meal.
The episode comes to an end with a speech section (Boaz' instructions to his young
men, 2.15.2-16.4), two main-line clauses and a single subordinated clause (2.17.1-2, and 2.17.3
— which describe Ruth's gleaning). The terminal boundary is marked by a TH clause,61
indicating the measure of her gleaning OHJrty HS'NJ TH, "And there was about an ephah of
barley" (2.17.4).
3.2.5. 2.17.4-3.7.7.
The initial boundary of this episode is not syntactically marked, but rather is
identifiable on the basis of the previous clause, and on the basis of the topic shift from
"gleaning" to "returning home." The episode contains 17 main-line clauses, eight speech
60 This claim is likely to be met with some scepticism. However, the clause marking the
peak is not to be equated with the peak itself (the meeting of Boaz and Ruth), which
follows, and is expounded in conversation. That this comes so early in the episode is no
less understandable: this is a peak without complete resolution, and the tension thereof
is carried through the remainder of the story, and is built upon, until the main peak of
the episode is reached (the agreement at the city gate between Boaz and the "go'el").
61 A cursory glance at Judges 1-3, 6-8, and the Jephthah story, however — some 25
occurrences — shows an overwhelming preference for episode initial distribution. This
is no guarantee that TH must occur as an episode-initial marker, as opposed to an
episode-terminal marker, but it does indicate a very strong predisposition toward this
function.
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sections (in three blocks), and four subordinated clauses.
The first seven clauses contain five main-line clauses, broken by two subordinated
clauses; these describe Ruth's return home to her mother-in-law. Naomi questions her about
her day (Reported Speech — 2.19.1-4); Ruth's response is introduced by a single main-line
clause, with a single subordinated clause (2.19.5-6), then the speech formula; the five speech
sections which follow (2.19.7-9; 2.20.1-3; 2.20.4-6; 2.21.1-7; and 2.22.1-4) recount Ruth's day,
and Naomi's amazement. Then follow two main-line clauses describing Ruth's gleaning
throughout the harvest, and then two speech sections where Naomi instructs Ruth on the right
way to approach Boaz (2.23.1-2; 3.1.1-4.8; and 3.5.1-3).
3.6.1-7.8 contain nine main-line clauses, and one subordinated clause, and describe
Ruth's actions in fulfilling her mother-in-law's instructions. The end of the episode is marked
once again by the following episode-initial TH clause.
There appears to be no syntactic marking of the peak in this episode, unless we
consider the repeated speech formula without change of speaker, in 2.20.4, to be performing
this function.62 Some would make an episode division at 3.1.1, due to the semantic content,
and due to the fact that the preceding two verses summarize an elapsed period of time. I am
not averse to this; the preponderant majority of texts which I have so far examined mark
episode boundaries, etc., syntactically, but not all. It must be pointed out, however, that the
lack of syntactic marking does indicate that the break, if any, is fairly understated.
3.2.6. 3.8.1-3.18.6.
This episode, introduced by another TH clause, deals with the night-scene at the
threshing floor, and Ruth's return afterward to her mother-in-law. After the opening,
temporal, clause, we find two main-line clauses, then a verbless clause with a participle,
62 This would appear to be the logical peak of the episode, as well.
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introduced by Him. This, I would say, marks the peak event63 of the episode.
This is followed by a conversation between Ruth and Boaz (three sections: 3.9.1-2;
3.9.3-6; and 3.10.1-13.9), concerning her redemption; this is followed by two main-line clauses
and a subordinated clause, and two Reported Speech instructions to Ruth about her return
home (3.14.1-2; 3.14.3; and 3.14.4-15.4, both by Boaz). This is followed by Ruth's return, and
report, to Naomi (five main-line clauses [3.15.5-16.1], and three speech sections, the middle
one of which is introduced with a main-line clause + subordinated clause + speech formula
[3.16.2-3; 3.17.1-4; and 3.18.1-6]). The terminal boundary is once again indicated by the
initial-boundary-marking devices of the next episode.
3.2.7. 4.1.1-4.13.1.
The initial boundary here is marked by a Suffix clause. The episode contains seven
main-line clauses, interrupted by nine Reported Speech sections, five off-line clauses, and two
subordinated clauses.
The Suffix clause is followed by a single main-line clause (4.1.2), then a verbless
clause with participle (which is introduced by nam — 4.1.3), a subordinated clause (4.1.4),
and a speech section (4.1.5-7). The action continues with three main-line clauses, a speech
section, and another main-line clause (4.1.8-2.1; 4.2.2-3; and 4.2.4). The participants are all
now present at the city gate: Boaz, the "go'el," and the ten elders of the city.
I do not find it surprising that a clause which I have consistently considered to be a
peak-marking device (the rum + ptc, verbless clause — 4.1.3) is found so early in this
episode. Firstly, we have seen it used fairly early on other occasions (see commentary above);
and secondly, this is the Peak Episode of the entire story. If we propose that this clause-type
serves to mark the opening of the peak scene, then we can find ample logic for its use where
63 Rather, it marks the start of the peak event.
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we have found it.64 Here, there is little need to preface the peak event of this scene with
information — all the necessary details have already surfaced in the earlier parts of the story.
Then follow four Reported Speech sections alternating between Boaz and the "go'el,"
fine-tuning the details of the redemption of Naomi, and of Ruth (4.3.1-4.10; 4.4.11-12; 4.5.1-2;
and 4.6.1-6). The next four clauses are intriguing: a verbless clause (4.7.1); two verb-initial
Suffix clauses (4.7.2-3); and another verbless clause (4.7.4, a resume of the first).65 These
clauses occur at the precise instant where Boaz will receive the right of redemption.
The mechanisms of peak-marking devices are language specific, as we have noted
before. The language may have a preference for saturating the text with verbs (thus
increasing the speed of the events), or with adverbials (thus increasing the detail of the
events); it may work to slow down the forward march of events, giving a kind of
"slow-motion" effect to the text. Classical Hebrew appears to have a preference for the
latter. Texts marked clearly for peak events show the tendency to interrupt the flow of
events, just at the point where the tension is at its peak. It is not surprising to me, therefore,
that we find this set of four clauses where we do.
The question of its integrity in the text, could be argued either direction, in my
opinion, without impact on our assessment of this section's macro-syntactic function. If it is
intrusive, it was added in such a way as to serve the purposes of the text admirably well; if it
is part of the original story, its contribution is the same. The question will have to be
addressed without reference to its having "broken up the flow of the text," for that is what it
would have been intended to do, whether as an original part, or as an added part, of the text.
The speech of the "go'el" resumes (4.8.1-2), and he performs the gesture mentioned
in verse 7 (4.8.3). The story continues with two speech sections (Boaz addresses the witnesses
64 In 2.4.1, it begins the scene of Ruth's first encounter with Boaz. In 3.8.1, it begins the
scene of Ruth's second [recorded] encounter with Boaz. Both of these scenes are the keys
to the building up toward this, the final, key scene.
65 On the question of whether or not the vocabulary in this verse indicates a late origin, see
Campbell, p. 148. On the question of whether or not this verse is intrusive — a later
addition which does not blend well into the surrounding material — see my own notes
below.
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[4.9.1-10.3], and the witnesses respond [4.11.1-12.3]); the latter of these two is introduced by a
speech formula containing a subordinated clause. The episode concludes with a single,
main-line clause (niTDN rip'), "And Boaz took Ruth" [4.13.1]), and a Vim clause ("and
she became his wife" [4.13.2]).
3.2.8. 4.13.2-17.4.
What follows now in the text is a pair of what may be called "post-peak episodes"66
(4.13.2-16.2, and 4.16.3-17.4), whose role is to unravel the tension of the story; they perform
the function of a denouement. The first has no marked initial boundary, but is identifiable
on the basis of the preceding Tim clause, and on the basis of a topic-shift, from the
marriage, to the marriage bed. The second follows another Tin) clause (terminating the first
alleged post-peak episode), in which Naomi becomes nurse to her grandson. While both do
contain speech sections, they contain a lesser proportion to narrative than we have seen in the
major episodes of the story; nor is this surprising if we maintain our hypothesis that
conversational material in Hebrew is intended to maintain or strengthen tension in the text —
the opposite effect of what is desired here.
In the first of these alleged episodes, we find three main-line clauses, then a speech
of blessing on Naomi by the townswomen; this is followed by two main-line clauses, in which
Naomi takes up the child (4.13.2; 4.13.3-5; 4.14.1-15.4; and 4.16.1-2), and is concluded by the
"Naomi as nurse" Tim clause (4.16.3).
The second of these contains a speech section, and another main-line clause, and
concludes with a verbless clause (4.17.1-2; 4.17.3; and 4.17.4 — these acclaim Naomi, name
the child, and indicate his significance in history).
We must ask the question, however, whether DTI clauses which translate into
English as "become" clauses have different macro-syntactic significance. I have strong doubts
about this, for the real question seems to have more to do with the semantic domains of the
66 We need to examine the option that these are not actually separate episodes; this question
will be addressed in depth after the present hypothesis has been commented on.
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English words "be" and "become" than with the function of the Hebrew clause-type(s).
Nevertheless, the question presents itself, and the more so here because the semantic content
of the passages in which they are found does not admit altogether readily to their
identification as episode-boundary features. In 4.13.1-3 OPTim // niTflN tj?3 Pip"!
iT^N JO'I // HD'NP, "And Boaz took Ruth, and she became his wife, and he went in to her,
. . . "), for example, the clauses all deal with the same subject, and flow on from one to
another without looking much like a break of any sort.
And in 4.16.1-17.1 OUN-ipm // toon1? V?-7ini // npTD nntfrn // nVrrnN npm
. . . "ION1? CC nU3ETl Y?, "And Naomi took the child, and laid him in her lap, and
became to him a nurse; and the neighbour women gave him a name, saying, . . . ), the same
thing is the case, although the case becomes stronger here for assigning the Tim clause the
role of episode-terminal boundary indicator.
3.2.9 4.18.1-22.2.
The remaining ten clauses do not require much comment. They conclude the book,
as is obvious; they are not of what we now recognize as the Narrative History text-type.
They are introduced by a single verbless clause (4.18.1), which also ties the section (loosely) to
the preceding material (by mention of the name 'Perez', also found in 4.12.1).
3.3. Ruth — the Reported Speech material.
In this section, I will examine the individual texts embedded, as Reported Speech,
into other clauses. I cannot hope to do this justice — each text deserves, if not requires, the
same kind of attention we have paid to the other portions of Ruth examined above, and both
time and space impose rather strict demands. Therefore the scope of the following analyses
will be restricted to 1) identification of text-type(s) involved in each text, and 2) comment on
internal structure, where this is possible without undue slowing of our momentum through the
text.
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We will progress through Ruth from start to finish,67 and will comment on every
speech unit, even if only to remark on why we cannot pursue analysis of it at this point.
Those sections where analysis is limited by the size of the text, or where the text admits no
description without a far greater commitment of energy, will be relegated to foonotes.68 I
will not hesitate in this section to be succinct in, and to forego justification of, my analyses of
these texts, once the reader has had occasion to understand my approach to the data.
In each case, clause counts of the texts will include the speech formula.
3.3.1. 1.8.1-9.2.
Naomi's advice to her daughters-in-law to return to their homes. This is a text of
seven clauses:
1 Speech Formula 1.8.1
3 Imperative 1.8.2-3, 1.9.2
2 Jussive 1.8.4, 1.9.1
1 Subordinated [Suffix] 1.8.5
1.8.1-9.2:




-TDItt DTCrrCJ? CITE?J? 1E?K3
S31? nrr irr 9.1
ntp-x no n&'N nrruo 2
As can be seen from the clause-types, this text is readily identifiable as an Hortatory text.
67 Though it is strongly tempting to analyse these texts by grouping them first according to
text-type, this approach, and its attendant benefits, must await a less restricted study.
68 Eleven such sections will be addressed only in footnotes.
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We can propose another Hortatory text embedded in the first (1.8.4-9.1) — a blessing, as
there is a shift to third person — bracketed by the two, and one, imperative clauses.69
3.3.2. 1.11.1-13.6.70
This text allows us much more freedom to explore. It contains 18 clauses — a
speech formula, and an embedded text of 17 clauses: the last eleven of these are
subordinated — we will outline this section more fully below; the first six contain:
3 Imperative clauses 1.11.2, 1.12.1-2
1 Prefix (question) 1.11.3
1 Verbless (question) 1.11.4
i wc + Suffix < rrn 1.11.5
followed by a subordinated clause (1.12.3), into which the remaining material in this Reported




*ap naaVn na? 3
*PD2 D':a P-npn 4
D'D'JN1? C31? VTTI 5
tup rupff 12.1
•p1? 2
69 As we have intimated while working on Judges 10.6.1-12.7.3, we are adopting Longacre's
proposed verb-rank "clines" for Narrative Predictive (see his Joseph, p. 107, or my text,
above) and Hortatory (ibid., p. 121, or above)
70 [1.10.1-3] This unit is composed of a speech formula, and a subordinated clause for which
we must supply an ellipsis: "pP7 P1BU *3 PpTUIONfn. We can offer no
further comment on this regarding text-type — its subordinating conjunction enforces a
non-initial verb form, so we cannot know its true text-type. As it is in response to
Naomi's advice, and as the verb is a Prefix form, we may guess it to be from the
Narrative Predictive text-type (allowing for the fact that the context, and the content,
would suggest that this response would be " + Agent Orientation").
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trx1? rrrna -rapt "3 3
"max '3 4
npn P-et 5
trxP rfrPn vm c: 6
C'33 'pnb* C31 7
nnstrn inPn 13.1
p-tr ntfx 15? 2
trx"? nrn -rips'? mwn pPn 3
T133 Px 4
D3D nxa -P-ie-a 5
mrr-T "3 nxr-*3 6
The structure and the text-types involved are complex. It is clear that there is a break at
1.12.3, at the subordinating conjunction; the section preceding the subordination is clearly
another Hortatory text, with another embedded text within it (the embedded material being a
sort of sub-text within the paragraph, bracketed by the repeated TU3 "333* clauses). We
will not concern ourselves here with this text, due to the difficulties of sifting through the
implications of the questions. (The second and third clause, being a Verbless clause and a
"wc + Suffix < ITn" clause, point us in the direction of an Expository/"What-it-will-be"
text-type).
The remaining section (1.12.3-13.6) likewise leaves us few clues to text-types. The
subordinating conjunctions, adverbials, and question formats make identification of text-types
nearly impossible (we can identify 1.12.5, of course, as belonging to one of the Expository
text-types, but this is hardly an improvement.) On the other hand, we can explore the
internal structure of this section with greater more success. We can assign the two questions,
and their intervening subordinated clause (1.13.1-3) to a single subsection; and I propose that
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the . . . -mat* "3 of 1.12.4-7, which immediately precedes it, is a sort of protasis, to those
questions. The questions are answered by the speaker (they are obviously rhetorical) in the
negative, and reasons are given (1.13.4-6).
3.3.3. 1.15.1-3.
A simple speech formula introduces this unit of two clauses: the first clause (a
Suffix clause) is introduced by 131; the second is an Imperative clause.
This is an Hortatory text, where the reason for the command is given; this arrangement is
called by Longacre an Hortatory Reason Paragraph.71
3.3.4, 1.16.1-17.6
This masterful section, introduced by a simple speech formula, contains 13 clauses,
only one of which — a negated Imperative clause (1.16.2), occurring first in the sequence of
Reported Speech clauses — does not occur as subordinated text. The subordinated clauses
(1.16.3-1.17.6) include 8 Prefix clauses, broken by:
1.15.1-3:
10X11 15.1










-pnxo mtr1? -pn?i -a-THflrrVx 2
71 See Joseph, p. 92, also pp. 125, et passim.
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-f?K ++++++ '3 3
+++ P?n W'JN +++ 4
"|PX ++++++ 5




+++ "man -uPxa +++ 2
"npX DEh 3
P mrr ntpp" na 4
cp' nai 5
"p'ai *n t-is- man -a 6
The same configuration prevails here as in the last unit analysed: this is another Hortatory
Reason Paragraph. The reason in this case is an extended list of Narrative Predictive clauses,
many of which arc paired by subordination. A particularly daring streak in me prompts me
to propose that two of the Verbless clauses (1.16.7-8) are peak-markers. This, of course, is
highly speculative, as we cannot be certain of the nature of the text for which we are
proposing the peak.
The text concludes with an oath (1.17.4-6 — the oath formula itself [a Prefix clause, and
Verbless clause w/ Participle], and the restriction [a subordinated Prefix clause]).
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3.3.6. 1,20.1-21.5.72
The contents of this section are:
1 Speech formula
2 Non-subordinated Suffix cl.












■ind "P 'iff nan -a
-naPPi nxba ':x
nrr "ja-tfpt npm











The first two clauses are clearly Hortatory; the remainder is less easy to place. This is poetic
in style, and we have very little to go on in terms of studies of syntax in poetry.73
3.3.7. 2.2.1-4.
This unit comprises four clauses; the speech formula contains one, the remainder are
72 [1.19.4-5.] This is a very brief speech section, contain only three words: a speech formula,
and a two-word Verbless clause in question format PajJJ nXlTPl PI3"iaNni], It is a
non-rhetorical "yes-or-no" question, which allows us to speculate on the kind of form it
would take if it were not a question; it is tempting to assign the speech text to an
Expository text-type.
73 My feeling is that poetic concerns displace text-type features sufficiently that text-type
identification of highly poetic passages is nearly impossible, or at best, irrelevant. Dr
Longacre tells me (personal communication, 1992) that very little application of his
theory and methodology to poetic texts has been made to date.
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2 Cohortative clauses, and one Prefix clause (2.2.4, embedded by subordination). The text
clearly Hortatory.
2.2.1-4:
'SJJrVX !T3N1Dn nil TQNm 2.2.1
rntm NrroVx 2
irVatfa ntapVNi 3
rrpa irrxxaN new TIN 4
3.3.8. 2.4,2-3.74




Although the embedded text contains Verbless clause, it is Hortatory (it contains a blessing,
not a command) rather than Expository. Here is a case where semantics, rather than
macro-syntax, identifies for us a text's type. Evaluation by one means rarely excludes the
other.
3.3.9. 2.5.1-2.75
This unit contains 1 speech formula clause, and one Verbless clause (a question).
2.5.1-2:
nnsprrVj? aain rwV ij?a man 5.1
74 [2.2.5-6] This unit contains 1 speech formula clause, and one Hortatory (Imperative)
clause: TO TV nV TOXm.
75 [2.4.4-5] This unit contains 1 speech formula clause, and one Jussive clause. The latter is
an Hortatory text. [HUT -p-O' V? USX"!]
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riNtn man 'a1? 2
76This embedded text is Expository.
3.3.10. 2.6.1-7.6.
This speech unit contains 9 clauses:
2 Speech formula cl. 2.6.1-2
(both wc + Prefix)
3 wc + Prefix 2.7.1 (a speech formula, introducing the
next two, embedded clauses), 2.7.4-5
1 Verbless clause 2.6.3
1 Cohortative 2.7.2
1 wc + Suffix 2.7.3
and the final, "badly disrupted,"77 clause, whose precise syntax will, unfortunately, very likely
remain a mystery.
2.6.1-7.6:
astn -ipn tn 6.1
2
bnib n&'B natfn N-n iraNia mja 3
iat<m 7.1
2
ansipn tin D'napa visoni 3
Niarn 4
nnjrijn -pan tnb napm 5
-njn, cf. lxx> aj?a rran nm&' nt 6
<aj?a maa nnacrN1? nnp
76 The question is not rhetorical, which simplifies understanding its purpose, and enables us
to determine more easily its nature.
77 Campbell, p. 96.
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This is the first instance in Ruth of a coordinated speech introduction; I will leave others to
comment on that fact, however.78
Despite the great variety of clause-types, and the textual difficulties with the final
verse,79 this text is fairly easy to sort out. We take our clue from the 3 wc + Prefix clauses;
these, and the semantic content, secure the identification of this text as an embedded
Narrative History text. The first of these clauses is another speech formula, which introduces
an embedded Hortatory text (2.7.2-3). The first and last clauses in the embedded Narrative
History text look very like the sorts of things we have begun to expect at the initial, and
terminal, boundaries of Narrative History texts.80
3.3.11. 2.8.1-9.8.
This speech section contains 13 clauses:
1 Speech formula clause
5 Prefix clauses












78 The exhaustive treatise of Meier (Speaking of Speaking: Marking Direct Discourse in the
Hebrew Bible) is the best starting place for a fuller treatment of this phenomenon.
Although he does not devote a specific section to the question of multiple-clause
introductions to Reported Speech, he makes several comments on sections containing such
speech formulae.
79 see Campbell, pp. 94ff.
80 Both the difficult MT reading (in essence, a Verbless clause with a substantival
Infinitive), and the apparently derivative LXX reading (a negated Suffix clause), could
fit easily into the role expected of a terminal clause.
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tin !tw3 13[51?'? 3
rms Tnpn n't am 4








dtjtth 1"qnd" "l&'ns 8
This, too, looks more confusing than it is. The questions (2.8.2, and 2.9.4) are difficult, but
do not impede us from analysis of the rest of the text. 2.8.3-9.2 are clearly Hortatory clauses;
2.9.3 and 2.9.5-8 are clearly Procedural/Instructional. Both units conclude with a subordinated
clause.
3.3.12. 2.11.1-12.3:81
This text begins with a two-clause introductory speech formula; it continues with:
4 Suffix clauses 2.11.7 (negated); 2.11.3-4, 2.12.3
2 wc + Prefix 2.11.5-6




81 [2.10.3-5] This unit is comprised of 3 clauses ("3JN1 liTSn1? "pT3 "p TlNSD J?HD
!T"133): a speech formula; a Suffix clause (a question); and a Verbless clause. Once
again, we have a non-rhetorical question, which — in combination with the Verbless
clause permits us to determine this as an embedded Expository text.
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,1? nan nan 3
*nx imarrnN rrfrjrntfN 4
Tbtn no
im^ia pxi -px-i -px own 5
dj?PX o'jm 6
"?Ofl npn'-K1? nD'N 7
pps rrrr oP" 12.1
nrr cj?a ruPtr irnatya -nm 2
Vtotr ti^N
rfljrjrm man1? nxa-nffN 3
This is the second instance of a coordinated speech formula.
The assignment of a text type to the first clause in the embedded speech unit will
remain difficult, as there is no context in which to set it, which would have aided in
identifying its text-type. The next four, however, (2.11.4-7) are clearly Narrative History
(note once again the concluding subordinate clause); the following three clauses (2.12.1-3) are
another blessing text (Hortatory, with a yet another concluding subordinate clause).
3.3.13. 2,13.1-5.
This speech unit contains a simple speech formula, and 4 other clauses — 2 Suffix





innsc' PPj? man 01 4
■ymsc? nriKs nvik k1? *22x1 5
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This text appears to parallel that on which we commented briefly in §3.3.15 — the first
section remarks on the unexpected kindness of Boaz (which in this text is followed by two
subordinated clauses); the second is a statement of identity ("foreigner" [2.10.5], and "not even
like one of your maidservants" [2.13.5]). The text-type of these two units is nevertheless
difficult to ascertain.
3.3.14, 2.14,1-4.
This speech unit contains a speech formula, and 1 Imperative clause, followed by 2
wc + Suffix clauses.
2.14.1-4:
Isxn npi tps nl -ioni 14.1
oln *e)3 2
cnlrrp nlsxi 3
pens -]ns nisei 4
The embedded text appears to be a command, and its result; this may fall under the category
of Hortatory, pure and simple, or it may be a combined Hortatory and Narrative Predictive
paragraph.
3.3.15. 2.15.2-16.4.
The unit contains 1 speech formula clause, and:
4 Prefix clauses 2.15.4, 2.16.4 (negated); and 2.15.3, 2.16.1
2 wc + Suffix clauses 2.16.2-3
2.15.2-16.4:
tcnI mp-nx tps in 15.2
Upln D'TOpl ts CD 3
nio-lsn Nil 4
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The embedded text appears to be a solid stretch of Procedural/Instructional material, much of
it in secondary (off-line) forms due to negation, or fronting of emphasized clausal elements.
The repetition of 02 at 2.15.3 and 2.16.1 may indicate the onset of paragraphs;82 this suggests
two units — 2.15.3-4, and 2.16.1-4 — both of which are terminated with negated clauses.
The reality of these units is confirmed by a shift from forbidding the workers to harass Ruth,
to requiring them to be intentionally generous with the grain left for her.
3.3.16. 2.19.5-9.83
The response to Naomi's questions comes in the form of a Narrative History text,
and of a Reported Speech section. We can see the former as part of a composite
introductory speech formula. The remaining clauses are two: a Verbless clause, and a
subordinated Suffix clause. The speech text is Expository.
2.19.5-9:
nmorf? 12m 19.5
ioj? nnfrjr-itfN nx 6
-icNm 7
Tjp ++++++ trxn cc 8
+++ orn lap ic'n +++ 9
82 A less frequently employed macro-syntactic option.
83 [2.19.1-4] The unit consists of 1 speech formula, 2 Suffix clauses (in question format), and
1 Jussive (blessing) clause. We cannot comment any further at this point, as the
difficulties of question te xts, and of Suffix clauses unaccompanied by contextual material
to help with identification, preclude greater precision, [rupl HS'X nniDTI Hi "CNCT
11-12 "|T3D TT nttf H2N1 DT7I]
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3.3.17. 2.20.1-3.
The following text is composed of a simple speech formula, a Verbless clause, and
a subordinated negated Suffix clause.
2.20.1-3:
nnVa1? 'as?: naxm 20.1
mrr1? xin -jro 2
D'nrrnx nan arp-x1? -®?x 3
D'narrnxi
This embedded text can be described as an Hortatory unit, despite its similarity of
clause-types to the preceding text; the Verbless clause, in this case, presupposes a Jussive
form of rrn.
3.3.18. 2.20,4-6.
This unit consists of 1 speech formula, and 2 Verbless clauses. The embedded text
is Expository.
2.20.4-6:
'ap: n? loxni 20.4




1 Speech formula clause
2 Suffix clauses
2 Verbless clauses
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2.21.1
2.21.3 (subordinated), 2.21.6
2.21.5, 2.21.7 (both subordinated)
1 Prefix clause 2.21.4
2.21.1-7:
rraxian nn naxm 21.1




TXpn-Pa nx lPrrax -11? 6
-p-nrx 7
The rather disjointed embedded text commences with an elliptical (or rather, defective) clause
(does this reflect excited speech?), to which is subordinated a speech formula; the remainder
amounts to an embedded Procedural/Instructional or Hortatory text, with an appended
temporal clause.
3.3.20. 2.22.1-4,
This section contains four clauses, in order: 1, speech formula; 1 Verbless clause;
and 2 Prefix clauses (1, negated).
2.22.1-4:
nrfra nrrPx -aj?: *iaxm 22.1
vo ait: 2
vnr"Nan -a 3
fix "p-ims' xPi 4
The embedded text in this unit is Expository, with the reason for the Expository statement
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being expounded by an embedded (by subordination) Narrative Predictive text.
3.1.1-4.8.
This unit contains 19 clauses:
1 Speech formula 3.1.1
8 wc + Suffix clauses 3.3.1-4, 3.4.2, 3.4.4-6
6 Prefix 3.1.2-3, 3.3.5 (both negated); 3.4.3, 3.4.7-8
2 Verbless 3.2.1 (a negated questinon), 3.2.3 (w/ H3H + Ptc)
1 Suffix < rrn (subordinated) 3.2.2
1 Prefix < rrn (negated) 3.3.5
3.1.1-4.8:
nnian -aw n"? naxm 3.1.1
maa -fr-crpax x^n via 2
pp-ata" ntfx 3
lanjna ?j?a xPn nnjn 2.1
rrrnpa-nx rrn ib>x 2
nPPn omrfen pa-nx rnt xrrnan 3
rami 3.1
naoi 2
ppp <t;Pbb?> "inVotP nacn 3
pan <'p rrm» vrrri 4






<'p naaEh> viaaan 6
■f? T3" xmi 7
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VCpn ib'x nx 8
The first two clauses are again difficult, due to the "question question"; we will leave them
— they appear, in any case, to be introductory to the remainder of Naomi's speech. The two
Verbless clauses, and their intervening subordinated iTH clause, provide the setting for the
following Procedural/Instructional text (3.3.1-4.6); this text is divided into two episodes, the
first terminating with a negated Prefix clause, the second beginning with a Prefix clause <
rrn. The subordinated clause may introduce the peak. The final two clauses are Narrative
Predictive (3.4.7-8).
3.3.22. 3.9.3-6 84
This speech section is composed of a speech formula clause, 2 Verbless clauses (1,
subordinated), and 1 wc + Suffix clause.
3.9.3-6:
TOXm 9.3
inox nn \MX 4
inaX-"7j? ntmsi 5
nnx "7X5 "a 6
The embedded text I would identify as Procedural/Instructional — or an Expository unit and
a Procedural/Instructional unit. The former explanation considers the Verbless clause at the
commencement of the speech unit to be a background "setting" for the Instruction section; the
latter explanation sees the two sections as more on an equal footing, or even that the first is
84 [3.5.1-3] This unit, composed of a speech formula clause, and 2 Prefix clauses (one of
which is subordinated), contains a Narrative Predictive text ["?3 H'^X TQXm
ncpx <,l?x> •naxmtfx].
[3.9.1-2] This unit contains 2 clauses: a speech formula, and a Verbless clause. The
embedded text (a question), appears to be Expository. [fiX-'D "TDX"!]
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of greater "weight" than the second. I lean slightly toward the latter explanation, but consider
the two sections more or less equal.
3.3.23. 3.10.1-13.9.





2 wc + Suffix
1 Suffix
1 Clause with BP
1 Elliptical clause (omitted
from the clause count)
3.10.1-13.9:
"OH 10.1
to mrr1? nx nana 2
-Tfro1? "pcrN-rrp "pnnNn iton fiatrn 3
TtftroNi "ttdk D'-iron 'tin rob
'tO'fTbN to nnpi 11.1
IbTPpx ++++++ 2
+++ '"lONn—IB'N ba +++ 3
'DP IPET'73 PIT '3 4
nx bri rtrx '3 5
[ . . . ] nnpi 12.1
D:DN o 2
'33N bN3 <del, cf Qere ON> '3 3
3.10.1
3.10.2 and 3.11.4 (w/ Ptc); 3.11.5, 3.12.2-3,
3.13.3, 3.13.8
3.11.1 (negated); 3.11.2-3, 3.13.4-6 (the last func¬
tioning as a Jussive)
3.13.1, 3.13.9
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The embedded text opens with an Hortatory Reason Paragraph (a blessing text — 3.10.2-3);
it is followed by another of the same, but this time the second part is expounded by a
Predictive text, rather than an historical one. This latter contains a reason for the reason, as
it were (two Verbless clauses).
The third section (a complex Hortatory text — 3.12.1-13.9) is divided from the second by
nnjtt, as was the second from the first. The initial clause of the third section is defective; an
Expository text is subordinated to it (3.12.2-4); this is followed by the body of the Hortatory
text, which itself has several layers of embedding.85 Suffice it to say that there is Predictive
material, and there is Hortatory material, as well as Expository material, in the interior of
clause, and a subordinated Suffix clause. There is no difficulty in identifying the embedded
text as Hortatory, on the basis of the single main clause.
85 I would risk going too far with this analysis, were I to attempt to describe closely each




This speech section consists of 3 clauses: the speech formula, a negated Jussive
3.14.4-5:




This unit comprises a speech formula, and 2 Imperative clauses separated by a







This section contains 6 clauses: 3 speech formula clauses, and 2 Suffix clauses (one
of which is subordinated), followed by a negated Prefix clause.
3.16.4-17.4:
n1?—i:m 16.4
trxn rfrrien -itrx-'ra nx 5
■exm 17.1
in: nVxn onpefrtw 2
86 [3.16.2-3] This section is identical in structure to 3.9.1-2 (see note above; the same
comments apply), apart from the vocative added to the end of the question.
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<,!?N> ION "3 3
irnan-^x op-i «Ni3frb>N 4
This composite speech formula is very similar to the one we saw at 2.19.5-7, which occurred
— like this one — in the context of Ruth recounting to Naomi an important encounter with
Boaz. The "past tense" parts of the embedded text hint at Narrative History, but the evidence
is not sufficient to secure an identification; the subordinated clause, however, is a speech
formula clause, and introduces an embedded Hortatory text.
;pi \\
3.3.27. 3.18.1-6.
The six clauses of this speech unit include:
1 Speech formula
1 Imperative clause











EiNI tastr Nl "3
DTI 1311 ll3-DN-'3
The text is an embedded Hortatory Reason Paragraph, the second half (3.18.5-6) being a
Predictive text with a temporal (Suffix) clause.
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3.3.28. 4.1.5-7.
This unit contains a speech formula clause, and two Imperative clauses; the






This unit contains 13 clauses:
1 Speech formula clause 4.3.1
4 Prefix 3.4.5 and 3.4.7 (subordinated; the latter is negated);
3.4.2, 3.4.8
3 Imperative 3.4.3-4, 3.4.5
2 Suffix 3.3.2, 3.4.1
2 Verbless 3.3.3, 3.4.10
1 Clause with TX 3.4.9
4.3.1-4.10:
-op: proa ++++++ man npbn
axis mfco i-Dtfn
+++ -perW? irnx1? -itrx +++
bxib nax'i 3.1
-max ":xi 4.1
naxb -ptx nbix 2
87 [4.2.2-3] This unit contains 2 clauses — a speech formula, and an Imperative clause [TaX'1
— its embedded text, like that in the previous one, is Hortatory.
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'aj? «jpt n^rn "in: nap 3
PwrroN 4
PXJ 5
<Px:n> Pxr nP-bni 6
*P nrri i
<p nmxi> jhni 8
PixnP pnVit i'x -3 9
-pnx "3jxi io
The embedded text contains a speech formula (4.4.1-2), which introduces an embedded
Hortatory text (4.4.3-10) — the latter part of this (4.4.8-10) is an amplification of 4.4.7; the
earlier section (4.3.2-4.2) does not define easily, though I take it to be a stage-setting device
for the Hortatory text which follows it.
3.3.30. 4.4.11-12.






This speech unit contains 5 clauses: a speech formula clause; 3 Prefix clauses (2, negated; 2,
subordinated); and 1 Imperative clause (3.6.5).
4.6.1-5:
PKn TD>n 6.1
88 [4.5.1-2] This section is composed of a speech formula and a Suffix clause. Identification
of the text-type of the embedded clause is not possible. [mEfH pnttp~DV2 TJJ3 "TOX"!
inPnrPp norm® n-pnP <nn-> Trap norrncrx rraxian nn nxoi 'op: to]
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'^ix:1? "?3ix x1? 2
-nVnrnx rrnffx-is :
Tfrxrnx nnx i^-^xa ^
VXaV "7J1X-X1? -a f
The embedded text is composite: the opening clause is Predictive, and is followed by a result
statement (Predictive?); the second section (4.6.4-5) is an Hortatory Reason Paragraph, the
second half being a summary of the first (Predictive) clause.
3.3.32. 4.9.1-10.3.89
There are 8 clauses in this unit; after a single clause speech formula, we find:
4 Verbless 4.9.4-5(subordinated); 4.9.2, 4.10.3
2 Suffix 4.9.3, 4.10.1
1 Prefix (negated) 4.10.2
4.9.1-10.3:
OPTT^! D'Jpt1? TJ?3 TBX'l 9.1
am cnx c-ti? 2
"BPJ "I'D nnn ++++++ TPJp '3
+++ "paW? mpx-^a-nx +++
irVa1? -id,x-'73 nxi +++
Tfrnai
ncx rraxan nn-nx am 10.1
cpn1? ntfxV "? -nap -pbna
narnatr
89 [4.8.1-2] This unit is composed of a speech formula and an Imperative clause — iaX'1
TPS'? PXST1; the embedded text is Hortatory.
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vnx apa rtarrvnr mr-xVi
IBpB -ip&'ei
2
avn anx am? 3
The embedded text is bracketed by two Verbless clauses (identical); these identify the
incorporating text as Expository; the material contained in the subordinated clauses is some
sort of historical/expository material.90
3.3.33. 4.11.1-12.3.
This speech section is introduced by a composite speech formula containing 2
clauses, and includes a further 8 clauses. These are: 2 each of subordinated Suffix clauses,
and Imperative clauses, and 1 each Verbless clause, Jussive clause, Prefix clause of DTI, and
Prefix clause.
3 Prefix clauses 4.11.4 (Jussive); 4.12.1 ( < HT1 ); 4.12.3




D'pm ++++++ njnPa max*! 11.1
+++ U?E)B~1E7X +++ 2
D'-IJ? 3
im-Vx nxan ntfxrrnx nrr irr 4
nx^ai Vrro
Vxntr rra-nx cn'nc ua -icx 5
90 This appears to be formal speech; we simply do not have enough data processed (or
perhaps, not enough data, full stop!) to be able to venture conclusions about its
text-linguistic features.
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nmsxa Vrrrfefln 6
onV n-aa Dtf-N-pi 7
jntrrp ++++++ ps rraa -pa th 12.1
+++ mirr1? *ien +++ 2
nwn rnprrp -fr mrr in- -i&'N 3
In response to Boaz' formal speech to them as witness of the transaction, the ten elders
respond with an Expository "we are witness," and continue on with a blessing of the couple;
this divides into two units (semantically, the first section dealing with Boaz, the second with
Ruth), which both conclude with subordinated clauses.
3.3.34. 4.14.1-15.4.
This section contains 8 clauses:
1 Speech formula 4.14.1
3 Suffix clauses (subordinated) 4.14.3 (negated); 4.15.2-3
2 Verbless 4.14.2, 4.15.4
1 wc + Suffix < nn 4.15.1
1 Prefix (possibly as jussive) 4.14.4
•ap-Vx D'tPn nnaxrn 14.1
4.14.1-15.4:
iTBT Ilia 2
nvn Vxa ~p rratprt x1? -icx 3
"rx-ipa iac? xipi 4
1natrnx "raP^i a'&'a1? "p rrm 15.1
im'r ++++++ irfta "a 2
+++ inanx—icrx +++ 3
n-:a npaca *p naia xrr-ffiix 4
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This embedded text is Hortatory (a blessing) — it has an historical section (4.15.2-4) giving
the reason for the praise.
3.3.35. 4.17.1-2.
The final Reported Speech section of the book is composed of two clauses — a
speech formula, and a Suffix clause. The embedded text does not admit to any more precise
description than "historical."
4.17.1-2:
ton1? off rnaatfn V? ruN-pm 17.1
'dsn1? p-n1?' 2
3.4. Summary and conclusions.
The conclusions we may draw from our examination of Reported Speech material in
Ruth, are hindered by three factors:
1) although we have, throughout this volume, cited the need to test our conclusions
against further data, here the need is the greater; in short, our data-sample has been
too small to make any but the most obvious, and the most tentative, observations, for
a variety of reasons — but here more than elsewhere we need to process more texts;
2) the first of these reasons for needing a larger data-base is that text-types within
Reported Speech material shift rapidly, and it is not common to find long stretches of
material in a single text-type — broadening our data-base would bring to us more
texts of a greater length, which are the better starting point for research than the
shorter ones;
and 3) the very fact that subordination (which is more common in Reported Speech
than in non-Reported Speech), specifically, — and embedding, more generally — by
reason of their cohesion with other units within their context, both limit the kinds of
clauses which can occur at the outset of any text unit in such a section, means that
we have a greater number of clauses than we would like whose surface structure
signals as to text-type have been obscured by later permutations.
On the other hand, however, we have had encouraging results as well. One of our
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working hypotheses91 was that the constituent structure of a text would be marked by
"divergences from the main-line form in all text-types," and that the "off-line marking of
constituent structure will be confirmed by other types of marking devices." Where the text
has been ample enough for us to examine both main-line and off-line clauses in a single
text-type, we have seen this hypothesis substantiated: Ruth 2.15.2 - 16.4 is a good example of
this, where syntactically marked divisions are confirmed by a shift in topical focus.
The data we have examined follow that pattern established for their individual
text-types; any disruptions of the expected pattern can be seen to be consistent with the
hypothesis that these were conditioned by syntactic relationships between the embedded
(Reported Speech) text, and the clause into which it is embedded.
We have seen in our examination of Ruth strongly consistent tendencies, both
within the book itself, and in comparison with other texts. In particular, the Narrative
History text-type and the Procedural/Instructional text-type — being the two text-types with
which the reader will now be most familiar — were shown to have consistent boundary,
main-line, and peak-marking features throughout the data, whether in simple narration, or in
Reported Speech. The treatment of Reported Speech in Ruth has shown that the kinds of
features observed in other texts examined occur as well when the material is conveyed as
Speech. I anticipate that this hypothesis will be found the more solidly substantiated the more
data is processed.
91 See §3.1.4.
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CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
1. Summary,
In this study, we have sampled five currently influential works on the text-linguistic
description of Classical Hebrew, a theoretical base and methodology for such description was
presented, and several texts were worked according to this theoretical model. Our goals have
been to underline the need in such undertakings for good theory and methodology, and for
clear and direct communication of findings.
To this end, in the first two chapters, we surveyed Niccacci's Syntax, Eskhult's
Studies, Andersen's Sentence, Khan's Studies, and Longacre's Joseph. Each of these
contributes to our growing understanding of text-level features in Classical Hebrew. Each of
them also fails to achieve our ideal standards of theoretical/methodological integrity, and/or
clarity of presentation.1 It is claimed 1) that the Hebrew language can be described elegantly
and helpfully at the level of "text"; and 2) that this cannot be accomplished if the researcher's
theoretical starting point does not allow for the possibility of a variety of text-types, or if the
write-up does not explain itself so that linguistically astute, but non-linguistically trained,
hebraists can both trace the procedures, and comprehend the results.
Of the five works we examined, it was claimed that Joseph offered the greatest
steps forward in the description of the language — i.e., its description of text-types by a
matrix with three distinctive parameters, and the description of each text-type in terms of its
own specific scale of clause-type distribution (which Longacre terms 'clines'); and since
Longacre doesn't offer much theoretical explanation, the third chapter attempted this task.
Since our space was limited, it was decided that we should focus on that portion of the
theoretical basis which would permit the reader quickest access to the most significant
contributions of Joseph; this has meant that we worked toward an understanding of certain
basic features of "tagmemics" which are particularly important for an understanding of the
1 With the exception of Khan, whose topic is so restricted, and is so alone in its class, that
its usefulness is limited, even if it is a model of scholarly work.
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matrix and the clines.
This presentation of the theoretical base also entailed discussing methological
principles, and in the end, led us to propose some working hypotheses with which we could
give the theoretical base a "road-test."
This road-test consisted in asking of several texts whether text-types and main-line
forms did in fact appear to be linked, and whether the patterns created by the alternation
between main-line and off-line forms coincided with other features to reveal the internal
structure of the texts. In addition, we looked at "Reported Speech" to determine, if possible,
whether this kind of text had the same text-type and cline characteristics as non-Reported
Speech. The final analysis attempted to step away from self-conscious theoretical
explanation, and to apply our theory and methodology, more freely, to a single, unified text.
Thus, the organisation of this volume is as follows:
Chapter One: Introduction, and Examination of Three Texts: Niccacci, Eskhult, and
Andersen;
Chapter Two: Examination of Khan and Longacre;
Chapter Three: A Summary Introduction of the Tagmemic Linguistic Model of Text
Analsyis, and Resultant Principles of Methodology, Including a Set of Working
Hypotheses with which to Test the Model;
Chapter Four: Analysis of Hebrew Texts — Taking Text Samples from Judges,
Leviticus, and Exodus;
Chapter Five: Analysis of More Texts — a Sample from Judges, and the Book of
Ruth;
Chapter Six: Summary, Conclusions, and Implications.
It is merely happenstance that the central chapter of this study focusses on theory
and methodology; yet it is nonetheless significant. In fact, we might loosely apply the term
'chiastic' to the structure of this work - the central chapter lays out for the reader the details
of the theory and methodology with which we will approach the data; those preceding it
examine modern works with reference to their theory and methodology (at a fairly basic
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level) — and, generally find them less than ideal; and those following it apply the proposed
theory and methodology to a set of biblical texts.
2. Conclusions.
In our survey of other works (Chs. 1 and 2), we found each of these to contain
solid contributions to our field of interest, but also to exhibit specific weaknesses. In
Niccacci and Eskhult, we found that the binary opposition between "Narrative," on the one
hand, and "Discourse," on the other, which both relied upon, was inadequate to describe what
is happening in Hebrew at the text level, particularly within their category of "Discourse." In
Andersen, the difficulty encountered was one of readability; simply, valuable data is obscured
by "jargon" and idiosyncratic abbreviations, to the extent that few hebraists really tackle the
work at all.
Khan's topic is very narrow, and therefore is limited in its applicability; yet it
stands out as a model of controlled, balanced scholarship; little can be said by way of
complaint about this work.
Longacre suffers somewhat from the same "jargonal" deficiencies as Andersen; this
is not simply a characteristic of this model of analysis, because Khan, for all his lucidity,
cites Longacre as one of his strongest influences — rather it is merely a feature of scientific
studies that 'process' is highlighted over communicability, with the result that some
obfuscation of the results is not uncommon. On the other hand, Longacre imports unique
insight to the treatment of Hebrew texts, and his contributions are extremely valuable.
I would like to stress here that Chapters One and Two are not simply introductory,
providing background for the study at hand, as do many first chapters in other dissertations -
the subjects of which chapters may seem roughly equivalent to those of my own; rather, these
chapters contribute a major part of the substance of this particular study. This dissertation is
an evaluation of theory and, more importantly, methodology, in a variety of text-linguistic
undertakings, and a recommendation for a particular theory and methodology for further
analysis of biblical Hebrew. Therefore, examination of these works is not merely required as
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a setting for my own project; it is my project.
Many authors give some attention to text-linguistic research without entering fully
into it, and many others supply confirmation of the reality of text-level features by
approaching texts from a completely different angle, yet arriving in the end at very similar
conclusions. And, as well, there are those authors who have consciously eschewed the realm
of text-linguistic description, even while acknowledging, on occasion, its value. Waltke and
O'Connor's Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax was singled out as a particularly
significant example of this, and addressed in an excursus; for though they process an
enormous amount of theoretical and otherwise difficult material, for the benefit of the less
well-read user of their book, yet they bluntly refuse to do this same kind of processing when
it comes to text-linguistics.
Since Longacre's insights are so significant, we descend into the morass of
theoretical linguistics in order to make these contributions more readily accessible, and to
equip the reader to a small degree to engage in his own text-linguistic research using this
model. We have claimed strongly that this theory is a significantly better starting point for
analysis than many others because it has been saturated, since its inception, in the problems
and intricacies of real language data; few other models have had this kind of exposure to the
world's languages, and fewer still are as innately responsive to the nuances of the data, nor as
respectful of the primacy thereof, as the tagmemic model.
So, at the risk of gross oversimplification, I have offered a brand of "tagmemic"
theory which will equip the reader to work more effectively with the contributions of
Longacre, Andersen, and Khan (et al.), and in particular, to appreciate the integrity of this
kind of scholarship. It serves, in addition, the purpose of laying the ground-work for the
methodology which I have applied to the texts examined here. The theoretical ground-work
is closely linked with the methodology, which was presented with explanation of the formats
employed for examining the data. This chapter is the core of this study, and it is hoped that
the reader will thus have at his fingertips enough theory to do his own evaluating of the data.
As we looked at methodological principles in this chapter, we proposed a general
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working hypothesis, and several "sub-hypotheses," which our space limitations would permit us
to take to the data. These were:
Main-line clause-types are text-type specific, and can be described as such;
they will predominate in the text, and text-types can be identified by the
predominant clause-type.
The main-line clause-type for the Narrative History text-type is the wc
+ Prefix clause.
The main-line for the [Narrative] Predictive text-type is the wc + Suffix
clause.
The main-line clause-type for the Hortatory text-type is built on a
"command" form.
The main-line clause-type for the Expository text-types is the Verbless clause.
Other text-types, whose clines have not been described nor intimated by
Longacre in Joseph will be identified first by features other than "main-line"
clause-types (as these have not yet been proposed), and then clause
distribution within those texts for which we have able to posit a text-type
identity, will be examined with a view toward proposing their main-line
forms.
The constituent structure of texts will be marked by divergences from the
main-line form in all text-types; off-line marking of constituent structure
will be confirmed by other types of marking devices, and will reflect a
comprehensible underlying notional structure.
The results of the above analyses will be expected to hold true for Reported
Speech as well.
We applied these hypotheses first to Judges 2, with the assumption that the reader
would find the results easiest to assimilate; since many have already undertaken studies of the
text-level features of Narrative History prose, these features will be more familiar to the
reader. We examined this text's clause distribution statistics and proposed that they fit with
our hypothesis that the wc + Prefix clause is the main-line form for this text-type, and that
other clauses fit the pattern as off-line forms. We also began to suspect some sort of
text-level function in the distribution of subordinated clauses.
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Our next text was a section of Leviticus 14. In this sample we found that the wc
+ Suffix form predominated, and that this appeared to be the main-line form for
Procedural/Instructional texts; off-line clause-types were posited as well. We looked briefly
at another text from Leviticus (from chapters 6-7), which encouraged us with regard to these
identifications. Here we addressed, not for the only time, the question of texts being
embedded in other texts. Here it was seen that the Procedural/Instructional material
(wrapped, albeit minimally, in Expository material) was set into an Hortatory framework,
which itself was set into the over-arching Narrative History structure of the Pentateuch.
We moved from these texts to a comparison of portions of the two series of
pericopes concerning the building of the Tabernacle. These two were shown to be, on the
one hand, Procedural/Instructional — with a similar distribution of features to that which we
saw in the Leviticus samples — and on the other, Narrative History, or Procedural/Lab
Report. The second set was difficult to identify precisely; it exhibited many of the same
features which we had seen in the Judges material, but we were not confident enough to
assign to it a particular text-type identity. Longacre has stated that Procedural/Instructional
texts look very similar to Narrative Predictive texts, sharing the same main-line clause-types,
and so on. It stands to reason, then, that Procedural/Lab Report texts might likewise share
main-line clause-types with Narrative History texts. Our data at this stage are inconclusive.
The Exodus pericopes provided opportunities to try our hand at identifying the
Expository text-types, with their clause distributions, as well. Longacre's suspicions about the
verb ranking one would expect to find in these text-types (stative clause-types occupying the
main-line slots, etc.) were found to be good guide-lines.
With these data under our belt, so to speak, we were able to add some more
working hypotheses (rather, "sub-hypotheses") to those we started with; these were not so
much different from the former, as simply more specific.
Chapter Five introduced two new texts: the story of Jephthah from Judges 10ff.;
and the book of Ruth. In the first of these, we narrowed our focus to the Narrative History
text-type. Here, however, our intent was to examine Niccacci's view that historical texts in
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Reported Speech are a different text-type from those in non-Reported Speech. To this end,
we examined first the non-Reported Narrative History text, then compared it with five
Narrative History texts found in Reported Speech. These were found to conform significantly
to patterns we had seen in earlier Narrative History material, with one slight exception: the
first clause in the embedded Narrative History material never took a wc + Prefix form.
However, rather than following Niccacci's lead in defining this as a different form of
Narrative, I proposed that the first clause in any Reported Speech unit always indicates its
status as an element in the [speech introduction] clause in which it is embedded, and therefore
is never, in terms of surface structure, clause-initial. This allows us to maintain the symmetry
of the matrix, and yet accounts for the distinctive features noticed in the texts so far
examined.
Our final engagement with the data involved the book of Ruth, where we
attempted to walk through the text with all our tools at work in consort. Allowing for the
development of hypotheses as we went along, this meant that we examined Ruth, first, in
terms of the main-line and off-line clause-types, subordinated clauses, and embedded speech
texts. These were seen to work remarkably closely with one another to show forth a "plot"
structure for the book as a whole, and for individual episodes within it.
When our examination of the constituent structure of Ruth was completed, we
turned our attention to analysing the internal structure of the individual speech units. Each
Reported Speech section was addressed, even where the text was too short, or too complex to
permit conclusions. It was found, however — these short, or difficult, passages aside — that
what we proposed as a result of our study of the Narrative History sections in Reported
Speech in the Jephthah story, was true as well here. That is to say, once we had permitted
the hypothesis that opening clauses of Reported Speech units reflect their non-initial status as
embedded units, we found no reason to suggest that text-types encode any differently in
Reported Speech, than in non-Reported Speech.
In the long run, this study has shown that text-types other than Narrative History
have features as particular to themselves as those which have come to be recognised as
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features of Narrative History. In addition, these text-types show a strong preference for a
particular clause-type, and this serves as the backbone of the text. Off-line clauses are also
identifiable, and the two — main-line and off-line — serve with other features to mark the
constituent structure (breaks in the flow, and peaks) of the text; each text-type deploys
clause-types in a characteristic fashion. In addition, apart from requiring to show its cohesion
with the text in which it is embedded, Reported Speech does not appear to challenge any of
these hypotheses significantly. As a by-product of this research strong hints surfaced that
subordination plays a role in the constituent structure marking of Narrative History at least
(principally occurring at the ends of episodes), and that Reported Speech does likewise
(though its distribution leads us to the conclusion that its function is to sustain tension in the
story, or to develop it slightly).
3. Implications for progress.
I believe that it is in turning to fully productive linguistic models that progress will
be made in assessing and describing features of Classical Hebrew. What has been presented
here is but a mere start along the way. What is needed is solid linguistic study of the
language, written in such a way that it makes a difference to those who use the language on
a day-to-day basis — that is, rabbis and pastors, teachers and students, and so on.2
Yet I don't want to imply that it is linguistic scientists who should be doing this
work; yes, their contributions are singularly welcome (write in reasonable lucid English, or
other modern language, please), but to exclude linguistically astute hebraists with no formal
linguistic training would be a grave mistake, for these are often the people with the most
intimate understanding of the Hebrew text. Though they lack formal tools, their knowledge
is irreplaceable. What is needed is a bridge between the rarified scientific theories and the
reader who would like to work on his own text-level analyses . . . something which allows
those who cannot — or do not want to — undertake study of linguistic theory in a
2 Not to exclude linguists, and other students of language, of course.
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university setting (and even were they to do so, what is the likelihood of finding someone to
teach grammar discovery procedures, and the like?), to bring their considerable skills to the
text with a high level of scientific integrity. Hebraists need to be provided with the tools of
the trade, without requiring them to give up the trade to acquire them. It has been my goal,
in this volume, to justify, and to make a beginning at, this effort; it has also been my goal to
show that this task is not unmanageable, and that — even with a minimum of good
text-linguistic theory — much can be discovered without undue mental gymnastics.
This, of course, will be easily recognisable as my idee fixe, my hobby-horse. The
principles have been underlined time and again in this book: good theory — good
methodology — good communication. Anything less does not constitute scholarship.
Fine, then. That god has been momentarily appeased. What can we say during the
respite about specific areas of progress?
We have made much of Longacre's observations. His matrix of text-types and his
verb-rank clines, are significant improvements. Others are also contributing. Much new
material is coming out, which has the potential of radically changing the way Hebrew is
perceived. This will require careful monitoring, of course; much can seem helpful that isn't.
The most important measure of a description is how well does it deal with all the language,
especially the difficult data.3
Loose ends in this study (and Longacre's as well) include: further work in
identifying text-types, and their characteristics (especially Expository); further analysis of
Reported Speech; examination of more texts with a view toward understanding specific
functions of specific features;4 and so on. Certain other endeavours should very likely be
3 I am aware that the final part of this work does not measure up well on this front; yet it
does not purport to be a "description" — rather, it is very brief introduction to the
application of one promising linguistic model. It should be evaluated as such.
4 I must stress, however, that studies like Khan's and Eskhult's will never be able to give us
full answers. For this we need more studies of full texts, looking at stories, etc. as units,
and describing the patterns which emerge as we compare hundreds of these to each
other. Only then will we be able to see whether subordination (e.g.) has a specific
text-level function, or whether TM has a strong preference for episode-initial contexts.
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undertaken only by those with an intimate knowledge of the language, and at least some
awareness of linguistic methodology; these include: the question of text-linguistic features in
poetic material; and, the question of text-linguistic features in formal language. Further to
these, little has been done to examine syntax (micro- or macro-) in poetic material —
O'Connor's Hebrew Verse Structure does this at the level of micro-syntax, but suffers from
the same plague as do Andersen and Longacre in varying degrees and different ways — that
is, it is so difficult to make sense of that it is off-putting; Watson's Classical Hebrew Poetry
is easier to work with, but includes little real syntax.5
The fact that greater precision in text-linguistic description of Classical Hebrew is
to be desired because such description is of value in and of itself, may be taken nearly for
granted. The relevance of this increase in knowledge for other facets of biblical studies may
not be so obvious.
Text-level analysis can contribute significantly to text exegesis: the results of our
analysis of off-line clauses led us to propose that Judges 12.5.1 is marked as peak of the last
episode of the story. It is easily overlooked that our interest in the pronunciation of the word
Shibboleth would not necessarily have been shared by the earliest hearers of the account;
text-linguistic research helps objectify such elements of the text-to-reader and reader-to-text
relationships. In a different vein, a more thorough examination of the book of Ruth than we
have been able to present in this work, allows us to trace, by way of peak marking, topic
continuity and shifts, participant reference, and the deployment of tension-maintaining
devices, the development, and organizing according to priority, of the themes and purposes of
the book.
Text-linguistics may also contribute to text-critical discussions; assessment of
emendations according to text-linguistic, in addition to other, criteria makes enormous sense.
5 It has been observed to me by Professor J. C. L. Gibson that poetry appears to be
governed syntactically as well as "stylistically" by parallelism [personal communication,
1992]; this feature may be a governing factor like the "embedding/cohesion" one which I
allege controls first clauses in Reported Speech. Such hypotheses as these will require
long and data-intensive study.
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However, it is clear that the most immediate — if not the greatest — benefit from
text-linguistic research will be for students and teachers of the language. In the same way
that counting the number of cards in a deck to determine which — if any — are missing, is
far easier if the cards are arranged in numerical order by suits, so also learning (and
therefore teaching) an^ language is greatly simplified if its forms are systematised — all the
more so if it is a dead language.6 If the system of text-types were presented to students (I
don't mean the theoretical parameters, but rather the simple existence of these text-types),
and their associated main-line forms — this much, in one fell swoop, would give the learner
a handle to begin sorting through the various distributions and functions of the Hebrew verb.7
We have endeavoured to convince the reader of this volume that text-linguistic
analysis and description offers significant insights into the structure of the language, and the
function of its forms. We have attempted as well to elucidate one model of text-linguistics
which is at the same time relatively approachable, and exceptionally acute in the results it
leads to. This was illustrated by applying this model in seven medium- to large-scale
analyses of biblical texts. Although results from these analyses could not hope to be precise,
they do in fact demonstrate the distinctive features of specific text-types, and confirm several
of the hypotheses which were suggested by the model. This approach to the data allowed us
as well to posit an alternative solution to the question of Narrative History (and other
text-types) in Reported Speech, to that proposed in Niccacci's Syntax. Throughout this
volume three basic concerns have remained constant: 1) a concern for the primacy of the
data; 2) an insistence on good theory and methodology; and 3) a commitment to clear
communication of results.
Text-linguistic analysis of Classical Hebrew, and other ancient languages, is still in
6 I am not a supporter of the inductive method of learning a dead language, as inductive
learning requires a deep saturation in that language in order to bring lasting success —
i.e., one must hear it without ceasing, and in all manner of contexts; this is, of course,
denied students of Classical Hebrew, Ugaritic, Sanskrit, Latin, etc.
7 I recognise that this approach alone would not cover the material which a student needs to
cover; however it is a very good starting point.
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its early years; we can look forward to significant developments in the understanding of our
texts as more of this research takes place.
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APPENDIX ONE: THE TEXT OF JUDGES 2 IN COLUMNAR FORMAT.
Judges
o-ccnPx PPn-p nirrpx^D 2.1.1
tox-I 2
onatoa nans rPpx 3
pXilPX CPX X'CXl 4
OCTDX^ "fpCtP TtfX 5
"1CX1 6
c^ip ccnx vns -isx-xy 7




erase cmx Bhax-xV 3.1
r-P dP rm 2
ffjPP cP m- orrrPxi 3
Pxn rnrrrnx mrr ix^o -one m 4.ia
Vxnp -acPsPx b
cVp-nx op ixeh 2
isan 3
ess xinn opon-ctf ix-pn 5.1
nrP DC? men 2
op-nx ppr Pen 6.1
pxrrnx naP lPna1? rx yap-as isPi 2
-p ^si j?Prr -p "?s mn-nx bp nan 7.1a
rapin b
pprr nnx pp isnxn ntfx 2
mrr hctoPs nx ixn -kpx 3a
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Prun b
Pxre*P HtPP reX 4
a*:e repi nxo-p mn* rop iirp pen* nor 8.1
-no orrrroano inPro Piojo mix iropr 9.1a
eprmP iisoo n*rrx b
i*niox-Px isdx: mm mm-Po on 10.1
omnx rnx in opr 2
-nx on nrr-nx ipr*-xP rex 3a
nepen b
Pxre*P nep rex 4
nm* *npo pm-nx Pxre*-*:o lepr 11.1
o*Ppon iropr 2
pxo onix x*oon omox *nPx mn-nx lotpr 12.1a
o*roo b





mrnepPi PpoP iropr 2
Pxre*o mn* qx-rnr 14.1
D'oe-TO o:nr 2
onix ioer 3
2*000 DH'O'IX TO oroo'1 4
on*orx *:sP ropp rip Po*-xPi 5
nprP oomnn nrrm* ++++++ Poo 15.1
ixo* rex 2
nn* ror rexo 3
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on1? mrp potw itPxoi 4
ixo on1? in 5
opsa mrv Dpi 16.1
DiTOlP to dip'&ti 2
too' x1? otuserpx 031 17.1
OTnx oriPx nnx w—o 2
onP wren 3
■pwrp tio no 4
-niso potPP omox loPmtPx 5a
nir b
■p PP_XP 6
[ . . . ] 18.1
opsip onP ntr o-pn pi 2
osbttop mrr rrm 3
-o" Po orro'x to op'elm 4a
tasPn b
•:so onpx:o mr air «o 5a
OTpmi on-mP b
usen moo rrm 19.1
omnx o-nPx 'inx nop1? onioxo irrnam 2a
onP ninrenPi oiopp b
ntfpn oomol orPPpoo lP-sn xP 3
PxiEio mrr px-ini 20.1
10x1 2
-p OTJSO E"X E"linP Pj'OIX XP -WOa ++++++ 21.1a
++++++ cnn b
-riTO-nx ntn in nop ie?x p" +++ 20.3
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DrfDNTlN THS "1B7K 4
+++ 'Vip1? lpotf N^l
pffrr onr-itrx +++
+++ no-i
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•no aerm W37 rf?Nn owhk rrcr nn
jnrrr-ra oan^-N1?!
APPENDIX TWO: SAMPLES FROM THE EXODUS TEXTS ON THE BUILDING OF
THE TABERNACLE (Exodus 25-40) IN COLUMNAR FORMAT.
Pericope A:
pp pxrrnx "rx^sa bti 37.i.ia
D'tatr b
lanx "sm a-nex 2
larn -am naxi 3
map -am naxi 4
n-aa nina anx nam 2.1a
final b
a-aa ant it P B*pn 2
Pp ant npaa panx P pn 3.1a
maps panx b
nnxn IP1?*-1?? npaa man 2
n-iB-n ipprpp mpaa -nan 3
cac't; na am 4.1
ant enx cpri 2
Pp npaua a'nan nx xan 5.1a
-nx nxaP pxn npPx b
pxn c
ninu ant nnsa bti 6.1
nanx -xni amax 2
nann "xm naxi 3
ant a'ana *:v cm 7.1
msp aa-a anx nB'p napa 2a
nnsan b
-anai nta nxpa nnx-aina 8.1 a
nto nspa nnx b
a-ananmx nap nnsanpa 2a
iiect vmxp] vmxp «stfa b
Exodus
BPB* 'XV flX 1BT1 25.10.1
ianx pni cnax 2
tarn "xni naxi 3
map "ni naxi 4
mnu ant inx nasi 11.1
usxn final rraa 2
a'ao ant nt iPp nfcpi 3
ant npaa panx P pxn 12.1
maps panx Pp nnnn 2
mxn ipPx-Pp npau 'nan 3
n-atfn ipPx-Pp man 4
ansa* "xp <na msn 13.1
ant anx rrsxi 2
Pp npaaa a-nan-nx nxam 14.1 a
-nx nxBP pxn np"?x b
ana pxn c
anan in" pxn npaaa 15.1
i:aa ino- xb 2
nnpn nx pxn-Px nn:i 16.1
pPx inx na-x 2
mnta ant nnsa n'B'pi 17.1
nanx "xrn a-nax 2
nann 'xm naxi 3
ant a'ana a-atf ntri 18.1
-affa anx nam napa 2a
nnsan mxp b
nta nxpa nnx ana nap 19.1 a
-p nta n*r>a nrtK-aroi b
nnsan c
"aarPp a'anan-nx ppn 2a
imixp b
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B'Sia "BHS D'313n im 9.1a B-SJ3 "CHS B'aian mi
nPpaP b nPpaP
rnx-Px trx omjsi 2 rnx-Px epx arrasi






nnsan Ppa pnx -man





B-Btf '31? inPtP t?P»l 37.10.1
ianx a-nax 2
larn naxi 3
map atm naxi 4
una nt inx pan 11.1
a'aa ant it iP tppn 2
a'aa naa nnaaa iP tpp*i 12.1
a'aa mnaaaP anrm tpm 2
ant npaa panx iP tppn 13.1
panx Pp npaan-nx inn 2a
nxsn b
aa-Px pnix niatx -icx
PXIB"




rnna nt inx nasi
2'2D ant nr iP rrippi
a-aa naa nnaaa iP mrpi
a'ao mnaaaP anrm n-trpi
ant npaa panx iP ntrpi
panx Pp npaan-nx nnai
nxan
rPn panxP ncpx rPan panxP ncx
npaan rn nnaan napp 14.1a
-nx nxc'P a-naP ama b
inPtPn c
n-acr *xp anarrnx tppn 15.1
-nx nxcP am onx parr 2a
inPB'n b
npaan rnn nnaan napp
-nx nxtpp anaP amaP
lnPtPn












































































































































































































nap npn- nap-nap 2a
BnX b
a-aPa nnxn npnn -px 15.1a
naxa b
nexa panx anm 2
nnx ma nnxn npnn 3a
npn- map mapP b
naP npnn aan-nx norm i6.ia
naP npnn aa-nxi b
nn nsa Pp a-aan nxPP apn 17.1a
ixPP caam nnanaa mrpn b
man nnann npnn nsa Pp c
n-aan nan: "Dip apn i8.ia
nnx nnP Pnxmnx nanP b
aP<x nnp PnxP noaa apn 19.1a
nnp noaai a-anxa b
nPpaPa ovann c
paaP canpn-nx apn 20.1a
anap ema -xp b
anpn -px max nap 21.1
ixn anpn am naxn -stm naxi 2
x naPaa nnxn anpp rrr ma 22.1a
nnx-Px b
laaen 'anp Pa1? nap p 2
snap paeP a-anpmnx apn 23.1a
mam aa: nxsP Dthp b
;p nnn nap epa-anx B'panxi 24.1a
hprrmn e<anx <aa a-anpn b
a-anx 'aai mm map nnxn c
vnT map nnxn anpmnnn e
•psas nxsP man paan pPaPi 25.1a
anp anap nap b
napn npn- nap-nap 2a
onx b
DP'Pa nnxn npnn pnx 8.ia
naxa b
naxa panx ami 2
nnx nne nnxn npnn 3a
np'T nnap mapP b
naP npnn aan-nx nnam 9.ia
naP npnn aa-nxi b
maan npnn-nx nPsai 2a
Pnxn as Pia-Px b
npnn nsa Pp nxPP a-aan mapi 10.1a
nxPP o-aam nnana narpn nnxn b
man nnann npnn nsa Pp c
caan nam -anp n-api 11.1
nxPPa a-anpmnx nxani 2
Pnxn-nx nnam 3
nnx nm 4
npnn pn Pnxn npnn rppn nnoi 12.1a
paan nnx Pp nnon nsnpn b
-pxa qnpa nta naxm nta naxm 13.1a
ns-pp mno mm Pnxn npn- b
insaP niai nte paan c
nnp PnxP noaa mapi i4.ia
nnp noaai canxa aP'x b
nPpaPa a-ann c
paaP a-anpmnx mapi 15.1a
anap ana pp b
anpn pnx max nap 16.1
nnxn anpn ann naxn am naxi 2
nax naPaa nnxn anpp mm ma 17.1a
nnnx-Px b
paan -anp PaP napn p 2
onap paaP e-anpn-nx mapi i8.ia
naam naaa nxsP anp b
anap nnn napn epa-anx a'panxi 19.1a
anpmnnn a-anx -aa o-anpn b
a-anx "aai imm map nnxn c
imm map nnxn anpmnnn e
lis* nxsP maan paan pPatPi 20.H
anp 0nap g
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ranx *jb rpa an'anx a<paxi 26.ic
a-anx -aBi nnxn Bnpn nnn d
nnxn Bnpn e
p nBB nBP na- pBen "nanPi 27.1
pBan npspa1? nBp a'anp "aBi 28.ia
a-nanp b
ntaaVe apxn rni 29.1
j? a-an tmit mss, rn ] fir mnn 2a
nnxn npaan-Px lBxn b
"aBP Cn'JB'1? riB'J? 13 3a
npatpan b
an-anxi a-Bnp naaB rm 30.1a
<aB D'J-tX 1BT HB'B" C]B3 b
nnn a-anx -aB a-anx c
nnxn Bnpn d
nBan e-bb «xp ma Bpn 31.1a
ixn pBarrp^st -Bnp1? nBan b
"BnpP anna nBam 32.1c
nBam maBn pBan-p1?* d
pBan -BnpP anna e
na- cnanP f
nnaV p-nn mnarrnx Bpn 33.ia
naspn-p a-Bnpn pina b
nxpn-Px c
ant naa: a-Bnprrnxi 34.1
a-na ant nap anpata-nxi 2a
anna1? b
ant arnan-nx epn 3
Pericope E:
nPan nanan-nx Bpn 36.35.ia
Ban 'JB npPini panxi b
ntBa c
nnx nap asti ns-pa 2a
a'ana b
a-taB map npanx nP Bpn 36.1
ant aan 2
a-anx -aB rpa amanx c-paxi 21.ih
nnn a-anx nan nnxn Bnpn nnn i
nnxn Bnpn j
rsnp nBB nBpn na- pBan TiamPi 22.1
pBan npxpeP nBpn a'Bnp -aBi 23.1a
a-nama b
[pc Mss Sam. Pent., im ] mi 24.1a
ntaaPa a'axn b
pxn-pp a'an t\t vth 2a
nnxn npatan-Px b
amaBP mm p 3
iti" npspan -aBP 4
amanxi a-Bnp npB rm 25.ia
-aB a'jnx nBp nBB spa b
nnxn Bnpn nnn a-anx c
nnxn Bnpn nnn a-anx -jbi d
nBan a'BB "sp anna n-Bpi 26.ia
nnxn pBan-pPs 'BnpP nBan b
-Bnp1? arnna nBam 27.1c
nBam maBn pBan-pVat d
pBan pPs 'BnpP amna e
na- a'nanP f
a-Bnpn pina p-nn mnam 28.ia
natprrVx naspn-p nnaa b
ant naasn a-Bnprrnxi 29.1
ant nBpn amnpata-nxi 2a
anna1? a'na b
ant amnan-nx n-aasi 3
paBaa pBan-nx napm 30.1
nna mxnn nBx 2
panxi nPan nana mapt 26.31.ia
ntBa bbi 'JB npVini b
nnx nBP' aBn nBpa 2a
a'ana b
•map npanxmp nnx nnnai 32.1a
arm ant a'aasa bpb b
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ant BTYI 3 pjoa-nx npanx-pp ant c
rpamnx npanx on"? pri 4
conpn nnn nanan-nx nnnai 33.1
nx nanaP maa naa nxam 2a
nrtpn linx b
■pa cap nanan nPnam 3a
atmpn tPnp pai enpn b
linx Pp nnaan-nx nrui 34.1a
o-trtpn enpa nnpn b
pna inPDn-nx nacn 35.1a
na: nnaanmxi nanaP b
naa-n pcen pPs Pp pPtsfi c
lias pPs-Pi pn pPtPm 2
nPan Pnxn nnsP pea cpn 37.1a Pnxn nnaP pea mcpi 36.1a
cci -it? npPim panxi b ■itp npPim panxi nPan b
Dpi ncpa nice con c cpn ntppe ntB-B can c
arrrnxi ntfan map-nxi 38.1d cue -map na'an poaP nwi 37.1
crcxn nasi 2 ant anx mssi 2
ant crpcm 3 ant cnm 3
nun: ntfan oranxi 4 nan: -:nx naPn onP npsn 4
Pericope F:
cud -sp nPin nate-nx cpn 38.1.1a cue* 'sp natan-nx mcpi 27.1.1
lanx max can 2 ianx max Dan 2
iann ntax-cam 3 tann max cam 3
pian 4 natan nrr pian 4
map max cPbp 5 map max d'Pdi 5
mas panx Pp rrunp cpn 2.1 mas panx Pp manp mcpi 2.1
rnanp vn i:bb 2 manp pnn iaee 2
ncna inx pspi 3 nana inx mssi 3
-nx natan -Pa-Pamx trpn 3.1a rpn laanP mro mtrpi 3.1a
-nxi rprrnxi mrsn b mnnai maPtai mpntai b
n:Pten-nxri] npntan c
nnnan-nxi d
nun: nap rPa-Pa 2 nun: nD'pn rPa-PaP 2
nan ncpa naaa nataP cpn 4.1a nana ncn ncpa naaa lP mcpi 4.1a
rsn-np naaPa iaana nnn b
ispn panxa npau panx pari 5.1a npau panx nBhrrPp n'D'Pi 2a
cnaP ens ncnan naaaP b vmsp panx Pp nana b
aana nnn nnx nnnai 5.1a
nuaPa natan b
natan 'sn np ncnn nmrn 2a
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cue <s:p a-na-nx tppn 6.1 cue -ap -na nataP ana rrfcrpi 6.1
nc'ns anx epn 2 ncfts anx n'ssr 2
Pp npaa anan-nx xan 7.1a npaaa na-nx xami 7.1
mx nxcP naian npP? b npPs TiC-Pp a'nan rni 2a
inx nxca natan b
mx nt?p nnP aia: 2 inx ncpn nnP aias 8.1
ICT 13 ++++++ 2
pnx nxnn ntrxa +++ 3a
+++ nna b
Pericope G:
nxnn-nx trpn 38.9.1 istran nsn nx nwi 27.9.1
nstnn "pPp nsa'n ass nxsP 2a cc nxnP a-pPp nsavrass nxsP 2a
naxa nxa nttPa cc b nnxn nxsP pnx naxa nxa nice b
a-ntpp an-map 10.1 a-ncp rnapi 10.1
a-ntrp an-snxi 2 anc'p an'snxi 2
ncfis 3 ncrns 3
cpa an-pcm c-nepn m 4 rpa arrptfm anapn m 4
naxa nxa ytsst xsPi 11.1 -px nxa a-ppp -pxa lists nxsP pi 11.1
d'-ict armep 2 ancp rnapi 2
a-ncp arrsnxi 3 a-ncp an-snxi 3
ncfis 4 ncns 4
spa arrpctn anepn -is 5 rpa arrpctn anapn ni 5
nexa ccan a-pPp b'-nxsPi 12.1a a-can a-pPp a-nxsP nann anm 12.1a
nax b
ancp arrniep 2 ancp nrmep 2
D-IC'P dits-inl 3 a-ncp an'snxi 3
rpa arrptfm a-napn m 4
nax ccan nnnte nans nxsPi 13.1a nnnxa nans nxsP nsnn anm 13.1a
nax E'can b
inaP-Px nax nncp-cen a-ppp 14.1 qnaP a-pPp nax nncp cam 14.1
ne^Pc* arrmep 2 ntPPtr arrnap 2
ncPc* an'snxi 3 ntPPtr an-snxi 3
in npcP ntai nta n'scn qnaPi 15.1 nncp tran rrstfn rjnaPi 15.1a
nax nncp can a-pPp b D'PPp b
ncPc an-nep 3 ntTPtr an-nap 2
ntPPtf an'snxi 4 ntrPc an'snxi 3
nitre citP a-ao nxnn -pPp-Pa 16.1
ntPns a-napp a-snxm 17.1
rpa aTpcm anepn m 2
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rpa amcxn isai
nann max Pa rpa aptstia am
Dpi ntrpa nann npc -pel
-ic npPim panxi nPan
1T2?a CC1
pnx nax o-ncpi











18.1a nPan nax c-ntrp -pa nann npcPi 16.1a
b nrca can ':c npPirn panxi b




19.1 npanx armap 2
2 npanx arnnxi 3
3
rpa D'pcna a-ao nann map-Pa 17.1
4 spa ami 2
5
rem arroxi 3
naxa nxa nann -px 18.1
B'cena a-can anm 2
max can napi 3
ntca cc [ . . . ] 4
ncn: amnxi 5
20.1a -Pai innap Paa pcan Pa PaP 19.1a
b ncn: nann rnnm b
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APPENDIX THREE: THE COMPLETE TEXT OF THE BOOK OF RUTH IN
COLUMNAR FORMAT.
Ruth
D-tsstfn bse -a-a m 1.1.1
pxa am m 2
m1? rrnrr en1? rrae mx -|P 3a
rja 'iEh wtfxi xn axia ntra b
pa-Vx B"xn am 2.1
'BJN WE?X EE>I 2
TPai pre vaamEr can 3
n-nrr ajfi1? rraa a-msx 4 lp
axe—P ixa*i 5
DErrrri 6
em mx paPx ne*i 3.1
ma aan x-n -ixtfm 2
nraxa aea an1? ixim 4.1
ns-ij? nnxn be? 2
nn nacn am 3
nacr ntppa be? lash 4
TPai pre arraEraa irram 5.1
nE"xai rrP aae n&xn nxtfm 2
rrPai xti apm 6.1
axe -nB'a a»m 2
axe nE?a npaa* 'a 3




nap n-Pa "nan 3
m*r pxPx aitP pna niaPn 4
rrPa pb'1? em -exni 8.1
rua? 2
nax rva1? na-x n:aB 3
nan aaaj? mrr nap 4
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Tarn D'nan-Dj? an-Bp iBxa 5
aa1? rrcr in-
nerx rra nsix nrrue 1x1:21
[ . . . ] ++++++






trx"? nine -nipt '3
-max "3
mpn P-tr
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mn-T -a nxr_,a 6
pp rofrm 14.1
nip nraam 2
nmen1? nsnp pcm 3
<[lxx] napPx a»m> 4






-priNo aisP -pip1? 'a-'pasn-Vx 2
•pX -H-++++ "3 3
+++ *±>n ntfxPx +++ 4
iPx ++++++ 5




+++ 'man n^xa +++ 2
n3|5X CB'l 3
P mm het na 4
sp" nai 5
1J'3i «ra mns- man -a 6
xnm 18.1
nnx na1?1? x*n raexno-a 2
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mn
mrPx-Pxi napPx >naa' naB'
nnaa- mnx -aw
nPx nan1? Pinm 3
ma n:xamp <p-> omnc? maVm 19.1a
orb b
nn'r ma n:xaa vn 2




'ap: P ruxnprr'rx 2
x'b P 1x1,1 3
1X2 P -IB' ion "3 4
-naPi nx^a 'ix 21.1
mm 'wep opm 2
*ap: P ruxipn na1? 3
-3 n:p mm 4
P pin men 5
-ap: atfm 22.1
natfn nap nrPa maxian mm 2a
axia mt&'B b
mtp rPnna on1? ma lxa nam 3a
dppip b
ntrx1? <p pma> pre -apPi 2.1.1a
-fnaPx nnsB'BB Pn ma: trx b
tpa ibbi 2
*eprPx maxian nr1 naxm 2.1
mtrn xrna^x 2
oPatPa nap^xi 3
rrpa p-xxex ibtx nnx 4
rb naxm 5
pia '37 6
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ppm 3.1
xiam 2
Dnxpn '-ins apPni 3
tpaP men npPn mpa -ip«i 4
pPa'Px mseaa nex 5





DnxprrPp aaun npaP n?a nax*i 5.1
nxrn rnpan «oP 2
onsprrPx aaun np:n un 6.1
nexn 2




c-onpn nnx onapa tisdxi 3
xiam 4
nnp-npi -ipan txa -napm 5
-npi, cf. lxx> upa man nnae nt 6a
<upa rnea nnae-xP nnp b
rrrrPx tpa lax'i 8.1
-na npae xiPn 2
-nx rrtea upPP <aPrrPx 3
nta mapn xP aai 4
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*b nan nan 3
nnx irnarrnx rv&p-mpx *?a 4a
-|trx nia b
yrfra pxi -pxi -pax -atpm 5
op-Px -a^m 6
aitPtP "nan npT-x? ntfx 7
-ppa nrr aV&" 12.1
nrr c?a na^a- -|mawa -nm 2a
"rxnsr rftx b
raaa-mn man1? nxa-ntrx 3
naxm 13.1
"anx -pa'pa irrxsax 2
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'nan: '3
innse? ib-bv man 'ai




Vaxn npl pa ri? naxn 14.1
a^n VPS 2
atorrp n"?axi 3
pana ins nlaai 4













anjrmj? nnca aplm 17.1
aanm 2
nap^mcx nx 3
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apnn onejm fa a:
maPan xli




npacc mrnmtfx nx 7
nnian n1? icxm 19.1
avn nap1? nrx 2
r\'vy naxi 3
ins -|T3a TP 4
nmanP larn 5
lop nntpjr-rcrx nx 6
icxm 7
TJ73 ++++++ B"X1 CD' 8
+++ crn iap M'B'j? IB?X +++ 9
nnla1? 'aj?a icxm 20.1
mrr1? xxn "jina 2
CTirrnx nan ajjrxP itrx 3a
c-nan-nxi b
'Bjaa nP "laxm 4
Bixn lap 3ii,a 5
xin laPxaa 6
n'axian nmi laxni 21.1




TJtprrPa nx 1P3-BX ip 6
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P"IB'X 7
nnPa nrrPx -aja naxm 22.1
-na aia 2
mnprop "xsn -a 3
-inx rrttra pa-ipus" xPi 4
mPa—tp apPP rpa mppaa panm 23.1a
earn Txpi Dnp&rrrstp b
nmarrnx arrm 2
nnian "aw nP laxm 3.1.1
naa pP-tfpax xPn -na 2
pp-aa" itPx 3
unjno tpa xPn nnpi 2.1
rnnprnx rrn nipx 2
nP-Pn anptsTi prnx rni xrrnn 3
rami 3.1
naoi 2
ppp <p'nPa^> pnPatP natri 3
pan <'p rrm> Trrn 4






<'p naaci> voari 6
pp T3* xni 7
■ptppri -ex nx 8


































+++ "Toxmtrx *73 +++ 3
■BP "®Bf*73 pnr '3 4
nx Vri ncx "3 5
[ . . . ] inn i2.i
030X *3 2
'33X "7X2 <del, cf Qere DX> '3 3




+++ "pWOK +++ 4
■7X2- 5




-pon-ix <rn-> lnPaio 33t?ni 14.1
opm 2




1131 1E?X1 1X3-'3 6
10X1 15.1












Brxn n^-ncj? ntfx-'ra nx 5
naxm 17.1
-V ina rfrxn onptfrrtfff 2
<"?X> -OK '3 3
in-iarr^x opn -xian-Vx 4
nexm 18.1
-na "at? 2
rjnn ntpx -11? 3
nan Vs- "px 4
tr-xn use* x1? -a 5
ai*n -am nVa-nx-'a 6
npa-n nVp tpai 4.1.1
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ntr 3Eii 2












-cj?3 ii3D ++++++ no'i npPi 2a
3X10 IIO'O 130-1 b
+++ pPo-PxP ranxP io?x +++ 3
-max raxi 4.1
ioxP -ptx 1P3X 2
'OJ? rapt 1331 0-3011 133 13p 3
PX3 ++++++ 4
+++ PX3fT0X +++ 5
'P 1T31 ++++++ 6
+++ <PX31> 1X3- XP-OXI +++ 7
<p 13?1X1> J?1X1 8
P1X3P pnPlt TX '3 9
-pnx -33X1 10




mi nxei "opa to men Trrup-ora 2a
<nn-> 'mji? nerrnex moxien b
lnPm-Pj? non-DC D'pn"? c
^XSn 1DX1 6.1
"p-pixj1? v3ix xp 2
•mPnrnx mnex-|s 3
-nPxrnx nnx pP-Px:) a
pxjlp p31x~xp '3 5
nPixrrPj? Pxid"3 oisP nxti 7.ia
131-P3 o'pp nnom-Pjn b
iPpn Eix pie 2
mm1? ]nji 3
Pxico mipnn nxti 4
tJ?3P PXHI 10X1 8.1
pP-n:p 2
ipjt: qpcl 3
omrPoi dipt1? tm ioxi 9.1
Dim onx D'u? 2
"bw to ++++++ ++++++ 'nip *3 3
+++ pPO'PXP icx-p3-nx +++ 4
llPOP 1CX-P3 nxi +++ 5a
+++ "pPrtoi b
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ritfx rraxan nrrnx oai io.ia
o-prf? rPxP P -nap -pPna b
vPru-Pj? narrow c
ytix cj?a narrow ma-xPi 2a
ICIpa *Wai b
cm onx eny 3
cptm ++++++ cprr'ra nax*i 11.1
+++ nj?tfa~*PX +++ 2
DHJ? 3
prrn-Px nxan ntfxrrnx mrr in" 4a
nxPai Pmc b
Pxnsr rra-nx ormtf ua -itfx 5
nrnsxa PTrntyjn 6
onP n-aa ccrxnpi i
jnrnp ++++++ pis rraa pro th 12.1
+++ mirr1? -van rrb—ox +++ 2
nxtn rnwrrp pp mrr in" na>x 3
nrrrix ?pa np*i 13.1
n&'xP fr—rim 2
rrPx xa-i 3
imn nP mrr "jm 4
p -tPm 5
<aj?j-Px CB'jn n:nexm 14.1
mrr pro 2
cm Pxs "p rotfn xP ncx 3
Pxntra lac x-ip-i 4
pna'crnx PaPaPi bp: a'tfaP pp n-ni 15.1
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prP ++++++ pri^a 'a 2
+++ pronx-ncx +++ 3
D"J3 njPCB p n31U XTT1CX 4
nPrrix %ay: npm 16.1
npna nncm 2
roaxP iPmm 3
nax1? ac mjacn t> naxnpni 17.1
"•ajaP p-nP" 2
nap lac ruxnpm 3
nri 'ax 'C'-'ax xn 4
ps mnPm nPxi 18.1
Trrarrnx tPtti ps 2
on-nx TPn pm 19.1
anrajrnx TPri nm 2
■pcnrnx TPin anrain 20.1
naPc-nx TPn "pcn:i 2
pa-nx TPn "paPci 21.1
nap-nx n'Pn pai 2
"C'-nx TPn najn 22.1
nm-nx TPn -en 2
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COLOUR KEY FOR FORMATTED SAMPLE TEXTS.
wc + Prefix conjugation of non-PlT! verbs:
wc + Prefix conjugation of PIT!:





wc + Suffix conjugation of non-PITI verbs:
wc + Suffix conjugation of fTPl:
Prefix conjugation of non-PITI verbs:
Prefix conjugation of nTi:









SAMPLE PERICOPES OF THE COLOUR-CODED TABERNACLE" MATERIAL.
The columns, from right to left, are: Procedural/Instructional unsubordinated; Proc./Instr.
subordinated; Narrative History (?) unsubordinated; Narr. Hist, subordinated.
Pericope B:
o'Bo* *ap pbcrcTi 37.10.1
ianx"oTSR^ 2
;TarrTnaxv 3
pnap *am naxi 4
mnu nt inx pan 11.1
a*ao ant -it tb(gj 2
a*ao naa nn:oa ibc}pjr$ 12.1
a*ao innsoab ant~it (@) 2
ant npaa panx ib.-fijjfl!) 13.1
pa-ix bp npaarrnxgp 2a
nxan b
i'b3i panxb ntfSh 3
npaan i*h mapn napb i4.ia
-nx nxcrb onab o*na b
pb&Ti c
o*i3ip *ap onan-nx(@|) 15.1
-nx nxfrb ant onx^Sft) 2a
pbtfri b
-nx ++++++ o'ban-nx &p*i i6.ia
nxi rnaa-nxi vnnpp b








a*ao nau nuiDo ib<gjrpV)
a*ao innsoab anrnt<gj?g)
ant npaa pa-ix ib(mre^
pa-ix bp npatsrrnx (gn5T?
nxsn
j*b3*i panxb nffx
npaun p*nn nman napb



























+++ pa po* lex +++
o*3s onb pbgtrbp <fin3ft 30.1a
t*an *33b b
"Tabernacle" Sample Texts — Page 1
Pericope C:





rrexB cxr cap neei




a r | ^ ^ r J, |
D-npea rjtaa ne'ne
nisi nnsa nnxn napa/"^*>watiiar.rg.wwi^3f.,". tH»i*'" I'm 1* I >I»W i TiT,—^
enpea cjtaa nePei
(rnsi nnsa nnxn napaTn HI ni«Ti ~nm II I I nnMI '





naaa capn 'ae nnn nnsai
naaa capn ee nnn nnsai"/




nnta ant nnx nepa nPa
njtae n'nna-nx en





































nnasa nnaa 'ap nepe
Qnxry^
fma nnaa 'ap nePei
'aen/*
enpea cpaa nepe"^,
1nnsi nnaa nnxn napa
enpea cjtaa nePei
f nnai nnaa nnxn napa
II I II I 'HI | | 'II '*™*
-p exam D'apn nee1? p
epaa nitanx nnaaai"
n'nnai mnaa enpeaf
naaa capn 'ae nnn nnaai
" * I II I Utol'ii"Mf-ffcf-
naaa eapn 'ae nnn nnsai;
I
3*"
naaa capn 'ae nnn maai
-p a'xrn capn neep
nnaan
itr naaa anapi an'nnaa









































'Tabernacle" Sample Texts — Page 2
THE COMPLETE TEXT OF THE BOOK OF RUTH IN COLUMNAR FORMAT.
COLOUR-CODED.
The columns, from left to right, are as follows: Unsubordinated non-Reported Speech;




nub rrrcr onb B-x ^-jbn
?33 '3B1 IflBXl xn 3X112 nU3
nba'bx B<xn obi
?3 wbx obi
SBl11'b31 pnO T33"'3B DBl




rr:3 "3Bi xn bxBrii
nraxo o'B'i on? ixB'i
nsnj? rnxn eB
mi nuBn OBI
DOB 1Bg3 0B .jgBj
Trbsi pre o,T3Bro3C^m































mo rrnbo tibi) 3
mvr px-bx 3iBb in3 ffibnV. 4











Ruth, Colour-coded — Page 1
ncr# m riB'K nnnaQKsai) 2
[ . . . ] ++++4 +




































































+++ £msn>ngxa +++ 2
ftastOPBft 3
mm tf^^na 4
-p-ai "raCrnifrman -a 6
18.1
ririx nay? xn -mtDN^^a) 2
mVx nan1? £r?r$' 3
ma naxa-np <p-> anvil? jT|a|j$ 19.1a
0 b











Ruth, Colour-coded — Page 3









naen nap nrfra maxian rn 2a
axia "ICS b
m?p n^nna an"? fTS® nam 3a
„ anpe b
ntrx1? <'p pma> pro -apaVij 2.i.ia
"f?a,I?x_ raaeaa *?n maa '
:ipa lean"; 2








ipa1? men np^n rnpa npn
ji-rrr"- """ ' ** " —
pPa^x nnseaa ni


















anjtprr^p assn inpy? tpa naxfl
B'nxpmPx asn npn














hp, cf. lxx> aua rran nnac ni
<aua mfca nnaerx1? nnu
vn(fipaBftyrgi







































fix "imon-nx (fraupax ^a
-jEf',x ma
"imPe pxi *pxi -pax •:
C5?_1?x 0E
ai&Pa Pan (EsmS -iax
pus rnTCpVen)
mrr aua naVa pna&a *nm
Pofcr rPx









Ruth, Colour-coded — Page 5
rsia-nrin man*? ^ixa^ngx 3
iaSHv- 13.1
'nx I'rpa Trr^SEjR) 2
Qnanl) 'a 3
ywsoaP-pp (fin^Vai 4
-frmsg mxa rmK^J-aaw 5









-ax1? mp-nx pa (§5 2















nman nP •pxrrT, 19.1









( tP2 B"xn cc
























Ruth, Colour-coded — Page 7
mPa-ip tip1?1? ipa rmpaa^aigt) 23.1a
D'Brn Tat,"51 onjtorrrxp b
nniorrnxCBgFft) 2
nnian tsw nP HSxnTs 3.1.1
rroa l^XEOy xl?n ,i-13
lV^S^)*TtfK
. wsns TP2(^i rwh
vm-ipa-nx (ffth'mt
nP'Pn onflpn prnx rnt twit
CFooT^
■ypjt <7flPo&> -|nPD&'<
pan <'p rrm> (Jvrrj;
nwffPi PaxP inPa nx ex1? <SFii?ft?xs
1336*3 PT1
oiporrnx ^rn)






























-Tfra"? Titfx-rrp rnnxn -pan (cairn)





, fix Vn ntfxp}.
[ . . . ]
"ias "rx: <del, cf Qere 0X> '3-














































Ruth, Colour-coded — Page 9
nparmx <rn-> in'ranoCaatfrfu 14.1
<gn$ 2
















































































Ruth, Colour-coded — Page 11
(5x% '33X 12
TJJ3 ^ax»r 5.1
rm nxai «aw to men inup-Dra » 2a
<nn-> nerrnex n'axian b
inPnrPp namce cpn1? c
'rxsn 6.1
-rfrnrnx ^rfcxytsj 3
-nVxa-nx nnx l^xT) 4
PxiP 529© "3 5
nVixrrPp Pxifena o-isP nxti 7.ia
nam*?3 a'p1? rrnarrr^v b
viyftSffl 3^>ri"3 rmsim mj) 4
tpaP Pxrt naxn 8.1
2
T?Pi ^e5!' 3
oprrPai n^piP tpa "fex^ 9.i
Corn enx enp 2
WW TB ++++++ ++++++ ^n^)*3 3a
+++ pPa,I?xP nex-p3=nFr'+++ 4
■ Ti'PaP ne?r5F7ix^+++ 5a
~~~T^lV?na^ b
nex rraxan nrrnx mi io.ia
D-prf? nexP -P^n^TiPna b
inPni-Pp nerroe c




cjpm ++++++ oirrPa firSJR) 11.1
Ruth, Colour-coded — Page 12
+++ npc,3-ntrxV++
Cgg





jnn-p ++++++ pa rraa yiprm
+++ rrnrrP nanQrP^-iPx +++
nx?n rnwrrp *p mrr(^)iffN
nrn *?X2 p(rraPj3)x'? -ipx
Vx-fera toe? flnyT)
yntrnx PPP pa: axP? rrrn
pffty) irPa -a
-H-H-^nanx^ncx +++

















































Ruth. Colour-coded — Page 14
rmarnMCr'TTrflgTi
lutfro-nxi
noVternKi
iwnx(
■taurnm
'Br-nxi
-rrrnx/
